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As the Autumn leaves begin to fall and all 
over the country, last year's woolly jumpers 
and jackets surface from the bottom of the 
clothes drawer, here are some juicy tales to 
tickle your fancy and warm the cockles of 
your hearts from old Festering Mick.
Latest dispatches from the mother coun­
try regarding The Sports are rather in­
teresting. Seems that halfway thru their 
tour, the band have dispensed with the ser­
vices of manager John Lever who is now 
back in the country. The latter half of the 
tour is being handled by ex-Mushroom staf­
fer, Bruce Kirklan, now with Stiff.
Michael Gudinski, head of the Sports' 
A u s t r a l ia n  re c o rd  co m p a n y . 
Mushroom, flew off fo London late last mon­
th to see how the band are faring. While o/s 
Gudinski will be aftempfing to set up 
English distribution of the latest Split Enz 
a lbum , " F r e n z y "  and A m erican  
distribution for the Sports.
Stiff now plan to record a whole new 
album of Sportsongs in England and fhus 
will nof be using any of fhe tracks from the 
"Don't Throw Stones" album, which seems 
destined for Australian ears only — 
although four songs from it — "Who Listens 
To The Radio", "So Obvious", "Step By 
Step" and "Suspicious Minds" — comprise 
"The Sports E P " . Now released on Stiff in 
fhe U .K ., "Who Lisfens To The Radio" is 
geffing airplay on fhe BBC's allpowerful pop 
stafion. Radio One.
The band are also raking in compliments 
for their live performances. New Musical Ex­
press reviewer Max Bell, reviewing the 
Bristol concert said that the band were 
"more impassioned and refreshing than ĥe 
main man (Graham Parker) himself". And 
Nick Lowe, the doyen of British producers, 
said after seeing the band at Reading that it 
he wasn't getting married to Carlene Carter 
and going to live in Nashville ( ! ! ! )  he would 
have loved to produce the new album. He 
described the songs as being "pure musule, 
without an ounce ot fat on them "!
Ex Kush frontman, Geoff Duff is another 
ex-pat who is creating a bit ot a stir in 
England. During an interview with the 
NME's Tony Parsons, Dutt ottered Parsons 
an exploding cigarette. When the tag ex­
ploded, Parsons was so angry that he got up 
and threw an ashtry at Dutt. Dutt ju t̂ 
laughed and said; "That's what I wanted —
a reaction!" The write up of fhe inferview 
did nof present Duffo in the most favorable 
lighf. However, Duff's album, on the 
Beggars Banquet label, is currently holding 
down the No. 60 spot in the BBC charts.
Lots of interesf in The Angels (at present 
closeted in Alberts Studios in Sydney 
working on their follow-up to the now 
platinum "Face To Face") from American 
record companies. The interest could be 
partly due to a radio spot that Angels bass 
player Chris Bailey did on L.A . radio station 
KROQ in which he played Angels tracks and 
talked about the band.
Two more Dylan bootlegs have surfaced 
from his Australian tour, One was recorded 
in Adelaide, the other in Sydney. They join 
the double album set "L ive  At West Lakes", 
which was recorded in Adelaide and 
released a few monfhs ago. A David Bowie 
bootleg recorded at his Adelaide Oval show 
has also appeared on record racks around 
the traps. The release of the double "L ive  at 
West Lakes" set a few months ago caused 
quite a bit of inferest among collectors and 
Dylan's recording company, CBS, 
threatened all sorts of legal aefion when the 
news leaked. But they dropped the matter 
after running into trouble finding a copy.
When we broke to them the news of the 
additional two platters they were 
predictably upset and this, together with the 
general import record situation is brewing 
into a major issue. Roadrunner has been 
investigating — watch future issues.
Regular have taken over Thursday nights 
at the Civic Hotel in Sydney. To the 
consternation of ofher Sydney promoters, 
they aren't charging a fee for organising fhe 
gig, figuring the resul-tant publicity is worth 
the time and effort. It also provides Regular 
the perfect opportunity to check out new 
talent.
As a result of The Stranglers debacle af fhe 
Queen's Hotel in Brisbane, the hotel has lost 
its music licence. The Queens is by far fhe 
biggest live music venue in Queensland. In 
other Stranglers incidents (there must have 
been at least one a day throughout the tour) 
Shane Maloney, promoter of fhe Latrobe 
Uni gig, was beafen up by the band after 
accusing them of not giving a shit about the 
audience when they refused to play an 
encore. After the beating, the band returned 
to the stage to be met by a hail of beer cans. 
They tried throwing the cans back, to show 
they were entering into the spirit of fhe 
occasion, buf were eventually forced fo 
refreaf.
Ian Dury will be fouring the country in Sep­
tember after the release of his followup fo 
fhe monsfrously successful "New Boofs and 
Panfies" album, which has now been in fhe 
Brifish Top 30 for 44 weeks. Sales of the 
album in Australia have picked up with the 
rapid rise of his "H if Me With Your Rhtyhm 
Stick" single (No. 1 on the Roadrunner 
Chartbusters, folks, and top ten nearly 
everywhere else in the country).
Melbourne independent record label 
Missing Link about to unleash a whole swag 
of singles. The mosf intriguing is a 10 inch 
disc with a plan black cover and white label 
which contains no indication of whaf fhe 
songs are or who the performer is. However, 
by sending off a nofe fhat comes wifh the 
single and a stamped self address envelope 
to Missing Link, purchasers will receive a 
full colour piefure sleeve which will reveal 
all.
Other Missing Links records coming up 
include the vinyl debuts of Eric Gradman's 
Man and Machine (another 10 inch), 
Whirlyworld, La Femme and ex-AutodrIfter 
Peter Lillee's solo debut. News, whose 
breakup/reform saga has been going on sin­
ce last November, have finally achieved a 
stable lineuo and will be recording a single 
" I Told My Woman"/"l'm So Confused" 
early this month (again on Missing Link). 
One of News' previous singles "Chop, Chop, 
Chop"/"Dirfy Lies" is to be released in the 
U .K. on the Albatross label. '
Dutch Tllders' new album on Eureka is a 
direct-to-disc recording and will be selling 
at the regular price of $7.99 (direct-to-disc 
albums are noted for their superb sound 
reproduction and sell at anything up to 
$18.00) The album will be available on April 
16.
virgin Records in England have taken out 
insurance against one of their bands, XTC, 
having a hit! If the band do have a hit in 
England they will be required to be around 
to promote it and that would mean that their 
proposed Australian tour would have to be 
cancelled and the pre-tour expenses would 
be forfeited. If XTC don't have a hit then we 
can expect to see them in the next couple of 
months.
Other tours possibly coming up later this 
year include The Ramones (Gabba, Gabba, 
Hey!), Talking Heads, Devo and The Clash 
(who are currently slaying them in the U.S. 
ofA.)
Question marks hang over the futures of 
two of Australia's biggest bands — both of 
whom have recently parted company with 
their lead singers. Crowds at the new-look 
Skyhooks gigs have been falling off and af­
ter an initial burst of enthusiasm for fhe new 
Dragon, reaction has become rather 
lukewarm. It seems that while both bands 
will retain their loyal followers they might 
take a while to attract a new audience. I 
guess that's one of the pitfalls of having a 
teendream frontman — a lot of the teen- 
dreamers leave when the frontman goes...
V irg in Records in England are 
considering releasing "The Nips Are 
Getting Bigger" from the Mental As 
Anything maxi single "Mental As Anything 
Plays At Your Party". Regular Records, the 
band's Sydney record label, have sent a 
remixed version of "Nips" plus a new song 
"Instrumental As Anything" (geddit?) to 
Virgin and are awaiting a reply. The next 
single on Regular looks like being an 
original number from Julie Mostyn of fhe 
now defunct Kamikaze Kids.
;  t  \
' 'V ,
The Boys Next Door have their first single 
on Mushroom, "Shivers", to be released 
late in April, and an album comprising 
songs they recorded while signed to the 
Suicide Label plus more recent material in 
May. The Boys had a rather embarrassing 
evening at the Pyramid agency premiere at 
Melbourne's Bombay Rock last month. In 
front of a whole swag of music industry 
heavies, the Boys were late in starting due 
to the late arrival of guitarisf Mick Harvey. 
When fh e y  d id  gef
sfarfed fhey discovered that their 
equipment had been wrongly set up. They 
played three songs, then left the stage, not to 
return. Dire threats and mutterings of 
sabofage were overheard issuing from their 
backstage dressing room. The Boys were 
billed with Pyramid's other two hopefuls. 
The Aliens and Australian Crawl. Pyramid 
was sef up as an offshoof of Premier Artists 
and acts as its "new talent scout". Once 
Pyramid bands have proved themselves, 
they're promoted to the Premier booking 
lists and the word is that either the Boys or 
The Aliens is next in line for the vertical 
shove.
Last week, Cee Walker received a letter 
from a friend in England who remarked on 
how much she enjoyed an EP  by a 
Melbourne group called the Art-Rats. 
"Whaaaa?" cried Cee, "Who are they?" In 
an investigation that Philip Marlowe would 
have been proud of, Cee tracked down this 
unknown group and uncovered the following 
informafion: Jusf before Christmas, the 
Art-Rats, a Melbourne group who have 
never performed, released 100 copies of an 
E P  tifled "V ile Evil L ive". They sent half 
the copies to various overseas labels and 
gave the rest away to friends. In mid- 
January fhey received a phone call from a 
small English label. Albatross Records, 
requesting permission fo press an initial 
5000 copies of the EP . After negotiating 
terms, the Art-Rats sent the master tapes to 
Albatross. It was repressed in England and 
released on March 10.
The Art-Rats have no plans to i\. -ciease 
the record in Australia nor to play live. As 
soon as the money comes through from 
Albatross they plan to fly to England and 
continue their career from there.
While we haven't had time at Roadrunner 
to start establishing any traditions, there 
seems to be one record each month that The 
Team gets obsessed with. February, it was 
Ian Dury's "Rhythm Stick"; last month, 
Blondie's "Heart Ot Glass" (oh my gaad! );
And this month, our needle-wrecker 
award goes to "Home", a Stiff single due fo 
be released here soon by Festival, by Lene 
Lovich (impress your triends and pronounce 
it Lay-na Luv-itch). The other side of the 
single "Lucky Number" was the one that 
pushed the disc to No. 2 in the U .K ., but nos 
crazies think "Home" is even better. Watch 
out tor it.
April 1979
CH ARTBUST ERS
S IN G LE S/TR A X ALBUMS^
1. Hit Me With Your Rhythm Stick
Ian Duty and the Blockheads 
The Sports 
Blondie 
Split Enz 
Magazine 
Voight 465 
Public Image Ltd. 
Elvis Costello and the Attractions 
The Clash 
Ultravox
2. Don't Throw Stones
3. Heart of Glass
4. I See Red
5. Give Me Everything
6. A Secret West
7. Public Image
8. Oliver's Army
9. Safe European Home
10. My Sex
Bubbling Under: Kid With the Replaceable Head — Richard Hell; Rock Lobster 
— The B-52s; B-A-B-Y— Rachel Sweet; Y.AA.C.A.— The Village People; Last 
Of the Teenage Idols — Alex Harvey; Shippin' Steel — Cold Chisel; Whole 
Wide World — Wreckless Sric; Terror Hits — The Sports; Bodies — The Sex 
Pistols; Heat Treatment — Graham Parker; Angela — Sherbet; Anarchy In 
The U.K. — The Sex Pistols; I Am The Walrus — The Beatles; Over The 
Border— Skyhooks; It's Automatic— Voung Modern.
Sports, tan Duin, Split Enz, Voight 465, Buzzcocks...unlikely bodmates leading 
Roadrunner’s first Chartbusters poll of readers’ recommendations.
In this first poll, because of a limited number of entries, only trends have 
emerged. Now that people are getting to know about it  the next Chartbusters 
listing should get it right down to the last point — and we hope to expand it to a 
full listing of 20 singles/tracks and 20 albums.
All you have to do is write down the titles/artists of the top 10 singles or album 
tracks, and the top 10 albums, in order of preference, that you’re currently 
listening to. Send your list, with details of name and address, to: Roadrunner 
Chartbusters, 133a Glen Osmond Rd., EASTWOOD, S.A. 5063.
Entries will be received and counted up to the last possible moment before we go 
to press, to keep Chartbusters as fresh as possible. Ten points will be awarded for 
your first preference in either category, nine points for second, eight points for 
third etc. If you haven’t got a full list of 10, just put down as many as you can 
muster -  your first preference will still score 10 points.. You can help us by getting
.....o rj your entry in as quick as you can. Remember, he who laughs first, cries last 
j something.
1. Don't Throw Stones the Sports
2. Armed Forces Elvis Costello and the Attractions
3. Love Bites Buzzcocks
4. Parallel Lines Blondie
5. G i v e ' E m E noug h Rope The Clash
6. Systems of Romance ultravox
7. Another Music From A Different Kitchen Buzzcocks
8. Public Image Ltd. Public Image Ltd.
9. More Songs About Buildings and Food Talking Heads
10. New Boots and Panties Dury and the Blockheads
11. The Scream Siouxsie and the Banshees
12. Breakfast at Sweethearts Cold Chisel
13. Mug's Game Dave Warner's From The Suburbs
14. Darkness On The Edge Of Town Bruce Springsteen
15. Never Mind The Bollocks Sex Pistols
Bubbling Under: : Hearts of Stone — Southside Johnny and the Ashbury 
Jukes; Scared to Dance — The Skids; Live E-Cert — The Stranglers; Peter 
Gabriel — Peter Gabriel (first album);
Dear RR,
It was interesting to see the tw o  media 
responses to the Stranglers’ recent tour — 
the review of their concert in the (Adelaide) 
Advertiser by Ian Meikle and Roadrunner’s 
article on media response nationally.
Meikle is probably one of the better 
reviewers of the daily press but still got 
stuck on the ‘image’ problem. There seem to 
be two things wrong with Meikle’s paranoia. 
First: Not all people at the concert would 
necessarily have thought that the Stranglers 
are genuinely ‘punk’ (whatever that 
means). Maybe some of us just like the fast 
loud music, or others like the occasionally 
sexist lyrics, and even some of those who get 
dressed up a la punk need not have believed 
the Stranglers were really punk. Fur­
thermore, Meikle is always concerned with 
‘punk’ image-making, but not with other for­
ms (e.g. country rock, blues etc). This is 
probafly because punk is one of the more 
obvious blatant images to be manufactured 
by the music industry. But what of the more 
sinister forms of image-making? Meikle, for 
instance, would not question Linda Ron- 
stadt’s laid-back sexy image — i.e., is she a 
real bitch or whatever, behind the facade?
Most music acts create images par­
ticularly on album covers, interviews and 
the all-important film clip. Images seem an 
unavoidable evil (John Lydon seems to be 
having trouble shaking off his), and 
sometimes quite enjoyable. But if criticis 
want to criticise image-making, they should 
do it consistently over all acts. Otherwise 
they should simply stick to music and lyrics. 
Personally, I think the image should be 
criticised, and at least exposed. In this sen­
se, the Stranglers’ image is good because it 
is easily discernable. But, with whole 
publicity machines behind them and such 
‘nice’ image-endorsers as Ian ( ‘we carefully
LETTERS
sift through everything and care for the in­
dustry’) Meldrum, how can people see 
through some of the big ‘deceivers’ that sell 
and tour here?
On the other hand, your article was ex­
cellent, not for its assessment of the 
Stranglers (you seemed to be mounting an 
outright defence, which is understandable 
because of the onslaught from the ‘straight’ 
media, but they do deserve a little more of a 
criticial approach), but for its glimpse at 
the big image-makers like Meldrum and 
Willesee. How great it was to see Willesee’s 
corny and false words in black and white.
The interesting articles of behind-the- 
scenes people and organisations (like the 
Agents of Fortune article) is one of the great 
parts of your mag. Congratulations on 
providing some interest believable com­
ment, instead of provoking cynicism like 99 
per cent of the media in this country.
IAN Me.
Royston Park, S.A.
DearRR,
It ’s about FOOKING TIME a magazine 
like this hit Sydney streets.
Keep the PHARKING great work going. 
Here’s to the “Auzzy Wave” ! Yours 
willingly,
J.D.
(no address)
cultural fault-line that I hope to invigorate. 
How can Mr. Waits’ workers ever be called 
a ‘‘crystallisation of the REAL America” ? 
Music can never be an accurate represen­
tation of reality — its function is to 
represent a plane of romantic exploit that is 
distinct from common reality. In this way 
it makes us feel that our dreary and mun­
dane lives are significant in some way. 
Perhaps Mr. Waits’ songs correspond to an 
Australian conception of America as 
populated with lanky ex-cowboys with 
nothing much to do, but doing it in style. But 
really, how many ‘‘Romeos” and ‘‘Neil 
Cassidys” do you think there are amongst 
the dominant blob of middle class slobs (my 
conception of America) in that puffed-up 
chest on the continent of America 
(geographically speaking).
If  Mr. Waits song only about the average 
American in their real life, I  would be bored 
witless. Tom Waits is the romantic hero par 
excellence — out of time, but in place (cf. 
Don Quixote).
You sing to me about getting up and 
cleaning your teeth and paying your bills 
and I will change the record. You sing to me 
about ‘‘Somewhere” and ‘‘Faraway Eyes” 
and I will give you ‘‘$29.00”.
PROF. KEVINKUNNING 
Carlton, Vic.
Dear RR,
It is my duty to challeng the fundamental 
assumption of P.P.Bakowski. His article on 
Tom Waits reveals a philosophical and
DearRR,
The article by Peter Nelson (RR, Feb. ’79) 
brought back fond (ha, ha) memories, as I 
too attended the night is question. Standing 
in sub-zero temperatures was fine, as I had 
that feeling of Actually Being Here. But this
quickly wore off. Tables and chairs oc­
cupied the front half of the hall, and a 
midget social director — who had ‘‘I am im­
portant” oozing from every movement and 
look — ran around with a clipboard and 
notepad, making sure no-one without a 
reservation graced the sacred area around 
the stage. Much like a mother elephant 
protecting her young. Permission to go to 
the toilet, located behind the stage, was 
decreed by another person, an ‘T am im­
portant” , giving his blessing to attend like 
the owner of a china shop letting a bunch of 
10-year-olds into his domain, telling them 
‘‘don’t touch anything” ( ‘‘don’t annoy those 
sitting down”) and ‘‘don’t start running 
around” ( ‘‘come right back and don’t hang 
around the front of the stage”). I thought I ’d 
have to slip a ten spot, like in the movies, to 
go. Of course, I didn’t come back after get­
ting through, if only to spite the bastard, and 
upset their balanced seating arrangement. 
The talent preceeding Cale had to be seen to 
be believed. Besides the shithouse comic, a 
Richard Hell - Television clone band ap­
peared to a rousing reception (but no getting 
out of them seats). The only song title I 
remembered was ‘‘I Feel Tension” which, 
for the sake of the audience present, should 
have been retitled ‘‘I Feel Headache” . 
When Cale finally appeared, he and the 
band were brilliant, but for all the audience 
cared it could have been a flea circus. They 
cheered at the end of each song, were awe­
struck by Judy Nylon, and roared for an en­
core, but stuck to their seats like Bronco- 
busters. The underlying feeling suggested 
that instead of chanting ‘‘More!” and ‘‘En­
core!”, they should have been chanting 
‘‘CBGB’s CBGB’s”. That was what the at­
traction was — the venue, not the band.
CBGB’s makes the Bondi Lifesaver look 
like the Oxford Funhouse.
NICKCARATURO
Sydney
ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME CON JOB
W e ll, co n g ra tu la tio n s  a ll you iucky read ers  w ho got In qu ick  fo r your slice of liv ing  
h is to ry . T h e  fre e  in tro d u cto ry  o ffe r  of a ll las t y e a r 's  R o adru nners  plus fu ll subscription is 
D IS C O U N T IN U E D  F O R T H W IT H  as w e h ave  exhausted  our supply of Issue One. H o w ever, 
copies of a ll o th er b ack  Issues a re  s till a v a ila b le  fo r a m e re  75 cents each.
A f ie r  ra c k in g  our b ra in s  fo r som e o ther w iz a rd  w heeze to con a ll you unsuspecting  
re a d e rs  into  ta k in g  out a su bscrip tion , w e 'v e  com e up w ith  the ROADRUNNER T-SHIRT 
AND SUBSCRIPTION OFFER. Y u p , fo r a m e re  ten bucks you can be the f irs t  one on your  
block to sp o rt the T -S h irt  O f T h e  Y e a r . The  T -sh irts  com e in tw o colours and tw o desions. 
D esign No. 1 has " I 'm  in love w ith  the m odern  w o r ld "  on the fro n t and " R O A D R U N N E R "  
on the b ack  w h ile  Design No. 2 has " I 'm  in love w ith  ro c k 'n 'ro ll"  on the fro n t and ag ain  
R O A D R U N N E R  on the back . Both designs com e in a choice of tw o co lour schem es. You can  
h ave  e ith e r  b lue le tte rin g  on a w h ite  s h irt or w h ite  le tte rin g  on a b lac k  sh irt.
I f  you just w a n t a T -s h ir t  w ith o u t the subscrip tion  It 'l l  cost ya  $4.50. N o rm a l subscription  
re m a in s  a t  $8. So d o n 't d e la y , w r ite  to d ay , using the handy con fo rm  below :
N A M E ..........
A D D R E S S .
............................................... .........................P O S T C O D E  ...
1 require one year's  full subscription plus a T- 
shir t  for $10
S i z e .......... C o l o u r .......... D e s i g n . . .
I requ ire  one year's  subscrip tion  o n ly  a t $ 8
P L U S  back copies o f the  fo llo w in g  issues.
. . . . . . / ............... / ................ / ................ / ................ / ................ / ................./.
Enclosed is a ch eq u e /m o n e y  o rd er fo r  $ .................
C o m m en ce  m y subscrip tion  fro m  the ............. issue.
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50/50 DEAL FOR MUSOS ON NEW INDEPENDENT LABEL
A new independent Australian 
record label, offering an (almost) 
unheard-of 50 per cent royalty deal 
for musicians, was launched at the 
end of last month.
The Label is AMC (Australian Music 
Company) and, if the quality of their first 
outing is an indicator, musos can expect one 
of the best production jobs available in 
Australia.
While it doesn't have the same roots, AMC 
is operating along the same lines as Stiff 
Records in England, combining wits, 
business cunning and creative (and slick) 
production against the odds of limited 
distribution and the ingrained resistence of 
'straight' radio stations against the name of 
any record label they can't recite in their 
sleep.
The people who run AMC are most 
definitely businessmen, unlike Australia's 
other two main independent labels. Regular 
Records in Sydney and Missing Link in 
Melbourne. There's a contract publicity 
hound, lots of interstate plane trips and one 
of the principals drives a very nice Fiat 
sedan, thank you. But while they're in it to 
make a living, they are making a lot of noise 
about loyalty to musicians and putting 
money back into the industry.
While the contract they are offering 
musicians doesn't mean much to someone 
who can sell only a thousand copies of 
something — as most independents do 
— it could mean, in the long term, a good 
serving of bread and butter that musos have 
been denied through the established record 
companies. Any artist or band who AMC 
decide to record and release gets 50 per cent 
of the take after production costs, compared 
with a flat 7 1/2 per cent offered elsewhere. 
AMC will also pay royalties quarterly in­
stead of annually.
An average-to-good single in Australia, 
released and distributed through one of the 
big record companies, sells, say, 5000 
copies. At 7 1/2 per cent of wholesale, the 
band or artist would be due for around $400 
in royalties. Under the AMC deal, the 
breakeven point is about 1500 copies sold. If 
a record sells less than that, AMC pays and 
the muso or group is not liable. Wholesale 
takings for all sales above the breakeven 
point are split 50/50 between AMC and the 
artist. If AMC, given its professional 
marketing and promofion, can make the 
breakthrough into the 5000 sales range, the 
musos would stand to make anything up to 
$1000 in royalties.
But it is making this breakthrough that is 
AMC's biggest hurdle. Currently, AMC's
distribution is direct to record shops and the 
public by mail order. The key to success is 
whether the radio stations pick up their 
product.
In this respect, the AMC people face a 
dilemma: Whether to go for a "com­
mercial" sound, that will be picked up by 
the 'straight' radio stations, or a "good" 
sound, which will be more acceptable to the 
noncommercial but influential "alter­
native" stations — 2JJ in Sydney, 4ZZZ in 
Brisbane, 3RRR in Melbourne and soon, 
5MMM in Adelaide.
They therefore cannot afford to be too 
much of one or the other. While the AMC 
principals are basically inclined to the mid­
dle of the road — Ken Richards was for­
merly a music retail/wholesale/importing 
person (and also founder of Adelaide's 
Musical Hire Service) and the other, Peter 
Brook, an engineer at EMS, the Australian 
MOR low-budget supermarket-type com­
pany — their production costs are low and 
they can therefore afford to look at new and 
original material.
"We're not biased towards any style", 
says Ken Richards. " If  the artist has got his 
head together, he's worth a chance. What 
we're looking for is stability in an artist and 
quality in his (or her) music — no matter
what style.
"But it's a co-operative deal: The artist 
has got to be prepared to finish it, too. That's 
the whole idea — that's why they're getting 
such a good deal".
AMC have launched themselves with an 
extremely well produced single by Adelaide 
band Redeye ("Main Street"/"Lady") 
which has already been picked up to some 
extent in Sydney. It's highly commercial 
stuff and AMC have poured thousands into it 
to make sure it succeeds.
In line with their efforts at "professional" 
marketing, AMC have also produced a clip 
of the band — which seems to be getting a 
nriixed reception. While it is now being 
viewed and vetted by television channels in 
the eastern states, it has already been ban­
ned for daytime viewing by Adelaide's 
ADS 7, which runs a Saturday afternoon 
locally-produced rock show called "Music 
Express".
The clip features singer Glenn Kri- 
stoffer dressed in drag. He is placed among 
four female models and then chosen as a 
"date" by guitarist Charlie Holoubeck, who 
is dressed as a gangster. Channel Seven 
think it's "unsuitable for children" showing 
a man dressed as a woman.
— CLIVE DORMAN
The Bob AAarley tour promoters 
appear to be dicing with political 
dynamite. They're either com­
pletely oblivious to the capricious 
nature of the power brokers in Can­
berra and that all-too-familiar sen­
sationalist element in the 
Australian media, or they're su­
preme optimists.
He's due to fly in from Auckland, New 
Zealand, on April 17, in preparation for his 
first Australian concert in Brisbane on April 
18, about a week after the South Australian 
Royal Commission on the Non-Medical Use 
of Drugs hands its final report to the State 
Government. The report is almost certain to 
contain the recommendation that criminal 
sanctions against marijuana smokers be re­
laxed or abolished. In an erudite discussion 
paper on marijuana released late last year, 
the Commission stated that the current total 
prohibition on cannabis was widely ac­
knowledged as being ineffective and 
generated a disrespect for the law.
That's, of course, if he can get in. A l­
though details of the forthcoming tour can 
be heard on spot radio ads all over the coun­
try and despite the fact that the Marley con­
certs scheduled for Sydney, Melbourne and 
Adelaide have already sold out, the tour en­
tourage hasn't yet received the official nod 
from Canberra. The Department of Im ­
migration and Ethnic Affairs has told Road- 
runner that the usual applications have been 
made, but they're still sitting in a wire bask­
et in Canberra. They couldn't tell us when 
the visas would be stamped and were also 
vague about the reason for the apparent 
holdup, although the man responsible for 
proccessing the documents said Marley's 
smoking habits had not been considered. 
While the visa holdups may be causing im­
mediate worry to the promoters, another 
source within the department says it's un­
likely the government will stop Marley en­
tering the country. He says they haven't 
taken sim ilar action since the ban on Alice 
Cooper, and is quick to point out that this 
ban was lifted with as much swiftness as it 
was applied. However, Marley's problems 
may not stem so much from entering the 
country, but from the trouble he will have 
once he arrives.
Whatever, they'll have to exercise all 
their tact and diplomacy once Marley 
arrives or it's odds-on we are in for another 
re-run of fhe fate which befell the Sinatras, 
Cockers and Stranglers, and any other cele­
brity who over the years has presented a 
real or imagined threat to the morality of 
Our Great Country. One wonders whether 
Rastaman Bob and the Wailers can come to 
Australia and keep quiet their views on 
m arijuana smoking as a national 
sport/religion, especially as the marijuana 
debate will have reached boiling point im­
mediately prior to his arrival.
The Commissioners stated that contrary 
to police evidence that law enforcement 
agencies concentrated their resources on 
detecting dealers, court statistics showed 
that in 1977 nearly 92 per cent of cannabis 
charges heard by the state courts concerned 
simple possession and use of the drug.
They stated that despite larger drug 
squads no lengthy disruption of cannabis 
supplies had been evidenced and despite 
some police success, the use of the drug was 
probably increasing.
Dope, Reggae,
Rastafari, Australia, 
and Bob Marley
Bob Marley...political football?
STRANGE
BREW
The Commissioners said they thought the 
scope of the current law, the disfavour with 
which it was viewed by many, and its widely 
acknowledged ineffectiveness created 
serious dilemmas for the police and limited 
their capacity to detect and prevent more 
serious criminal behavior.
They then went on to discuss the alter­
natives and for fhe first time since 1894 
suggested consideration be given to the 
establishment ot a government-run Can­
nabis Control Board to produce and market 
the drug.
The release of fhe discussion paper 
created controversy around Australia and 
the tinal report to be handed down in the 
next few days is expected to fuel the argu­
ment.
Both sides of the marijuana debate have 
been marshalling their forces in recent 
weeks in anticipation of the final report, 
which is guaranteed maximum exposure in 
the daily press. South Australian Liberal 
MP Jennifer Adamson has taken up the 
mantle of British morals campaigner Mary 
Whitehouse, emerging the leader of the anti­
dope lobby. The pro-cannabis lobby has 
been relatively silent in South Australia 
although a petition was produced at a Syd­
ney rally last week which purported to con­
tain the names ot 75,000 people calling for 
the legalisation of the drug. The Sydney 
rally was given kudos by the appearance of 
Federal Labor Senator Michael Tate, of 
Tasmania, who advocated the legalisation 
of marijuana. Tate said he wasn't per­
sonally advocating the use of dope, but said 
he wanted it legalised in order to take its 
distribution out of fhe hands of criminals. 
He criticised many politicians, including the 
Prime Minister, who took part in a cham­
pagne breakfast on the lawns of Parliament 
House in Canberra earlier that week. Tate 
said politicians should be taking the lead in 
abandoning the social use of approved drugs 
like alcohol and tobacco.
In the current political climate, any 
government would be reluctant to act on the 
report of a royal commission urging 
legalisation, but the new Corcoran ad­
ministration in South Australia will have a 
hard time justifying the cost of its own Com­
mission if it doesn't move on some of its 
recommendations. Corcoran says Govern­
ment MPs will be allowed a conscience vote 
on the issue, but he has also said he doesn't 
think legalisation would get through the 
House of Assembly, giving some hint of his 
personal attitude to dope.
Rastaman Bob and his ganja smoking en­
tourage will arrive in Australia against this 
backdrop and if his reputation precedes 
him, he will be the perfect political football.
Presuming he gets past the visa hurdle 
he'll no doubt be met at Sydney Airport by a 
battery of customs agents and reporters. 
One can almost see the "Customs Agents 
Search Marley" headlines now and once 
they appear it will be on. it's hard to 
imagine the straight media ignoring the op­
portunity to sharpen their pencils on a 
Marley beatup. No prizes for the first repor­
ter who asks him how much Kaya he smokes 
to Stay Addicted.
Official authorifies may also be looking 
for a pidgeon to re inforce the attitude that 
they are guarding our moral conscience and 
Marley seems tailor-made. Remember the 
Joe Cocker tour?
-  BRIAN JOHNSTONE
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"T»ach«rt of childron In tho 
United States of Atnerko wrot# 
this dete^on blecklsoenj^ ond «sk#d 
the children to memorise it with 
pride and |oy:
1492
The teachers told the children 
that this was when their continent 
was discovered by human beings.
Actually, millions of human 
beings were already living full and 
imaginative lives on the continent 
In 1492. That was simply the yeor In 
which sea pirates began to cheat 
and reb end k ill them".
Kurt  Vonnegut Jnr .
breakfast of Champicms
was atterYtive, and took 
trouble to ascertain If there was 
gold^'.
C. Columbus, in his journal, 
about 1492.
On May 5, 1494, on his second voyage into 
that part of the worid, Christopher Colum~ 
bus discovered Jamaica. His reputation as a 
discoverer had preceded him, and he was 
met by a war canoe fiiied with unfriendiy 
Arawaks, an otherwise peaceful. Stone Age 
people who at the time lived on the island.
The Arawaks shook their fists, and threw 
recks, in order to show that they wished to 
be left alone.
Columbus fired a cannon shot over their 
heads to demonstrate that he had at his 
command a vastly superior technology, and 
intended to stay.
The Arawaks, cowed, paddled back to the 
shore. Columbus then sent a small party of 
cross-bow men, and two bloodhounds to 
negotiate with the islanders.
The Arawaks had never seen such huge 
and terrifying animals before, and they ran 
about in panic, while the dogs bit them and 
the crossbow men shot arrows at them.
Columbus claimed the island for Isabella 
of Castile, and after sending some of them 
off as gifts to Spain, set the natives to work 
gokk Ther# v^sft'f mvcJv gekf in 
Jamaica, or any of the other islands, really, 
and the natives, mistreated and over­
worked, died at an alarming rate.
The Arawaks were so depressed by their 
new living conditions, that it is reported 
they voluntarily took poison to hasten their 
end.
Most of the other islands were inhabited 
by a fierce war like tribe called the Carrib, 
who were not as subject to melancholy as
the Arawaks, and by 1495, the Spaniards 
 ̂ in open warfare with them.
Naked, armed only with bows and arrows, 
the Indians were no match for the Spanish 
crossbows, knives, artillery, cavalry, and 
dogs. Thoroughly terrorised, they were sub­
ject to treatise so harsh that, in despair, 
they fled to the mountains, abandoned all 
, cultivation, and preferred to starve to 
death;
of their resistence is indicated 
by this story told of the Indian chief in 
Hispaniola (now Haiti and Dominican 
Republic), Hatuey, who fled before the in­
vaders, to Cuba.
in Cuba, he was ordered as an 
encouragement to the others, to be burnt 
alive. At the stake, a Franciscan friar ex­
horted him to take pity upon his soul, and 
not expose It to eternal damnation, when he 
might procure it the happiness of dweiiing in 
Paradise forever. Hatuey inquired whether 
any Spaniards were in Paradise. The friar 
assured him that only the good ones were. 
Hatuey is then supposed to have replied: 
'̂The best are good for nothing, and I wifi 
not go where there is a chance of meeting 
one of them". -
The decimation of the Indians was 
brought to the attention of the world by a 
Dominican friar, Bartolome de las Cosas, 
who, in his pamphlet "A Very Brief Account 
of the Destroction of the Indies", charged 
that IS million Indians had perished as a* 
result of the cruelty of the Spaniards.
The Dominican order, who were at the 
time busy horning thousands of people 
suspected of witchcraft in Europe, never­
theless found time to campaign against the 
misuse of Indians in the Carribtan. Their 
recommendation was to replace the labour 
of Indians with the labour of Negroes, since, 
as the Dominicans reported to the King of 
Spain in 1511: "The labour of one Negro is 
more valuable than that of four Indians"
In 1517, the first contract was arranged 
for the importation of 4000 Negroes over an 
eight-year period. Enlightened opinion 
throughout the world was satisfied.
"The sea pirates were white. The i 
people who were already on the 
continent when the pirates arrived 
were copper-colored. When salvery 
was Introduced, the slaves were 
black. Colour was everything".
Kurt Vonnegut Jnr.
Breakfast of Champions
The Negroes, however, died as rapidly as 
the Indians, to everyone's surprise. "I can­
not understand how so many Negroes have 
died", wrote the King in 1511 to an official in 
Hispaniola. "Take good care of them".
Negroes were bought on the costs of 
Africa for about 22 pounds each, and sold in 
the indies for about: 65 pounds. They were 
expected to work 0n the ̂ Ŝ plantations 
which had replaced gold as the main in­
dustry througout the islands, and in the 
production of spices, cotton and indigo.
By 1688, it was estimated that Jamaica 
required annually 10,000 slaves, the Lee­
ward Islands 6000 and Barbados 4000. A con­
tract of October 1675 called for a supply of 
800 slaves a year for four years to the Fren­
ch West Indies. Four years later, in 1679, the 
Senegal Company undertook to supply 2000 
slaves a year for eight years to the French 
Islands. Between 1680 and 1688 the Royal 
African Company supplied 46,396 slaves to 
the British West Indies, an annual average 
of 5,155.
The Negro slave trade became one of the 
most important enterprises of the seven­
teenth century.
Slaves were a good commodity, because 
they died so quickly, which meant that the 
profit turnover was extremely high for the 
traders.
Unfortunately, they tended to die in tran­
sit as well, because of the way they were 
packaged (see figure). This meant a profit 
loss. For instance, in 1659, a Dutch slaver, 
the $t. Jan, lost 110 slaves out of a cargo of 
219 — for every two slaves purchased, one 
died on the voyage to the West Indies. 
Losse<̂  were not usually as high as this. A 
good average was about 30 per cent. - ........
E ric  Williams, in his excellent book 
"From Columbus to Castro, the History of 
the Carribean 1492 — 1969", estimates that 
"of one hundred Negroes who left the coast 
of Africa...only 84 reached the West Indies; 
one "hird of these died in three years. For 
every 56 Negroes, therefore, on the plan­
tations at the end of three years, 44 had 
perished".
Here are some of the conditions under 
which the Negroes led their lives, as laid 
down by the French in the "Code Nolr", or 
Black Code, promulgated in March 1865:
H  All slaves were to be baptised, only 
Roman Catholics could have charge of 
slaves...staves were forbidden nocturnal 
assemblies...Assemblies of slaves of dif­
ferent owners were prohibited under alt cir­
cumstances, including weddings etc. The 
penalty was floggin and branding for the fir­
st offence, and death for frequent repetition 
of the offence; owners tolerating such 
assemblies were fined.
0  Slaves were subject to the death 
penalty for striking their master or his Wife, 
and, if the case required it, for iti-treatihg 
and striking any free person. Thefts of 
sheep, goats, hogs, poultry, sugar cane, 
peas, corn etc. were punished by flogging by 
the public executioner and by branding.
•  Absenteeism for one month was 
punished by cutting off the ears and brand- •
ing on one shoulder. Absenteeism for the 
second time In one month was punished by 
cutting off the buttocks, and branding on the 
other shoulder. For running away the third 
time, the punishment was death.
JAMAICA
•  If a slave was put to death on the de­
nunciation of his owner, the latter received 
compensation for his value, as assessed by 
two of the chief inhabitants appointed by the 
judge, out of a public fund constituted from 
a levy upon all Negroes liable to duty.
The code was considered extremely 
liberal, and was intended as a restriction on 
the power of slave owners. The English, of 
course, had no such code.
Popular attitudes towards the Negro is 
perhaps best- represented by Oovernor 
Fenelon of the French West Indies, who 
wrote in 1767: "I came here with all the 
European prejudices in favour of the 
necessity of instructing the Negroes in the 
principles of religion. But sound policy and 
even more powerful considerations of 
humanity are opposed to this. The safety of 
the whites demands that the Negroes should 
be kept in the most profound ignorance. I 
have reached the conviction that the 
Negroes must be treated like beasts".
And so they were. They frequently died, 
periodically revolted, and frequently 
suicided. A note of concern is clear in the in­
structions of the Royal African Company to 
one of its captains in 1725 to be careful to 
keep the slaves fettered and locked up and 
to take all necessary precautions to prevetif 
them from jumping overboard.
And, of course, slaves could also run 
away. The popularity of flight is attested by 
the severity of eighteenth century legis­
lation. Barbados in 1717 enacted that any 
Negro who had been a year in the island and 
absented himself for thirty days should have 
one of his feet cut off. Other islands pre­
scribed death, and owners were required to 
search Negro huts every thirty days to fliish 
out runaways.
_ But the final and most popular reply of the 
slaves to the slave system was revolt.
In the French part of $t. Kitts In 1639, 
more than 60 Negroes fled, ahd built a fort 
upon the highest part of the mountain, da- 
fended by a precipice on one Side, and ac­
cessible only by one narrow pass. 500 men 
were sent to destroy them. The fort was 
stormed and many of the rebels burned 
alive or quartered.
Ten years later, a revolt, occasioned by 
cruel treatment, took place In Barbados,
w
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TABLE OF HISTORICAL EVENTS
1492 Discovery of Jam aica; extensive gold mining in Garribean begins 
f499---H<tngof Portugf announces that the reai Indies had been reached 
by Vasco de Gama; Columbus doesn't believe It.
U50 — Portugese navigator, Cabral, following de Gama, driven by 
current to Brazil, thus confirming that their was an entire hemisphere 
in the west blocking the road to India; Columbus discovers mysticism 
and it doesn't matter.
1502 — First African slaves brought ot the Carribean.
1518 — Royal income from Indies gold reaches a peak of 120,000 ducats. 
1542 — Indian slavery abolished
1600 — Gold from Carribean exhausted; by this time, sugar is the main 
product.
1655— England captures Jamaica.
1834 — Slavery abolished (Aug. 1); Parliament pays 20 million pounds 
to slave owners for loss of slaves, of which more than six million poun­
ds is appropriated to Jam aica; no provision made for the massive free 
negro population, and therefore...
1864 — AAorant Bay Rebellion in which 12 whites died and over 500 
'rebels' killed, with 600 flogged.^
1866 - 84 — Certain much needed reforms initiated as is Jamaica public 
service.
I
1938 — Poverty and unemployment lead to strike of dock laborers and 
banana loaders on waterfront (May); riots spread throughout the 
cities and the rural areas; eight people killed, 32 wounded by gunshot, 
139 otherwise injured.
1938 — Norman Manly forms the PNP (People's National Party) af­
filiated with the British Labour Party; Alexander Bustamante forms 
the BITU (Bustamante Industrial Trade Union) with himself as foun­
der and Iife president.
1944 — New Constitution based on an investigation of the '38 riots 
comes into effect; Establishment of political democracy based on 
universal adult suffrage under British tutelage, and the inauguration 
of a limited self-government; Bustamante founds the JL P  (Jamaican 
Labour Party); Bustamante wins the 1944 election.
1949 — JL P  wins againbut only due to distribution of constituencies; 
Manly actually registers the greater number of votes.
1952 — PNP creates its own labour union linkage with the establish­
ment of the National Workers Union; efforts made to enhance 
Manley's appeal by manipulation of his public image; beginning of 
bauxite mining.
1962 — Jamaica becomes Independent (August).
1972 — Michael Manly becomes president.
1979 — Widespread riots against Manly.
I 
I
j 1655 - 1808 — Between 736,000 and 759,000 slaves from Africa imported 
j into Jamaica in excess of those exported. They came from Seneyambia 
land Sieraa Leone, the WInward Coast, the Gold Coast and Wydah; 
ifrom the Bight of Benin, the Congo and Angola; from Bonny and the 
j Calabers, with slaves from the Gold Coast overrepresented because of 
3:j the preference for them In Jamaica.
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TABLE OF IMMIGRATION
1845 - 1917 — 36,000 East Indian indentured labourers brought to 
Jamaica.
1853 - 1854 — 1400 indentured Chinese laborers imported.
1890s — Further Immigrants from China were obtained as Traders, 
and they came as free person. By *1943, the Chinese owned a con­
siderable percentage of Jamaica's grocery business.
91.4 per cent of the Jamaican population is colored or black.
Th« sfety»t Wx«4 *  dsy tnsiuMicring all 
the tha pt&l wss rsvaaiad by one
of the 5iiiva$. Elghteon of tbe rfnstoaders
worooxtcofed.
tn US4, # tenoral slave intvrraciNen broke 
out «S €apeslerre In Gabdeloupe. The 
leaders ware fwn Negroes from Engoia.
> Tbafr plan all the white
men, and toetedttwo kings from their num­
ber to rule thdiisland. The revolt was even­
tually subdued, the two 'kings' quartered, 
several of their followers torn to pieces 
alive, hanged and flogged.
And so on. Here is a table of slave revolts 
in the Eighteenth Century:
1733, St. John: 1734, Jamaica; 1736, An­
tigua; 1737, Guadeioupo; 1746, Jamaica; 1732, 
Martinique; 1760, Jamaica; 1761 Nevis; 1763, 
Surinam; 1763, Jamaica; I76f Jamaica; 1772, 
Surinam; 1776, Jamaica, Mentserrat.
This is the story of the 1733 revolt at St. 
John, as told by Eric Williams in his afore­
mentioned book:
"The revolt in St. John, the small Danish 
island, was the reply of the slaves to a slave 
code promulgated in the previous year. The 
leader of runaway slaves was to be pinched 
three times with a red hot iron and then 
hanged; his followers were to lose each leg, 
or, if pardoned by their owners, an ear, and 
receive 150 lashes. Slaves withholding in­
formation of the intention of others to run 
away were to be burned in the forehead and 
given 100 lashes; informers received $10 for 
each slave involved in the plot. The penalty 
for absenteeism for eight days was 150 
stripes; for twelve weeks, loss of a leg; for 
six months, death. Slave lifting a hand to 
strike a white person or threatening him 
with violefice were to be pinched and 
hanged; Torture was permitted in the trial 
of slaves suspected of crimes. A slave- 
meeting a white person was to step aside, 
under pain of f loggin. slaves were not to sell 
provisions without permission of the over­
seer. Slaves found in the town after nightfall 
were to be flogged.
In 1733, the population of St. John was 208 
whites and 1087 slaves. The slaves decided 
to rebel. The rebellion began on November 
13, 1733. At the appointed time, slaves 
delivered fuel at the fort at Coral Bay.Con­
cealed in the bundles of wood were cutlasses 
end other weapons. The solders, unsuspect­
ing, were taken by surprise and the slaves 
captured the tort. The news ef the uprising 
waa kept from the slaves in the neighbor­
hood Island of St, Thomas, for fear that they, 
too, would rise, The slaves held the island 
for six months, until they were outnumbered 
by reinforcements of Danes from St, 
Thomas, Dutch, English, and 400 French 
soldiers from Martinique. Many of the 
Slaves, refusing to surrender committed 
suicide. According to legend, three hundred 
ptunged to their death over a cliff. The 
Danish trfflciais expressed hope that the 
bravarv and persistence of their French
allies, In particular, would be suitably re­
warded in high places. Forty eight of the 
ninety two plantations in the island were 
damaged/on forty one, the buildings were 
wholly or partly burned. Twenty seven cap­
tured Negroes were tried and executed. The 
money loss was estimated attOOf riMOflafs 
or 'pieces of eight', a considerable lUhl for 
so small an Island".
Eventually slavery was abolishell,^  ̂
although not for humanitarian reasons. In 
the past, the white colonists had stopped 
using Indians to dig for gold, because there 
was no more gold to dig — and they didn't 
use Indians in the cultivation of sugar, 
because there were no more Indians left.
Negroes became unpopular in the sugar 
industry because the bottom fell out of the 
market and because it was found to be 
cheaper to use machines made of metal, 
rather than machines made of meat. As is 
usual in human beings, economic con­
siderations helped facilitate the growth of 
humanitarian feelings. The simple fact was 
that, by 1833, the British West indies con­
sisted of a large number of small holdings 
using antiquated methods. They could offer
When Michael Manly became Frime 
.Minister in J972,thls was hi$ inheritance.
Manley Is iebidiBr # t#e Fde^li's NbtienaI 
Farty (PNP) — a party that geyerns in the 
Social Democrat mould. Matitey himself 
claims that: "We are a socialist gevern- 
rm lnt, a communist « ie  as has been so 
; ofifen written", although this is a statement 
more calculated to appease a middle classl 
Mnbiirifed to fle#thbcbiNitry%ltbafi Itŝ  
and investment potential as Jamaica 
plunges deeper into crisis, than to ac­
curately express a r^titidll tendency.
Manley is in a position where he can at­
tempt to be on equai terms with both 
capitalist nations, and communist Cuba ^  
although it is his dealing! witH the capitalist 
bloc that is the cause of the more spec­
tacular eruptions in Jamaica. In January 
1976, the government's hostlng of the annual 
convention of the International Monetary 
Fund was accompanied by burning and loot-., 
Ing in Trench Town, Kingston.
More recently (early 1979), mass demom 
stratlons paralysed Jamaica as protests 
erupted all over the island against the 
economic policies of Manley.
no marketing prospects to London, and thev 
sold expensive sugar compared to Cuba, 
Brazil and India.
On August l, 1834, slavery was abolished. 
From then on, Jamaica followed a path 
similar to that of other dependent ceuntries 
travelling into the twentieth century: 
Poverty, exploitation by overseas powers, 
and growing representational government 
at home.
By the 1960s, Jamaica had assumed the 
familiar mantel of the modern age — ur­
banisation, unemployment, strikes, civil 
unrest, occasional booms, more frequent 
busts, the development of a large and some­
times militant working class, and a very 
large dosage of racial tension. The historian 
Wendell Ball in his book "Jamaican 
Leaders", with alt due apologies for over­
simplification, states that: "During the 
period of transition to independence, 
Jamaica was divided in gross terms...into 
three broad social classes: Lower class 
biacks, middie class browns, and upper 
class whites".
At least four people, including members 
of the police force, were killed in a week of 
riots and demonstrations.
The immediate reason for the rioting was 
the government's announcement that the 
price ef petrol was to rise from $A1.86 to 
$A1.99 a gallon. This signalled a rise in vir­
tually every commodity in an economy such 
as Jamaica's.
Strikes closed schools, banks and com­
munications. Workers at the power station 
in Kingston went on strike and parts of the 
capital were blacked out as a result.
the explosion in Jamiaca came after a 
whole period when the Manley Government 
had been attempting to force down wages 
through a wage freeze and increased 
taxation.
This was being done in exchange lor loans 
from the International Monetary Fund, 
which demands as a condition of such loans 
tight government control over wages, 
unions and public spending.
As welt as flirting with the IM F, Manley 
has become friendly with Fidel Castro,
arranging cultural and industrial exchange 
programs , being among the first to re­
cognise the MPLA as the legitimate govern­
ment of Angela; although Manley baulked 
at the idea ef allowing Angola-bound Cuban 
troops to use the Kingston airport as a 
staging area.
is this friendship, plus the tight control 
lA^nley exercises over the price and expert 
of Jamaica's bauxite, that makes the 
business community on the island fear 
Manley as a Communist. The tanks used to 
quell strikers earlier this year don't seem te 
be enough to reassure them.
; I  t-lke his father before him (Nerman) 
Michael is very conscious of the importance 
of popular culture, and of his own public 
image. In fact, it is Manley's courting ef Bob 
Marley and the cult of Rastafari, that has 
recommended him recently to the public 
eye, rather than his fascinating tightrope 
walk between communism and the werst ex- 
cestel gficapitalism, or his reprehensible in­
volvement with political thuggery.
Jamaica is a country with a totally im­
migrant population. All of its inhabitants 
can trace their ancestry and their cultural 
habits back to other nations — 75 per cegt of 
them to Africa. The original "Indian" 
population were wiped out as thoroughly as 
the Aboriginals of Tasmania.
From the early gold days, through the 
years of the sugar plantations, and finally 
with its latest riches in bauxite, Jamaica 
has had its natural resources used to fill the 
coffers of foreign owners. Very little of its 
wealth has benefitted Jamaica.
Consequently, the gap between the "two 
nations" of rich and poor is wide, and fur­
ther exacerbated by racial tensions.
The "culture" of the lower class 
Jamaican black is a heritage of slavery, 
violence, exploitation and hopelessness. It is 
with an awareness of this "culture^' that 
Bob Marley sings, and to the end of 
ameliorating the conflicts within his country 
that he performs his songs. When asked for 
his opinion on other reggae artists, he 
judges their work in relation to how far it 
promotes "togetherness", one of the key 
tenates (according to Marley) of Rastafari. 
And it is because of this belief that Marley 
supported Michael Manley by performing at 
the"One World, One Peace" rally in 1972.
At far as Marley is concerned. Reggae 
cannot be understood outside the 
framework of Jamaican culture, and cannot 
be sung without purpose. No matter what 
you may think of the intellectual premises of 
Rastafari, or Its rather odd marriage with 
Manly Socialism, to the Reggae artist, 
slaves and exploitation are a vivid reality 
We hope that this short and simple history of 
Jamaica helps you see Marley in context 
when he arrives and performs here.
— M ICHAEL HOPE
■ 
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AAy function is to inform you of a 
group of people Involved In a wide 
range of activities and working un­
der a collective name you probably 
can't pronounce and the typewriter 
can't spell. Whew!
is their name and it's pronounced
by clicking the tongue three times (got 
that?). The individuals who work under the 
name are joined by friendship and common 
conceptual beliefs (which I'll get to soon). 
There are approximately 14 members of 
though any particular performance
will usually involve only a few. The most 
common appearance o f ------ is a four-
piece male minimalist music group and a 
five piece female minimalist (feminimalist) 
music g roup .------ also perform, among
reaction. They either walk out or they love 
us, but you can't let them sit there'. I found 
that out to be crap. You can't get people to 
react, let alone the way you want them to 
react. People are vegetables. We're doing 
something pretty extreme with the minimal 
music and people don't react. They try 
(adopts a highly bored voice) " I've  heard it 
all before". They're too self-conscious to 
react".
Later Phillip went on to contradict his 
statement about the non-reaction of audien­
ces by recounting a humorous story of when 
they played to students at the Victorian 
College of the Arts.
"No-one wanted us there but Tanya (a 
member o f------ ( got us a job, which they
other things, a live version of Andy Warhol's 
book "A " and a multi-media event entitled 
"Ka-Boom" which includes Lichenstein 
slides, video, film, music and acting. A year 
or so ago there was a punk------ that per­
formed nothing but cover versions of 
Pistols, Reed, Bowie, Enoand Iggy songs. 
For the past three ye a rs------ have per­
formed to a relatively small audience. 
However, in April they will be releasing 
first record (an EP , "Venetian Ren­
dezvous") and touring Adelaide (the 
weekend after Easter). One member, 
Maria, will be presenting an exhibition of 
her prints at Melbourne's OZ gallery (star­
ting April 5) a n d -------will play at the
opening. They will be heard and/or seen by 
a new audience so it is time for an in­
troduction on------ to be written.
visited one o f------ 's members, Philip
Brophy, in order to gain some sort of un­
derstanding of the ideas behind------ . Phil
shares a house with some other members in 
Collingwood. Upon entering his room I was 
bombarded with images of David Bowie. 
Pictures of him completely cover three of 
Phil's walls (the other features
posters and graphics). Though Phil is young
(all o f ------ are under 21) he is highly
opinionated and definite about------ , what
didn't pay us for. We figured we were going 
to be a real smash — they might misin­
terpret us but they'll be an appreciative 
audience. So we go there and we set up. 
They're all watching us but by halfway 
through the first song they've ail im­
mediately decided that we're just a bunch of 
kids. They all moved back into the next 
room where they were painting, but the door 
between the rooms wouldn't stay shut. So we 
played on and the door slowly opened. The 
bangs as they shut the door got louder and 
louder. Eventually they were coming by and 
really slamming it hard, but it kept on 
opening and they're trying all these ways to 
shut it but they couldn't. Then we slowly 
faded out all the instruments until there was 
just one synethsiser playing the riff. Then I 
stopped and there was this huge communal 
sigh from the next room. Then i started up 
again and they were getting so mad. Then I 
started playing wrong notes and they were 
going crazy. Finally we finished and left 
them to their paintings".
---- occupy a strange position in music.
They are shunned by rock audiences as well 
as Melbourne's 'new music Duffs whom 
Philip sees as living in the shadow of John 
Cage, an artist Philip holds no admiration 
f o r .------ find neither side of the music
they are and what they're doing. When 
talking about the group Phil is very 
animated. He speaks incredibly fast, jum­
ping backwards and forwards from one 
point of discussion to another, often within 
the course of one sentence (a habit which 
made editing the tape a very difficult job), 
make mental music, not emotional
world better or worse than the other but 
through experience think both sides stink. 
The tirst E P is about this position and about 
the seduction that both sides use in their 
music.
If you've read this far you may be won­
dering exactly w h a t------ sound like. I
music. They play music which they find in­
tellectually exciting and if others do too, 
that's fine. It's minimal music, very much 
concerned with structure and purity which 
they achieve by eliminating all forms of 
musical trivia such as rhythms, emotional 
expression, instrumentations etc. But they 
are not just ideas and concepts because 
perform their ideas live and that's
when its gets interesting. "Things happen in 
a live performance. The idea and the 
physical thing. How does it relate? Does It 
relate? Is one higher than the other? That's 
very hard to pin down. When someone has 
an idea and they perform it, is that per­
formance exactly what they wanted? Is it 
better ? Does it uphold the idea properly?"
"In  the beginning, we had all these ideas 
of reaction. We thought 'You gotta get a
can't answer that with lots of 'rock-writer' 
style bullshit adjectives. You'll have to see 
them live or get a copy of the E P , "Venetian 
Rendezvous". The E P  uses musical con­
ventions but never exactly as you would ex­
pect them to be used. The title and the song 
titles, all of which are in Italian, are used 
because they symbolise nice 'seductive' 
music.
" I t ' s  the old minimal stuff with seductive 
bits added that lead you along but then don't 
move as you would expect. Lots of dead-end 
streets. 'Sportello' (the third track, which is 
Italian for 'porter') fades up on a solo. There 
are off notes. We repeat things just once too 
often.
"We deal a lot with bland overgraphic use 
of conventions which are closely associated 
with things like expression and meaning. 
Music is basically a mysterious thing in that 
the object of the musician is to give you this 
object/thing/piece and the intention of it is 
to hide or disguise very cleverly how it got 
there. In 'Venetian Rendezvous' we use the 
conventions of the medium that others use
to express something or to make money, or 
whatever.
"Punk has dealt with demystification. 
Punk music doesn't disguise how it got 
there. ELO and all those techoflash groups 
disguise. They'll try and give you this 
illusion of how fantastic it all is. Being 
amazed by that is like being amazed by a 
plumber doing his job. It's on the same 
fucking level. They hide it! They hide it! 
They hide it! Oh God, do they hide it! (Phil's 
getting excited here). They spend ten years 
working out these chord - changes and 
progressions but the thing is it is the most 
mechanical thing ever. Our music doesn't 
hide that. It doesn't. There's no two ways 
about it. We're showing you this and this. 
This is what it's all about. This is how easy it 
is".
"  'Venetian Rendezvous' may tail but I 
think it succeeds. It deals with implications 
and expectations. It's a dangerous area".
Philip believes that expression in music is 
purely mechanical tricks, that there is no 
such thing as expression, just ways of 
manipulating the music so as to make the 
listener believe there is an expression".
------ look at things structurally. My
brain can't grasp the notion of expression. 
I'm too structural, tooanalytical. Sure, I cry 
at movies, I'm not a cold schmuck, but if I 
talk about that I can't defend it. It doesn't 
holdup".
As we discussed the manipulation of 
music to make it appear as expression, I 
remembered the days when I was about 14 
and I first heard bands like Yes and Moody 
Blues. They do manipulate you into thinking 
you are hearing some sort of universal 
truths in the music and if you can't grasp 
them then it's your fault and not the 
musicians'. Of course, when you realise 
this, bands like that sound laughable as they 
wank away. But that is an extreme case and 
though I see Philip's point I still believe that 
there is expression in all music. This led to a 
lengthy discusslon/debate on our basic dif­
ferences. Philip is right when he says he is 
too structural, too analytical, for he fails to 
see the expression (albeit mental) in the
music o t------ ; the expression of a mental
environmental concept. He is so tied up with 
the conscious side of his nature that when 
the unconscious side, or feelings, show 
through he dismisses them as something he 
can't rationalise (which, of course, you 
can't).
While in A de la ide ,------ will be per­
forming "Ka-Boom". It is a multi-media 
event where they take a film (Robert 
Taylor's "Above and Beyond") and 
"restructure it by adding overlays and 
overlays of information. We put it in a live 
performance with taped music, slides, 
video, acting. Just overlay the whole thing 
but making it relatively simple. We rip 
apart one medium — a film , distort it and 
slot it into a number of other mediums". 
They will also perform "Venetian Ren­
dezvous" and "Nice Noise" (which will be 
the second E P  dealing specifically with 
radio) and perhaps a performance of 
Warhol's "A " .
Just betore I finish this article I'd like to 
tell you about the time that Philip went to 
visit Kim Fowley. After Mr Fowley visited 
town there was a pile of great stories c ir­
culating about him from people who'd met 
him (you'll find mine in the February 
Roadrunner) but few could top Philip's.
Philip is obsessive about collecting any 
presence o f------ in any medium and the
idea of having Fowley commenting on the 
music was too good to resist. So Philip went 
to visit Fowley armed with a tape of
and with a concealed tape recorder in his 
shoulder bag to tape Fowley's comments. 
However, Fowley didn't have a tape recor­
der so in front of him Philip had to pull out 
his recorder, which was going, and remove 
the microphone which was hidden in the 
shoulder strap. "God knows what he 
thought!" said Philip afterwards. "K im  
Fowley deals with superticial immediate 
relationships. So when I played him the stuff 
and he realised there was no vocals, that 
there was a synthesiser and it was slightly 
repetitious, he said: "Right, you're Kraut- 
rock". He made sincere helpful criticisms 
and offered hints. First we had to change 
our name to the Chocolate Lizards. Then to 
press our tape onto an LP  and sell it in 
Europe and parts of the U .K. He couldn't un­
derstand the name of the band so he asked 
me to write it. When I started writing the 
arrows he said not to worry about that and 
to just put arrows all over the cover. On the 
back cover we should get some rock writer 
to fill it up with existential crap (this a r­
ticle?). His last hint was that I should 
change my name to Philip, The Third Duke 
of Melbourne".
What more can I say?
BRUCE MILNE
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Paul K e lly  and the Dots
Looking like every mother's 
worry in a black leather jacket and 
a mean pair of boots. Paul Kelly 
takes his rightful place in this 
world — behind a microphone. To 
his left stands a six-foot plus tor­
pedo out of a Raymond Chandler 
novel. His Monicker Is Paul Gatsby 
and tonight his weapon is a bass 
guitar. Residing over the traps is 
John Lloyd. He looks innocent 
enough but he deals out rolls and 
rimshots like Minnesota Fats plays 
pool — loud and very well Indeed. 
Leader guitarist, Chris Worral, 
wears a pair of green drainpipes 
and a black silk shirt. He is also 
wearing a very serious Gibson. His 
pale complexion finds him guilty of 
spending his youth indoors in rapt 
concentration over a fretboard. 
Guitarist, Chris Langman, seems 
to be constantly checking the grin 
that is about erupt on his face, as if 
he is in possession of a great 
wisdom or witticism. One thing he 
never checks is his singing Fender. 
This then is Paul Kelly andThe 
Dots and on a good night they are 
world beaters.
The Carlton skyline is dominated by the 
harsh reality of its high rise Housing Com­
mission flats. In the shadow of one of these 
structures lies Martinis, a rock pub long 
dedicated in helping its patrons temporarily 
escape such “ harsh realities". The presen­
ce, then, of Paul Kelly and the Dots at Mar­
tinis seemed more than just fitting — it 
seemed necessary. Like a lone blade of 
grass cracking through a concrete path, 
Paul Kelly's songs of undiluted romanticism 
exist in defiance of his surroundings.
In defiance of the overt resignation of the 
New Wave and anaesthetic disco, Paul 
Kelly's songs are obsessed with the Search 
— the search for love (“ Other Half", “ She 
Gives Me All Her Love"); the search for a 
little peace/sanity (“ Who Needs It?" , “ If 
You Won't Give Me Y 'r  Love — Don't Give 
Me Y 'r M isery") in short the search for 
something better ("R eco g n itio n "). 
However, it is romanticism tempered by the 
realisation that the odds and obstacles are 
getting greater and that in the search we 
seem to unfortunately stumble into the 
same pitfalls (“ Habit Of Love", “ Seeing Is 
Believing").
The overriding suggestion of Paul Kelly's 
songs seems to be “ do anything but don’t 
give up". Watch Paul Kelly's eyes closed in 
concentration, his neck veins taut in the ef­
fort to give each word that extra ounce of 
feeling and you’ll know you’re watching a 
singer who means (and has probably lived) 
what he’s singing.
With equal conviction, the Dots play their 
respective instruments, each note a vin­
dication and celebration of rock’n’roll. 
Wh^you hear the machine-gun brata-brata 
of John Lloyd’s drums combine with Paul 
Gatsby’s volcanic bass in “Lowdown” or 
Chris hangman’s guitar drip with honey 
during Dylan’s “Absolutely Sweet Marie’’, 
you know rock’n’roll is the path these guys 
chose. And when you hear Chris Worral 
deliver a howling guitar during “ Cherry", 
you forget your working week, your 
loneliness or your poverty and just try to 
join that sweet, sweet sound in the rafters. 
You can forget your 1979 Rolling Stones 
Tour of Australia at $15 a ticket, I'd rather 
go and see Paul Kelly and the Dots.
— PETER PAUL BAKOWSKI
Pic: Peter Nelson
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Making excuses for music is a 
necessary part of listening to music 
unless you're not interested in 
staying interested in music, in 
which case one listens to music 
with a pruitannical ear for the in­
tegrity and intelligence inherent in 
the latest chart and underground 
smashes, and promptly goes off 
one's rocker.
But if, like me, rock to you is a frustratinq 
habit you've chosen not to kick, that 
neccesitates a lowering of standards, so 
that when something properly thrilling 
eventually does surface, the impact is that 
much more cataclysmic. There are at least 
a couple of killer records around in any 
given week, but to find a live band that 
keeps you on your dancing toes and en­
courages your brain to keep ticking, is 
pitifully rare. Voight/465 are just such an 
item.
To the cries of “ Who?", I deliver a short 
history of Sydney's interventing curios, 
Voight/465. Mid '76, school friends form a 
drastically inaccessible (to me anyway) im- 
provisational unit of guitars, synthesiser 
and bass, eventually discovering but trying 
to ignore song structures. Add one 
disciplined drummer and a slightly bizarre 
schoolgirl soprano, debuting live at a nice 
outdoor concert in the western suburbs 
August '77; after another year of song­
writing and practice, end up thinking big 
and recording a single, which was released 
last November —- “ A Secret West", a shat­
tering round collapsing into frantic chant, 
and a deceptively bright rocker called 
“ State". Their drummer, who probably 
more than anyone else forced the control 
that makes the band's latest material so 
compelling, left when the rest of the band 
were unwilling to 'compromise' any further. 
A new drummer was found and here we all 
are.
Since the beginning of the year and with 
the stalwart support of 2JJ (where would
the live scene in Sydney have been without 
them these last tew years?), Voight are 
playing every week and losing only halt as 
much money as before. I can best give you a 
clue as to their sound by telling you they in­
clude in their set songs by the Velvet Un­
derground, Pere Ubu, Can and Roxy Music 
to name but a few. Moody music, using con­
ventional notes in unpredictable settings; 
rock music to be sure, but with a mysterious 
fla ir. Linz O'Meara plays the most busily 
melodic bass-lines I've heard, but never 
loses track ot the beat, while Rod Pobestek 
on guitars and Phillip Turnbull on keyboar­
ds provide, the bite and colour. Mark 
Crewzob drums so furiously that he oc­
casionally loses himself, resulting in some 
anxious moments for the listener, but when 
it does all come together, watch out. They're 
setting themselves high standards, par­
ticularly rhythmically, and sometimes con­
fusion does reign supreme, but it's getting 
rarer and believe me, it's ultimately worth 
bearing. Over the top of this instrumental 
whirl, rest the dual vocals ot Turnbull and 
Relmit Macron Cru. His is a strong sure 
voice, hers an almost beserkly wistful 
soprano. Sometimes they sing together, 
sometimes against each other and 
sometimes alone. The whole band looks 
great, and their almost schizoid stage 
presence (so cheery between at times 
bewilderingly ferocious songs) is a reareat.
For my probing exclusive interview with 
Mr Turnbull, I quizzed him on his attitude to 
life (“ wonderful"), the probability of in­
terstate trekking (“ not likely before the end 
ofthis yea r"), and when and what's the next 
single (“  'Red Lock On Sea Steel' and soon, 
maybe). Taciturn bastard. The current 
single, if not at your nearest import shop, is 
available from 35 Pork Road, Allawoh, NSW 
2218. After playing in all sorts of unlikely 
places (including in the midst of the con­
struction site for Sydney's latest ex­
pressway), Voight/465 have a residency at 
the Sussex Hotel in the city every Wed­
nesday night. Be there or be somewhere 
else.
-  PETER NELSON
Fighting the iabei
If Melbourne's Aliens caused the 
invention of the label "Punk 
Cabaret", Sydney new wavers 
Flowers have — equally un­
willingly — been landed with the 
tag "Punk Juke Box". But ifke 
most tags, it fails to stick when the 
music is looked at closely.
Flowers have been together about two 
years. The present lineup is Iva Davies, 
vocals and guitar; Keith Welsh, bass; Don 
Brown, drums; and Adam Hall, keyboards.. 
Before Flowers, Iva and Keith played in 
separate local groups. Front man Iva, 
whose background is in classical music, had 
released a couple of unsuccessful singles 
with a backing group called Afghan. Keith 
Welsh was originally in a band called 
Sobraon Aire in 1976, which did Bowie and 
Roxy Music material — and that, if 
anything, is where Flowers have their roots 
(pardon the pun).
Iva has been playing electric guitar for 
two years: “ I'm not really into guitar 
heroes — in fact I've got quite a thing again­
st them. They're wankers. My favourite 
guitarists are guys that are complete gum- 
by idiots on the guitar, like Marc Bolan was 
a complete incompetent — he was great". 
As a guitarist, Iva doesn't play anything un- 
cessary — no frills — and pulls off the lead 
breaks really well, particularly on the cover 
versions they do.
It's because more than half the Flowers 
repertoire is built around cover versions 
that the band has attracted the label “ Punk 
Juke Box". Says Iva: “ There's no point in 
playing anything that isn't shit hot, top- 
grade music, so we picked what I consider 
to be the cream of years and years of 
rock'n'roll, the classics. Our own songs have 
got to measure up to that and that's why 
we're doing it slowly — rather than lay a 
whole load of mediocre shit on people just 
for the sake of it being original".
Perhaps the only noticeable difference 
between Flowers' own songs and the others 
is the fatt that they aren't as fam iliar to 
“ the average ligger". Certainly this applies 
to songs like the intense “ Nothing To Do", 
the instantly infectious “ Sister", “ Skin", 
which is melodic yet raging at the same 
time, and the classic “ Boulevarde".
Iva writes the songs and he and Keith 
collaborate on the lyrics: “ We made it dif­
ficult for ourselves by picking really good 
covers to do and becoming quite well known 
doing them, which meant that we couldn't 
afford to do anything that wasn't any good".
There certainly would have been dif­
ficulties in writing material to stand along­
side songs of the calibre of the Kinks' “  You 
Really Got Me" and “ All Day and All Of The 
Night", the Troggs' “ Wild Thing", the 
Easybeats' “ sorry", the T Rex classics 
“ Jeepster" and “ Telegram Sam" and 
Bowie's “ Suffragette C ity". Anyone who 
goes along to see Flowers in quite likely to
hear at least a couple ot their favourite 
songs, and whooping with glee, race onto the 
dancefloor. Because, unlike your average 
local danceband, these guys are justified in 
attempting the classics, since they do 
authentic, convincing versions. I was par­
ticularly amazed at their renditions of the 
Iggy Pop songs “ Sixteen" and “ Lust For 
L ife", and the Ultravox song “ The Man 
Who Dies Everyday" seemed to improve by 
sheer input of energy.
The only punk numbers they could 
reasonably be said to do are the Sex Pistols' 
“ Anarchy" and “ Pretty Vacant". How do 
they overcome the problem of being 
labelled? Keith: “ I think hopefully we defy 
all classifications. This thing about a 'Punk 
Juke Box' — I think it's quite amusing. The 
first few gigs we did at the Rex in Sydney we 
had about four people screaming out: 
'Where are your original songs' (this was 
when we weren't doing any) and something 
about a juke box. Then we did an interview 
with 'City Shout', a little paper they used to 
give away for people to wrap fish and chips 
in, and the first question the chick asked 
was: 'You guys are a punk juke box, aren't 
you?'. And it caught on...But it doesn't 
describe us at all. For a start, a 'Punk Juke 
Box' would be playing the Pistols, The 
Clash, Ramones etc and that's not us. We 
don't lose any sleep over it".
Iva went on: “ I think the only thing 
slightly applicable is the intent or energy. 
I'm not into punk for punk's sake because 
it's bullshit — it's as much bullshit as disco 
is. The real thing about punk is a general 
teenage aggression which every new 
generation experiences and which is what 
created the rock'n'roll thing in the first 
place — The Stones as rebellious young louts 
and the Who and the Kinks and Bolan and 
Bowie as an outrageous sexual being. That 
kind of intent, which is mainly in the minds 
of the guys who write the music, is the only 
thing that links ail that music that we do 
together. That's the connection with punk 
rock".
The discussion of punk with Iva brought 
on the reason the band chose the name 
Flowers — “ pure shock value, because 
people will be expecting a lot of hippies with 
acoustic guitars and it doesn't say anything 
about what we do whatsoever".
Flowers are preparing to put down a bat­
ch of demo tapes with a view to releasing a 
single which, according to the band, will be 
out of “ Boulevarde" and "Sister", two of 
their best, and most popular songs. Since it 
is becoming obvious that the songs which 
receive the best reaction are their own 
(especially in Melbourne recently when 
3RRR did a live broadcast of their second 
set which was mostly their own songs) they 
aren't going to learn any more cover ver­
sions and will concentrate on original 
material. As they say: "Just as a matter of 
course, you play your own songs better than 
you do anybody else's".
~ SUZIE WALTON
10 R U N N
For eight hectic months, The 
Exchange Hotel played host to 
Brisbane's punk/new wave music 
scene. Now used and abused, the 
hotel manager Ian Aird has tinally 
closed his doors to the splkey - 
haired hordes who flocked there 
every Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday nights. And now with the 
passing of the Exchange, 
Brisbane's new wave scene has lost 
its focus and it's back to the wilder­
ness of suburban halls for most 
bands.
Well, it was bound to happen, I suppose. A 
venue can't sustain its energy and at­
mosphere for ever and simply, the E x ­
change as a scene was exhausted. The 
writing was on the wall when on January 20, 
close on 200 people turned up to a dance at 
Paddington aimed at bovcottino the E x ­
change. By the end of February, no-one 
there anymore. Says manager ian Aird: 
"We closed the hotel to punk bands because 
no-one was coming and drinking and those 
who did come were only here to wreck the 
place". But for a time late last year it was 
as exciting a place as one could hope for 
when it came to live music. So what went 
wrong? To answer that, it's best to start at 
the beginning.
On August 5 last year, the Numbers began 
a regular Saturday night residency at the 
hotel. Consistently, crowds of 200 people tur­
ned up and celebrated the nights in almost a 
party atmosphere. It lasted for six weeks 
until the management told the band they 
must hire bouncers, someone to sit on the
Sorry# No Exchange
door, and the house PA. And when they 
couldn't afford it, radio station 4ZZZ-FM 
moved in and took over the hotel on a three 
nights a week basis.
4ZZZ certainly had admirable intentions. 
The venue never did much better than run at 
a $200 a week loss, but they persisted with it. 
4ZZZ are sworn to fostering local talent and 
if nothing else, that is what the Exchange 
Hotel achieved. The Aliens (Qld), the 
Humans (Qld), the Gobetweens, Fa ir E x ­
change all received invaluable experience 
there. In fact, the way it worked was that if
serious problems. It's the same old story, I 
guess. Two hired thugs called bouncers 
prowled the room waging a guerilla war 
against the punks. On one particularly stor­
my night when Jim m y and the Boys got 
themselves thoroughly on the wrong side of 
the audience, no fewer than forty paying 
customers found themselves deposited back 
on the footpath where they came from. On 
another occasion when two rival bands took 
to fighting on stage, the constabulary turned 
up and threw themselves with all their 
energy into the job of making arrests.
BRISBANE
4ZZZ saw a band proving themselves by 
slogging it out at the Exchange, they would 
soon give them a go at the kushy jobs, and 
the big money, of the Queens or the Joint E f­
forts at Queensland Uni. So it became a 
veritable testing ground for new bands. But 
it wasn't only the name local bands who 
benefitted. In fact, anyone and everyone 
(and they did) could get up and have a go on 
stage and maybe even get paid for their ef­
forts. A very healthy situation indeed. I 
remember one band called Industrial Waste 
who were so dire, so unlistenable, and yet 
the audience was still sympathetic and in 
the end everyone had a great night.
Of course, this isn't to say the Exchange 
was free of violence. Quite the opposite at 
times. And here lies one of the venue's most
But there were the exceptionally good 
nights as well, like the occasion 450 people 
packed into the room to see The Angels v ir­
tually blow the place apart. Actually, it was 
anorner venue tor southern touring bands 
that 4ZZZ saw the Exchange Hotel as an im­
portant asset. What it meant was that 4ZZZ 
could now offer a major southern band a full 
week's work with dates at, say, the Patch 
(Coolangatta), the Q .I.T ., the Queens Hotel 
twice and the Exchange Hotel. The fact that 
there just weren't enough venues in 
Brisbane to make it worth a southern band's 
while coming up, has always been the main 
reason Queenslanders have been so 
deprived of seeing good Australian acts.
Ironically then, it was 4ZZZ's manage­
ment of the pub which finally caused its
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demise. For a start, there were too many 
paid staff, an organiser, a publicity person, 
two bouncers plus the hiring of a PA and the 
payment of bands. So it went broke. There 
was a lobby within 4ZZZ which said the E x ­
change must make money or close. In the 
end that faction succeeded in having it 
closed. Secondly, Brisbane is only a small 
place (comparatively) and there are only so 
many bands. Most were, I guess, over-eager 
to play at the Exchange and so were over­
exposed. Most of the crowds stayed away 
through boredom.
Well, you should see the Exchange now. 
It's a disco every Friday and Saturday 
night. There are stills from silent movies 
hanging around the walls, the tables are set 
with cultery and serviettes and occasionally 
a band like Touch or Able Magwitch play 
there. Touch and Able Magwitch are the 
type of Bad Company imitators which pro­
liferate at high school dances everywhere. 
And all that's left is a gaping hole in 
Brisbane's music scene. It won't matter 
much to the fans. They'll still be able to see 
bands at the Queens or the Joint Efforts, the 
Curry Shop or the Cleveland Sands Hotel 
and it won't matter much to the more 
established new wave bands like Razar, the 
Riptides or the Humans. They've already 
been absorbed into the mainstream of rock 
in Brisbane, if not musically at least as far 
as audience acceptance. But the people who 
are really going to suffer are the new bands. 
There's virtually nowhere left for a new 
band to play save hiring a hall and running a 
dance themselves. And if that's the situation 
it's going to be extremely ditficult for any 
new band to crack the lucrative 4ZZZ cir- 
cuit.And let's face it, in Brisbane, that's 
where the money and the crowds are.
— SCOTT MATHESON
After months ot building and con­
solidating — in the process, 
establishing a strong audience 
following — Adelaide's Warm Jets 
are ready to go into the studio. 
They're currently putting their 
energy into a tour-track EP , being 
recorded at Slater Sound, and hope 
to have it out in a month or so.
fluential, it would be the early 70s, which he 
detinies as being so devoid ot solid musical 
tracks it's hard to find one to stick to as a 
model for their sound. The Warm Jets see 
their original material as fundamental to 
their existence and it is a point of pride with 
them that they all write, singularly and in 
various permutations of the band. They feel 
this is important because it gives them a 
unifying element, because they're con­
tinually working together.
WINTER
WONDERS
Goodbye summer, hello music! 
Well let's hope so. Certainly all the 
signs are there that Adelaide could 
be really jumping this winter.
For a start, 5MMM is still looking to go to 
air in July despite holdups with the site of 
their studio and problems related to the site 
of their transmitter. If all goes well, the 
P ro g re ss iv e  M usic B ro ad castin g  
Association will have a home by the end of 
this month (Rumour has it that a great par­
ty is planned before the building work at the 
new studio block begins, so keep your eyes 
on the daily press for details of a station 
warming one Sunday towards the end of the 
foolish month). 5MMM have also begun 
producing a free Adelaide radio magazine 
called "A irwave", available at selected city 
and suburban venues. While it obviously 
carries lots of news and information about 
5MMM itself, the first issue also features ar­
ticles on SUV, public broadcasting in 
Australia, pirate radio in London and
presenting Tuesday and Saturday night 
rock with two separate promoters.
Free enterprise is also working in won­
derful ways down at the beach. Country 
band Redeye have had regular residencies 
at the Seacliff Hotel on Wednesday and 
Saturday nights for two and a half years. On 
confirmation of their eastern states tour, 
they arranged for old friends Bank of Fran­
ce to keep the place going for them. Un­
fortunately, it seems that a winning smile 
and a fast tongue can win more publicans' 
hearts and the Bank of France are fighting 
to retain the gig for just the Saturday night. 
Hopefully the time the Banks have been 
spending in the studio recently will be better 
rewarded.
On a more cheerful note the Marryatville 
rocks again. The business partnership bet­
ween Ray Dyett and John Pike struck a few 
problems so Ray has returned to Kensington 
Road five nights a week to present a m ix­
ture of local rock, jazz and rhythm and blues 
interspaced with a video show (including 
clips you haven't seen on Countdown). 
Check the gig guide (p. 23) for more com-
ADELAIDE
In fhe last few months of playing around 
Adelaide and through a number of lineup 
changes, the band have been compared to a 
variety of bands ranging from Roxy Music, 
to Lou Reed, XTC , Costello and Split Enz. 
But the general feeling — in the band at 
least — is that they sound I ike no-one else, 
probably appealing to people with a variety 
of tastes.
Peter Jolley, lead singer who seems to be 
the most vocal member offstage as well, 
says the Warm Jets' sound is not based on 
any musical style or era — it can't, he says, 
be pinpointed as a 50s or 60s type sound, 
punk or new wave etc, but he does concede 
that if they were to claim any period as in­
Warm
One of the overriding features of the Jets 
is their sincerity and optimism. They are 
confident of the security of the band now 
that the lineup changes are complete. All 
the members have played in other bands in 
Adelaide and they are aware of and wary of 
the things beyond their control which can af­
fect their security and unification. They do 
feel, though, the picture would be complete 
with the addition of a sixth jet as personal 
manager.
The Jets are currently working a residen­
cy at the Cremorne Hotel on Unley Road, on 
Saturday nights where they are building a 
following which, like their music, cannot be 
simply defined. _  suE DENIM
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others. So, if you're fed up with the lame 
bunch ot straight radio papers...
On the live music front, the Adelaide 
scene is slowly raising its battered head af­
ter a very sleepy summer. The lineup 
changes among Adelaide bands (mentioned 
last issue in Malicious Gossip) seem endless 
with little relief in sight. It's getting a bit dif­
ficult to follow all the shufflings ot the deck. 
What it all boils down to, of course, is that a 
lot of bands now have a new sound and some 
are sounding really great. No names men­
tioned — get out and check things for your­
selves. Even the band you didn't think that 
much of last year might be worth a quick 
look at.
One of the reasons for some of the changes 
has simply been lack of work. But now, with 
sudden interest from promoters in pushing 
local talent, things are certainly looking up 
— seven days a week, there's a place to 
check out live music.
The Fiasco circuit have been prime 
movers in pushing local bands. Mark Cor­
nwall and John Gazzola initially started the 
circuit to provide work for their own bands 
and some of the newer new wave people. 
The circuit of three hotels has not proved as 
successful for them as they had hoped. But 
they made a significant contribution in ap­
proaching publicans who had not previously 
considered having bands. Initially, in 
keeping with the aims of the Musicians 
Union, they asked the pubs to foot the bill for 
the bands and ads, seeing as they were due 
for an increase in bar takings Things went 
well in the initial trial period, until a couple 
of the publicans, on consultation, decided 
that there was no reason why they should 
pay anything at all. In fact, even though 
their profits were increasing, there was no 
need to formally acknowledge the reason for 
the increase. The result — back to door 
deals. To add injury to insult, other 
promoters saw the potential of the pubs and 
began chatting up the publicans. The result 
is that Fiasco are fighting to retain their 
Friday night spot and the Richmond is now
prehensive details.
Basically the aim is to present the more 
established bands and the talented new­
comers at a regular venue. The only 
residency is Sue Barker and Onions on Wed­
nesday nights, the point being you can go to 
the M arryatville Tuesday to Saturday night 
and hear the whole spectrum of musical 
tastes over a month.
Meanwhile, John Pike is workin'g with 
Rod Ford at the Pier Hotel, Gleneig, on 
Wednesday nights, presenting the various 
interstate bands he uses at Peter Jackson s 
and ruggers disco later in the week. The 
established promoters at least seem to be 
happy to live and let live.
More good news on the one-off-special-gig 
front. Over the past tew months there have 
been regular dances organised by the Can­
nabis Reform League (remember the 
Marijuana Shuffle?) and the Australian 
Cultural Association (that was the riot show 
that was). These, along with 5MMM shows, 
have been a welcome lantern in our 
m usica lly gloomy sum mer. These 
organisations look to be arranging dances 
monthly and from all reports have good tur­
nouts and good times so keep your eyes 
peeled for the fam iliar green leaf. The 
shows are cheap, too.
On a somewhat grander scale, the 0-Ball 
at Adelaide Uni., with Soka, Dave Warner 
and Jo Jo Zep and the Falcons attracted 
three to six thousands people (depending on 
who you speak to and where they stood and 
how squashed they got). Anyway, there 
were a lot of people willing to pay the nor­
mal entrance fee for the Arkaba to see three 
good bands and drink ail they could lay their 
hands on. The Campus activities group that 
co-ordinated the whole show are justifiably 
pleased with themselves and hope to do 
more functions at the various campuses 
throughout the year. Hopefully, the cam­
puses will again adopt the role they have 
shed in the last few years, of being the 
breaking ground for new talent.
— MICKIMAUSS
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Each tour a band goes on 
ends up with its own peculiar 
flavour, something usually 
imposed on it by a com­
bination of day-to-day events 
and the gigs themselves. This 
may seem self-evident, but to 
the casual observer, the huge 
majority of each day spent 
hanging around for the 45- 
minute raison d'etre is too 
easily forgotten.
After following Graham Parker and the 
Sports around England and up into Scot­
land, both the dimensions and limitations of 
what is after all a tour still in progress 
(they'll be on the road till early April before 
returning to London to play smaller gigs 
under their own name) have become largely 
apparent. The external factors are the 
easiest to relate: The combination of Stitt 
Records and Harvey Goldsmith, this 
country's largest agent, have come up with 
a formidably efficient package and touring 
machine that has a workablle itinerary and 
real penetration and pacing into the heart of 
British audiences. The strategy is familiar 
— start in the provinces, where no-one will 
bother too much if you're a bit rusty 
(Parker actually did a brief Ireland sou- 
journ before returning to London to pick up 
Sports), then gradually work up the 
momentum and spiral back to London, 
finishing in a blaze of glory with three nights 
at the Hammersmith Odeon which, by 
rights, should be sold out by the advance 
publicity in the papers of the month-long 
tour and the new records that should be gett­
ing plenty of airplay by that stage. In tact, 
atl three part of the stage act will have re­
corded product out and listened to in a 
month's time — Parker has his new LP, 
"Squeezing out Sparks", in the shops, and 
the single, "Protection", has already got 
airplay; and the Sports' Stiff EP , self-titled, 
went to the shops and radio stations just as 
the tour got to Liverpool.
Going a little further inside the actual 
day-to-day routine, we find both outfits 
travelling in a luxury touring bus, 
stay in g  in three or four sta r  
hotels and being paid a com- 
fortible wage. That the Sports are
travelling with Parker and staying at the 
same hotels points to the sort of friendly and 
he l pf u l  r e l a t i o n s h i p  a l r e a d y  
d e v e l o pe d  bet ween  al l  c o n ­
cerned.
But this is jumping the gun a little. It 
doesn't, tor instance, take into account one 
of the more important aspects of any tour —- 
the irrational element which forces itself 
into contention so often in rock'n'roll and is 
just as important as any other factor in 
determining the nature of the experience. 
And for me, that aspect was virtually the 
opening shot. My introduction to the tour 
was just as wildly improbably as it 
should've been — literally bumping into 
Martin Armiger as I walked down Oxford 
St. the day after I'd heard Sports had arriv­
ed — Oxford St. being about the busiest 
single piece of footpath in the whole of 
England and the last place you'd expect to 
meet or even see anybody, even if it's been 
arranged beforehand. After recovering 
from the unreality of seeing so familiar a 
face in such alien surrounds, I dragged him 
off to Valeri's Patisserie in Old Compton St. 
(a sort of U.K. version of Tamani's) and we 
talked over evennts both herre and in Oz, 
swapping anecdotes and gossip. Martin let 
out the baleful news that the band were stay­
ing (inevitably) in Earls Court, at the Chel­
sea Hotel, and everyone was still hellishly 
jet-lagged. In three days' time, they'd be 
doing a press reception at the Nashville in 
West Kensington, then the next day depart­
ing for Cardiff, where the tour proper got 
underway. Meanwhile, as usual, there was 
time to kill, and the ever-present hotel ennui 
to escape from, so we arranged to go to a 
reggae gig in Ladbroke Grove the following 
evening.
We met up at the Chelsea, then took a 
train from Earls Court to Gloucester Rd., to 
try to speedup the process, only to find that 
all Circle Line trains were indefinitely de­
layed. By the time we got to the gig we'd 
been on the Underground over an hour and 
finally caught a bus from Paddington 
Station to Portobeilo Rd. It was nearly n.30, 
and getting ridiculous. But even then, we 
couldn't find the place, and spent another 20 
minutes wandering around under Westway 
freeway before stumbling across the hall, 
actually built under the concrete freeway 
arches. It seemed so typical already of on- 
tour behavior, and we hadn't even left 
London yet — desperately wandering 
around rundown suburbs for some obscure
promise of entertainment. But we finally got 
inside and were rewarded with a great 
reggae/soul band, "Roar". It seemed like 
things weren't going to be too aimless after 
all. But then we had to wait an hour for the 
main band, "Pressure Shocks", and really, 
they weren't worth waiting tor. So at about 
2 a.m. we wandered down Portobeilo Rd. till 
we found a cab (all London Transport hav­
ing given up the ghost hours ago) and got 
back to Eari's Court, glad to have at least 
done something. All this may seem a little 
gratuitous, but really it's central to the sort 
of normalisation process a visiting band has 
to go through, steering towards the usual un­
reality of touring in an alien land; and it's 
essential to in some way find a pattern of 
events which will sustain you through the 
other 23 hours of every day when you're not 
actually on stage.
The following Tuesday night, I arrived at 
the Nashville to see The Sports meet the 
press and other associated hangers-on. The 
band had been practising daiiy in Highbury 
to shake off the numbing effects of the jet- 
lag, and to work out how to create the best 
impression in their 30 minutes of allotted ex­
posure time. This was the occasion when 
image overrode all other considerations, 
and Stitt had reacted accordingly by going 
totally overboard with an Australiana 
Extravaganza: immediately on entering, 
you were assailed by untold stacks of 
Forsters Lager totally obliterat­
ing the bar, and as you turned to 
escape the shimmering blue and 
white tinnies, you were assailed  
by reams of Australian Tourist Board 
posters glaring at you from the walls. Pick­
ing my way through the massed liggers to­
wards the stage area I became quickly 
aware of one of those cultured Australian 
Voices emanating from the speakers, and 
went to investigating, only to find a hundred 
or so incredulous faces staring  
at a small film screen while one 
of those ghastly "This Is Australia" 
government films went through its hackney­
ed paces: Shots of happy Bondi-ites, happy 
migrant workers, leggy big-busted bikini'd 
blondes, happy abos, happy politicians and 
vast expanse of Blue Australian Sky. It 
certainly was an attempt at overkill, and 
astutely tought out by Stitt, considering the 
sour taste left in the rock press' mouth over 
here (self-induced mostly) by the failure of 
the Saints and Radio Birdman in particular 
to impress the U.K. gods of the printed
word. It was no good ignoring the tact that 
the band was Australian — it was better to 
turn it into a Humphries-style cliche and 
hope that the VIPs concerned would see the 
joke. By and large, the strategy seemed to 
work, notwithstanding the eventual non­
showing of the kangaroo in boxing gloves 
that was part of the original idea.
So, by the time Sports hit the stage, the 
crowd were suitably lulled into jollity and 
vague good humour, and actually got oft the 
bar to listen to and watch the band. Looking 
incredibly nervous (they were) but still pur­
poseful ( they nearly were that, too, before 
they went on), they zipped through eight 
numbers with virtually no break in between, 
playing tight and safe, the sound punchy 
and strong, with the opening number, "Hit 
Single", coming across particularly well. 
Finishing up with "Who Listens", the band 
bowed off to solid clapping and friendly 
cheers, and then it was all over, and the 
people wandered back to the bar looking 
suitably generous in their response and ali 
saying how impressed they were, while the 
inevitable small bunch of Oz expatriates 
crowded backstage to encourage, con­
gratulate and bask In the reflected glow. It 
hadn't been a particularly inspired perform­
ance, but it had been very tight and pro­
fessional, and that really was what was 
needed. The shock to this crowd of experts 
in not hearing what they'd expected — Ideas 
which were two years out of date, or a re­
hash of the (to them) detestably popular 
AC/DC — was sufficient to get them a good 
reaction. The stage was now nicely set for 
the tour onslaught, with the planned release 
of the EP  now only a week away. The band 
looked exhausted, but pleased, mingling 
with the crowd afterwards: A friend of mine 
even said she'd seen John Lydon there, 
listening to the set — but he hadn't hung 
around, leaving straight after the last num­
ber. He probably was, though I didn't see 
him; after all, he lives quite close, over in 
Fulham. A nice little touch of mystique on 
the occasion...
Continuing the same slightly dreamlike 
offstage existence the band was in, Martin 
dropped round later in the night to my place 
and we watched Bowie do three live num­
bers on The Old Grey Whistle Test, as well 
as a whole procession of mediocre home­
grown acts. It seemed the perfect circular 
existence — a member of a rock band 
watching other rock bands on TV in his 
spare moments. But after all, what else is 
there but TV?
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The next morning w e all 
headed over to the Stiff office 
and clambered onto the bus, 
getting ready for the drive to 
Cardiff, the first date on the 
tour.
The drive through the lower Midlands 
was the bore everyone thought it would be, 
and apart trom Steve Cummings regularly 
asking "where are we now?" and the good 
selection of tapes played over the bus 
cassette system, there was little else to grab 
the attention, though going across the 
Severn Bridge into Wales seemed to wake 
everybody up for a few minutes at least be­
fore they returned to their copies of NME, 
the Guardian, or Melody Maker. The boys 
from the Rumour were busy being good- 
humouredly indignant about the rather un­
flattering review of their Dublin concert of 
the week before in an attempt to inject some 
lite into the trip, or heckling Trevor the 
driver every time another bus overtook us 
on the motorways, but it was with genuine 
relief that we slid quietly past Carditt Castle 
up to the first ot many centre hotels we'd 
been booked into.
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Atter a wash and a bite to eat, everyone 
once again piled into the bus tor the sound- 
check at Cardiff Uni, where the gig was that 
night, and on arriva l managed to get 
thoroughly lost in the labrynthian bowels ot 
the hall corridors. Sports' dressing room 
seemed miles trom the stage, but at least it 
had m irrors and a tune-up amp in place, 
care of the roadies. Really Cardift Uni was 
the perfect venue tor Sports to do their first 
gig: A gratuitous gift of an enthusiastic 
University audience starved usually of tour­
ing acts. Shortly betore stage-time, while 
the band was waiting in the d ress in a f^ m  
for G .P . to finish 3p, incredibly long 
so und  c h e c k  and g e tt in g  
increasingly edgy, a Welsh porter 
turned up with a card/telegram from Stiff 
head office; "Have a jolly good show, boys 
— get the M.C. to read this out". It was a 
nice touch, arriving in the middle of the 
fraught scene where Jim m y was trying to 
get his symthesiser in tune with the rest of 
his keyboards and the two guitars and the 
soundcheck time was fast disappearing out 
the window. It made everybody slip back in 
their seats for a few moments and smile for 
a while. Somebody just had io come up with 
a rider and after a suitable pause, Martin 
delivered it: As Dave Robinson, the 
Stift/G .P . manager, entered the room and 
read the telegram (preparing for a morale­
boosting speech) Armiger slipped in: "We 
were expecting a singing one"...
mixed from the back of the hall 
by G .P .'s  sound man. People wandering 
around the hall soon came over to stand and 
watch and a good atmosphere was establish­
ed by the time the second song, "Mailed It" , 
started. Only Jim m y's keyboards were a 
little lost in the out-front sound, otherwise it 
was full and sweet — none ot the infamous 
support-band fuck-ups here that are so 
common on big tours. In fact, it became 
evident pretty quickly that the G .P . roadies 
were working very hard to do their utmost 
for Sports; the roving spot man in particular 
who was getting things wrong (after all,- 
he'd never worked with the band before) 
was continually on his toes to correct mis­
takes quickly. On the whole, the audience 
was responding well, only apparently losing 
their enthusiasm about halfway through — 
always the danger spot in concerts; but 
picking up again as the band delivered a 
great version of "Reckless". All the way 
through the set, Andrew and Martin were 
combining superbly, and the only ingredient 
lacking from the music was the occasional 
hot solo: This most notable in the spaces left 
for Jim m y Niven, as for some inexplicable 
reason, the otherwise excellent sound man 
failed to bring Jim m y's sound up over the 
rest of the band when it came to things like 
his spots in "So Obvious" and "Who 
Listens". The other problem, which was 
largely averted this night by quick pacing 
and an enthusiastic audience, was the fact 
that Steve didn't say a word all the time he 
was onstage. But they went off to convincing 
cheers and a few yells for "m ore" all the 
same, and could re assure themselves that 
they played with much more real fire and 
feel than they had at the Nashville the night 
before. Not bad at all for a band still basic­
ally getting the last symptoms of jet-lag out 
ot their systems.
Parker and the Rumour hit the stage no 
more than 15 minutes later and after check­
ing the boys in the dressing room to see that 
they felt reasonably pleased in amongst 
their anxiety about their reception, and that 
Dave Robinson was giving them a post­
mortem booster, I went up to check the 
main set. By this time the place was full, the
The band eventually got the soundcheck 
and starting time was put back to make it a 
decent length: Now it was time for them to 
actually deliver to their first British 
audience. A protessional Stiff MC intro­
duced the band in a hilariously in­
appropriate fake Oz accent: "...and  now a 
great little band that's come a long way to 
play tor youse tonite; all the way from 
Australia, Stiff recording artists. The 
Sports! I !"  An amused jeer had risen out of 
the crowd at the mention of Oz, but it had 
been vaguely friendly — after all, this was a 
uni audience and it WAS St David's Day in 
Wales, so they had to be tolerant. Before the 
polite applause of the four to 500-strong 
crowd had died, Paul counted the band in for 
"H it Single" and they came on sounding 
lean and punchy, the P.A . full and gutsy and 
the in s tru m e n ts  w e ll b a la n ce d .
band was hat  ̂ and the crowd going beserk: 
They were dragged back for three encores 
and the atmosphere waS| electric. G .P . 
cleaned up in Cardiff, alright. As the band 
were starting their last encore, I left with 
Steve to walk back to the hotel — the re­
ception Parker and the Rumour had got had 
coloured everyone's valuation of their re­
ception, making them feel they hadn't done 
too well. Steve was worried about it as we 
walked back through the empty streets, 
getting lost more than once. I tried to assure 
him it'd be fine, for a first gig, and at length 
he cheered up. I could see that getting a 
clear perspective on things was going to be a 
problem in itself, for the band.
The next morning, after a foul 'continent­
al' breakfast in our rooms we crawled onto 
the bus at the lazy hour of 1 p.m. and took off 
into the foothills of South Wales, en route to 
Sheffield. Not far out of Newport we stopped 
at a little village, Caerleon, to have lunch in 
a quaint old tea-house, "The Copper Kettle', 
then while the Rumour were knocking back 
after-meal chasers. Bob Gosford and I walk­
ed up to the town's tiny museum to check on 
the Roman antiquities that had been found 
there. The little Welsh woman told us to go 
and see the amphitheatre round the corner, 
so we did. It was a small one, covered in 
grass, with a breathtaking view of the hills 
for miles around. We rushed back to just 
catch the bus as it was leaving. Such are the 
pleasures of the road, playing a job a day.
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Travelling through the 
Midlands towards Sheffield, 
M artin and I swapped 
reminiscences of similar 
areas years before — it was 
sort of an attempt to come to 
some real point of contact 
with the landscape, the 
duality of its alienness but 
familiarity for us.
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But the Midlands are such a mess. I 
could see so clearly why Lawrence was so 
pissed off with what was happening to rural 
England — really, there was none left here 
now: Just an industrial desert, fascinating 
but repellent. Sheffield was just an exten­
sion of the same thing, this time for the 
whole band — a totally faceless city with no 
reason to exist but indystry. As we drive in 
towards the shopping centre where the hotel 
was, we saw very few ads or posters, do 
different to Cardiff, which had been covered 
in them. After checking in at the hotel, there 
was nothing to do — we had a rest day, and 
apart from staring at the TV or hanging out 
with the businessmen in the bar, the best 
idea seemed to be to sleep. The next day was 
even worse, wandering round a stunted city 
centre or having long late breakfasts down­
stairs. There was nothing to see or do. 
Jim m y, et least, was busy — he was trying 
to get fam iliar with his synthesiser, setting 
it up on the desk in his room and spending 
hours twiddling the frequency responses 
while people wandered aimlessly in and out. 
Only Bob , the roadie did something inter­
esting, meeting an attractive young native
at the local disco the ni 
she didn't show up the 1 
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the studio version, did the vibe pick up, but 
by then it was too late. The band had lost the 
pschological battle and retreated into going 
through the motions — it was a pity as the 
crowd weren't against them, just curious 
and a little reluctant to go overboard for an 
unknown band. It was obviously a problem 
of adaptation to different circumstances for 
the band — the lack of instant success was 
fazing them, and instead of just piling on the 
pressure and breaking through, they threw 
in the towel. At the end of "Who Listens", 
they just walked, with Steve apologetically 
saying "thanks for having u s..." . Even then, 
with three quarters of the audience arriving 
after they'd started, I doubt if one in 10 of 
them knew who they'd been listening to. 
Backstage, everyone was gloomy and 
shaken, blaming selection of songs and 
other obvious points, but it wasn't that — it 
was the attitude behind what they'd been 
playing. It took a few more hours of talking 
at the hotel before that message got across.
Parker and the Rumour had few of these 
problems. With the beginning of the first 
number, the 1500-odd crowd were on their 
feet and cheering, with Parker whipping 
them up and stringing them along with a tew 
well-chosen and well-delivered lines. The 
contrast was stunning, but the lesson was 
there to be learnt. But even then, after the 
concert. Bob Andrews mentioned over a cup 
of coffee in The Buttery that the band a l­
ways found Sheffield slow to warm up:
Always an odd, remote audience and even 
though they'd got their standard two en­
cores and sent them home happy, it'd been 
extra-hard work. Still, they'd managed to 
generate plenty ofreaction to their new stuff twonh 
like "Discovering Japan", so they were 
happy.
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Next up was Liverpool and 
it took the party about three 
hours to get there, skirting 
round Manchester along the 
motorways. Sports were 
staying in a hotel in Lime 
Street, of Beatles fame, and 
everyone had a naive sort of 
excitement in them, as if 
arriving in an enchanted city, 
spotting the names of famous 
Beatle streets and asking 
Trevor the driver where the 
cavern was —  like a bunch of 
over-eager fans rather than a 
touring band.
still, it was a refreshing change and a 
happy attitude to have, seeing how much 
people like Steve and Andrew cared about 
such things and were prepared to show it. 
Martin by now had started to jmitate the 
dialect of each town we hit, and his tey 
Liverpudlian was his best effort yet. We 
checked into the hotel (another Centre 
Hotel, overlooking the glorious roof of Lime 
Street railway station), then John Lever 
(Sports tour manager) and I went in Search 
of food/ all the eating spots in the hotel being 
closed. We ended up in a terrible Americo- 
burger grease-and-chips shop while the 
locals eyed us oft — they probably thought 
we were Americans. With nothing better to 
do, it was back to the TM, and the afternoon 
sport: The biggest disppointment was that 
Liverpool weren't playing at Anfield; it 
wasn't worth going to see Everton play 
struggling QPR at Goodison Park.
The soundcheck over, the band were 
ready to start at the Apollo (there's always 
a place called the Apollo in provincial 
centres, isn't there?). The anticipated 
crowd was a big one — there'd been posters 
all over town when we drove in: "Graham 
Parker and The Rumour On Tour — Special 
Guests, The Sports". Things augured well, 
although everyone backstage was very 
tense, with almost an air of defeat before a 
note was played. It took a rather silly, 
irrational incident to break the mood. Lever 
was hanging out one of the two small win­
dows looking into a side street, and I went 
over to look out the other one, opening the 
window outwards as I did, only to find 
thatl'd pushed two full bottles of beer of the 
window-ledge outside — Jim m y's after-gig 
cache. They went crashing onto the 
street outside, smashing all over the pave­
ment and making a tremendous noise. 
Everyone laughed and smiled like naughty 
boys — it gave the false impression of a riot 
going on backstage. Sur enough, seconds 
later, one of the roadies from the Parker 
crew came bursting in the door yelling: 
"O K , you wild bastards — who's throwing 
bottles out the tucking window?" No-one 
would let on. "They nearly hit me on the 
tucking head, you clowns — I just saw them 
in tim e!" He was looking crazily around at 
everyone, then finally broke into a smile and 
a laugh, asking the band to "Please, have a 
good time but restrain yourselves, eh?", 
and threatening to brain the next idiot who 
threw things out the window. When he was 
gone everyone laughed with relief and yell­
ed at Jim m y tor putting the bottles in such a 
ridiculously unsafe place: The tenseness 
was gone and people relaxed, smoking a tag 
and checking the finer points of the tuning. 
Five minutes later, they were on, 
announced by Lever in the most strident 
Aussie tones imaginable.
"H it Single" was again first up, leaping 
out with that sinuous riff, then settling to a 
vamp as Steve talked to the seated 
audience — "What a fantastic intro­
duction...", then delivering a slightly longer 
version of the Sheffield rave. It worked well, 
and the 300-strong audience, dwarfed by the 
hugeness of the hall, responded kindly. The 
band started much the same as in Sheffield, 
with plenty of bite, and Steve was moving
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well, crouching and turning as he sang; 
wearing black jeans and a black coat with a 
striped T-shirt. From the back of the hall, he 
looked uncannily like Bryan Ferry , obvious­
ly quite unintentionally. By the second 
number, "Mailed It" , the place was half- 
full, pulled in by the strength of the sound, 
and with a version of "  Suspicious Minds" 
which showed it'd been the performance 
and not the song which had made it such a 
boring three minutes in Sheffield, it seemed 
like things might really take off. But still 
Steve was the only one who looked relaxed 
onstage, and he wasn't talking yet again — 
the old gap was starting to open up between 
the crowd and the band, no matter how 
punchy the sound was or improved the light­
ing was. "Radio Show" and "Reckless", the 
latter particularly intimate in its effect, 
pulled them back for a while but it seemed 
no-one in the band was confident enough to 
deliver the coup de grace and really GRAB 
them. A ragged version of "L ittle  G irl"  saw 
things slipping away from them and for the 
rest of the set, they played safe and tight, 
rather than with inspiration, with only "Who 
Listens" surging with confidence, though by 
this stage, in what seemed to be a regular 
feature by now, Jim m y's keyboards were 
almost totally inaudible. They finished on 
the up, getting through much better than in 
Sheffield, and there were a few yells for 
more from the by-ihen packed auditorium, 
but again there was no talking from Steve, 
and no-one to back-announce them offstage, 
so things fizzed out where they shouldn't 
have.
Backstage, everyone felt much better, but 
were still aware of the fact that they were 
still ad justing to playing to new audiences 
who were waiting to be convinced that it was 
a great band that they were listening to. 
There was still quite a way to go, though 
Dave Robinson, driving up from the Stitt 
office in London as he did most nights, 
seemed pretty happy with how things were 
going, saying only that he thought they 
might do well to do a couple more oldies as a 
point of reference for the crowds — he men­
tioned "Shake", but no-one seemed too en­
amoured with that idea. It was time to leave 
and go in search of dinner. Steve, Martin 
and I wandered around indecisively be­
tween Chinese, Indian and Italian restaur­
ants for about half an hour before abandon­
ing the lot and attempting to find the famous 
'great place' Steve 'thought he remember­
ed' from earlier in the day. Twenty minutes 
and a mile or so later we gave up and settled 
tor a Pancake Parlour exactly the same as 
the ones in Sydney, Adelaide and Geelong, 
even down to the menu. Home away from 
home. But the juke box was great, even if 
the Marshmallow Coffees were putrid. By 
this time Martin was talking a rather 
bizarre mixture of Liverpudlian and some 
unidentified Yorkshire brogue, mingled 
with his already hopelessly contused 
Londoner/Australian accent. The waitress- 
ess smiled in confusion and asked Steve and 
I what he was saying by the time second 
drinks were ordered. After a good stolid 
teed we retired in triumph to the hotel. We 
never did see any of the legendary street­
walkers on Lime Street.
Next day on the bus was the trip to New­
castle, and finally we were lifted out of the 
depressingly industrialised Midlands into 
Yorkshire and then Northumerbland. Sitt­
ing next to Andrew, listening to the "Sultans 
of Swing" on the cassette, we were both 
stunned by the beauty of the countryside all 
the way up, and the remnants of the snow­
falls of two weeks back on the higher spots. 
We stopped at one of those food/petrol 
places that could now be virtually anywhere 
in the world, where Trevor the driver men­
tioned that the green fields surrounding us 
had been six feet under snow when he'd been 
there a fortnight earlier: "They were digg­
ing cars out from the motorway, totally 
covered by snow — had to drive these big 
dozers in until they bumped into another, 
then dig it out". It was un-beliavable: I'd 
seen it on Teev, and it seemed impossible 
that such a change could come about so 
quickly. The sky was a per fect, unmarked 
blue and the day was warm.
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GRAHAM PARKER & THE RUMOUR p l u s  t h e  s p o r t sON TOUR
U N N April 1979
G L A S G O W  
A P O L L O  
M A R C H  8T H
NEW SIN G LE-O U T NOW 
"PROTECTION"
NEW ELPEE-O U T SOON 
"SQUEEZING OUT SPARKS"
EDINBURGH/ODEON 
6TH MARCH 
ABERDEEN/CAPITOL 
7TH MARCH
NEW SIN G LE-O U T NOW 
"FROZEN YEARS"
NEW ELPEE-O U T NOW i 
"FROGS, SPROUTS, CLOGS 
& KRAUTS 1
4 TRACK EEPEE 
"THE SPORTS E.P.' 
OUT SOON
TICKETS AVAILABLE FROM BOX OFFICES 
HECORDS available  from  record  SHOPS!
Arriving in Newcastle we, ,  p  ,  they d be there for Edinburgh the nexi
had another rest day — 150
talk
had
miles is a long way in
night.
Coming on to another hysterical and quite 
_  , j  j  • 7 j  4.1. funny invisible emceeing job by Lever, theEngland and again nad tne b a n d  went through the now-settled start to 
problem of finding something "H it single” , with Steve talking over the
 ̂ j   ̂ ^ opening vamp. Here he used the same'youto do for the next day and a n ijq b t  have relatives there' rave as in the
half.
It was here that we caught up with the 
other groups doings the rounds of the pro­
vinces — Bad Company had just been 
through, Uriah Heep were at the City Hall, 
where G. P . would be the next night, and 
Roger Chapman of 'Fam ily ' fame was on at 
the Polytechnic. After sitting around in the 
bar looking at each other for a few hours, we 
decided to bludge our way into the Chapman 
gig, even though all the roadies had just got 
back and pronounced it as boring as hell. 
Martin and I did our usual trick of getting 
lost on the way (all of 800 yards away from 
the hotel though it  was) and got there in 
time for the last three numbers, talking our 
way past the door to see Chappo going 
through the paces. It was almost like a re­
creation of Cocker's "Mad Dogs" tour, 
though in the end the only meeting point was 
the sloppiness and the uncritical mad 
enthusiasm of the crowd. Two female 
singers oooh'd and aaah'd, the guitarist 
pottered uneventfully and the pianist spent 
most of his time trying to outsing Chapman, 
who'd wander around stage swigging a 
tinnie and yelling encouragement at his 
motley crew. Only the bass player and the 
drummer, the two blacks in the band, kept 
the whole sprawling mess together, while 
the sax player wandered around looking be­
mused and playing the odd casual riff. It 
was a mess, but the crowd loved it, es­
pecially when Chappo did his old stunt of 
throwing microphone stands into the 
audience. Well, that's showbiz.
We left while they were dragging them­
selves through their encore, ail twenty 
minutes of it. There didn't seem any point in 
staying any longer. At'least it'd got rid of a 
few more hours. Back at the hotel, every­
body was either asleep or getting pissed at 
the bar and indulging in typical roadie-like 
crass humour and trying to pick up one of 
the two girls in the place. Nobody made it, 
anyway. The next morning at breakfast we 
got the rundown on somebody's idea of a 
joke when we heard that G .P .'s roadies had 
moved Andy, Sports' light man, bed out of 
his room and he'd come in in a drunken 
stupor and fallen onto what he thought was a 
bed, only to find himself on the floor. After a 
few heavy exchanges it was all sorted out 
amicably and he finally got his bed back. 
School days, school days...
After another day of looking at the city 
centre and swapping around unread murder 
stories and bestseller books from 
W.H.Smith, the time for the soundcheck 
finally dragged itself into range and we all 
had a reason for being there again. This 
time the lights were working themselves out 
really well and it looked like we were in for a 
good one, even though the two larger roving 
spots coming up from London had inexplic-
ight
previous two gigs, but he strung it out a little 
too far and the words got lost as he tried to 
speed up what he was saying to hold the 
crowd's interest. But it turned out not to 
matter, as after riping versions of "Mailed 
It" and "Suspicious Minds" the band was 
obviously playing its best set since arriving 
in the U .K ., with Steve's singing in 
particular sounding strong and convincing 
and the intertwining of Martin and 
Andrew's guitar lines and chord inversions^ 
meshing powerfully and sweetly. Only^ 
Jim m y, once again, was lost in the P.A . out 
front, and it was impossible to tell just what 
he was playing most of the time, even in one 
or two solos. They only problems now were 
that only Steve and Jim m y were well lit, as 
everyone else apart from Paul, who couldn't 
move even if he wanted to, were far too far 
forward and so had nothing but shadow on 
their faces. But by the time the band launch­
ed into "Boys, What Did The Detectives 
Say" for the first time on tour, Steve was 
moving well and Martin was starting to look 
relaxed and move around the stage in his 
more normal fashion — he'd been strangely 
frozen on most of the gigs so far. The 
applause the band was getting was more or 
less the same as in Liverpool, but the band 
was undoubtedly putting in a much more 
consistent effort, not allowing themselves to 
get fazed by the lack of instant success. And 
their diligence paid off after a couple of 
shakey songs towards the end where the 
drums were a bit shakey in pulse, especially 
on an insanely fast version of that superb 
song "So Obvious", with the trio of "When 
You Walk In The Room", "L ive , Work And 
P lay" and "  Who Listens", the vibe was 
p e a k in g  r e a l ly  w e l l ,  even  
though the songs w ere rushed 
and the sound was unbalanced in 
favour of the guitars and it was 
hard to pick out Steve's words as he 
was clipping them very heavily. It didn't 
matter overall, as the sheer spirit of the 
band was carrying them through and Steve 
actually remembered to announce the last 
song of the set, priming the audience for the 
first time on tour (and this was a huge 
audience in a very big place) to applaud at 
the end of the set. It worked: They went off 
to good applause and a respectable number 
of calls for more.
They'd obviously yet to get it all complete­
ly together — tonight for the first time 
they'd been pretty ragged, but at least 
they'd also for the first time really cooked 
and looked convincing on stage, and had 
earned their good response. They were 
heading in the right direction. John Lever 
and I agreed that we felt Scotland would be 
the real watershed of the tour, where the 
audiences are thankful basically for any big 
tour and so would be predisposed to love 
'em, especially in Aberdeen.
Tn the bar after the gig, we 
had a long discussion about 
how the band was sounding 
and what their hopes were for 
the rest of the tour: It was 
about the most serious 
anybody had had that I  
heard so far..
stiff had by then decided to rerecord the 
whole second Oz LP  instead of the planned 
five or six tracks, and this offered them a lot 
of scope for rethinking their studio ap­
proach. The backing tracks are going to be 
put down in Stiff's OB van in a couple of 
weeks, and the rest done after the end of the 
G .P . tour. It was remarkable to watch just 
how much care Stiff were putting into the 
presentation of what is, after all, a totally 
unknown act in this country. But they know 
what's going down — by the end of this tour 
Sports won't be unknown and Stiff are just 
putting in the necessary legwork to guaran­
tee a good reception when it finally comes — 
legwork that, however essential, is often 
overlooked by a great many agencies and 
companies.
Newcastle was certainly TH E place to be 
that weekend — just before 2 a.m ., as I was 
falling asleep over my Guinness, the Clash 
plus entourage walked into the bar and 
started chatting to the Parker boys. Sort of 
becomes the norm aftS" 5 w h lie  hers, I
guess...
The next morning we were off to Edin­
burgh, up through the Scottish Lowlands, 
skirting the Cheviot Hills on the A679. 
Breathtaking scenery, even more beautiful 
than that of Northumbria, if only because it 
was more hilly — though the houses and far­
ms were clearly poorer and in a more ad­
vanced state of poverty than anything below 
the border. Edinburgh itself is a fantastic­
ally beautiful city, full of huge parks and 
18th/19th century houses and buildings: The 
centre itself, as opposed to most English 
cities, was almost entirely untouched, and 
the castle rose out of the middle of town to 
totally dominate the skyline. We drove right 
through town to the Post House Hotel, just 
past the suburbs in Midlothian: The best 
hotel so far, even if it was four miles out and 
nobody knew how to get back to town. By 
this stage, the wear was beginning to show, 
and even though it was pouring with rain, a 
couple of the boys were determined to go to 
the zoo next door, just to get away from 
everybody else for a while. They didn't 
make it: It was too cold, though Bob and An­
drew made it the following morning, defying 
the elements.
Being so far out of town, there was no op­
tion but to take the tour bus to the Odean at 
5 p.m., after a desultory afternoon with An­
drew in the bar, sitting in low comfortable 
seats looking through the huge plate-glass 
windows right across Edinburgh to the hills 
in the distance, sipping gin and tonics and 
Camparis. Everyone mysteriously turned 
up for the bus at the right time, appearing 
from various obscure niches in the hotel, 
and we made it into town in good spirits. The 
soundcheck was a good, neat one, and the 
two new spots, finally arriving from Birm ­
ingham, gave a lot more scope to the on­
stage impact, with three lights, blue, yellow 
and white, able now to follow any individual 
round at a given point in a song. Just before 
Sports went on, Dave Robinson, after mak­
ing another of his amazing motorway 
dashes from the Stiff London office, intro­
duced the MC for the night — a dee jay from 
the local commercial radio station Radio 
Forth. Smiling, he made a quick exit and 
left us all staring uneasily at each other till 
the bloke went into a rave about what a 
dump London was and how hip Edinburgh 
was. There was an aimost audible groan 
around the room as the boys sussed another 
small-town berk, but they managed to re­
main reasonably polite, even offering the 
bloke a taste of the Fosters they'd managed 
to connive out of G .P .'s dressing room 
(rather odd — Fosters for the Brits and local 
beer for the Aussies). After he disappeared 
to check his open-necked shirt and hairdo, 
someone had the bright idea of hiring Edna 
Everidge for the Hammersmith emceeing 
job. Good idea — doubt it she'll do it though. 
It'd certainly be the perfect touch if some­
one manages to pull it off.
So tonight at least they came on stage 
properly announced, with the right amount 
of audience tedium and frustration with the 
deejay to make them want to hear anything
rather than him (cries of "gif oeff, yefooel" 
were frequently heard in the minute or so 
the bloke was on stage). Surprisingly, the 
place was full by half-way through the set — 
advance sales had been mediocre and they 
were only expecting a moderate house. "H it 
Single" was again the opener, with Steve de­
livering the same rave as before, but a lot 
tighter and with real humour. The.audience 
were into the vibe very quickly, and the 
band for the first time looked happy to be 
onstage, with both Steve and Martin moving 
around to great effect. Steve was in great 
voice and for the first time on the tour, J im ­
my Niven could actually be heard properly 
out front. The rest ot the sound quickly 
reached the impeccable standards set else­
where, with the bass and drums leaping out 
at the audience with real power. Steve still 
elected to keep quiet between numbers, but 
the set flowed well anyway, as the vibe was 
3right. "Boys" was much snappier and with- 
a real spring absent in Newcastie: In fact, 
the whole set sounded good, with everyone 
having a really good time on stage at last, 
even smiling at each other and getting off on 
the solos. The crowd caught the buzz and the 
applause was consistently good. With a 
killer version of "Reckless", Steve swallow­
ed in the blue roving spot. It really seemed 
like the band were set for the breakthrough, 
but again it dropped back to more usual 
standards as those last crucial moves from 
the band out to the audience, relating 
directly to THEM , failed to materialise. The 
last four rVJ.TberS' however, kicked a long; 
a knockout version of "So ObvIduS^, a sOMd 
rendition of "Room", where at the end Steve 
actually jumped in the air and the crowd 
cheered (or at least a good portion of it did), 
a steamroller "L iv e "  where Martin also got 
into the jumping act and Andrew was play­
ing beautiful snaking fills, then finally the 
song everyone here's banking on as the 
single (it actually got a little airplay in Shef­
field and Liverpool on the day of the gig), 
"Who Listens To The Radio", where the real 
heart of the band was displayed and the 
whole set rocked to a storming finish. Even 
the jokey ending, which up to this stage had 
always been a moment to squirm over live 
(it's OK on the record) came across well. 
The band filed off as Steve spoke for the se­
cond time that gig: "Thanks for having us — 
see ya later". The applause was good, but it 
was a curious anti-climax — they seemed al­
most begrudging in their acclaim : A feeling 
which overtook them only in the last couple 
numbers. I don't know why. The band had 
played very well, easily the best set they'd 
done since they arrived here, but in the final 
count, the audience were content to be polite 
and wait for Parker
But it didn't really matter — the most im­
portant thing was that the band was finally 
firing as it knew it should, and that augured 
well for the rest of the tour. Parker himself 
was also really hot in Edinburgh — a great 
improvement over the sloppy set in New­
castle, which nevertheless had gone over 
immensely well. "Hey Lord", "Protection", 
"Japan" and all the others really fired, and 
the audience were unstinting in their recep­
tion, standing for most of the set and yelling 
for more even before the encores came 
round. So Edinburgh was pretty good all 
round: A turning point for Sporfs? Dunno — 
it's too early to say yet,, but the sings are 
there that they've gone through the dreadful 
stage of adapting to the totally different set 
of contexts they've met here and are now 
starting to really put together the type of act 
which'll pay them dividends before the tour 
is out. Pity I couldn't see them the following 
night in Aberdeen, to see how much they 
followed through on the excitement they'd 
managed to recapture at the Odeon, but it 
was time for me to head back to London.
Saying goodbye to them all at the Post 
House the next morning, my only thought 
was that I hoped they could continue to cope 
with the boredom and lack of freedom en­
demic to every heavily concentrated touring 
session, which is made even more fierce 
when you're in a totally new and alien coun­
try. How wi 11 they fare? Wi 11 the E P take off 
here now? Will they burn down the Ham­
mersmith Odeon three nights in a row? The 
answers to these questions, I'm afraid, will 
only be supplied by time, and in Part Two of 
Sports in the land of Kevin Keegan and Val 
Doonican, next issue. Right now, though, af­
ter seeing the first week, I think Sports will 
come up with sufficient of the answers to 
supply a happy ending. The joyride has only 
just begun.
-  KEITH SHADWICK
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THE CLASH: Live in San Francisco
Pic ; Pamela Barden
The Clash have always been 
called the British Political Punk 
Band, by the nature of their songs 
and the way they think. Look-at the 
cover of their latest album — 
political, hey!
Formed in 1976, and now in possession of 
a CBS contract, they have recorded two 
albums and have been able to get world 
wide recognition, even though manv new 
wave fans said they sold out to the large 
record company. In the U .K ., they were 
banned a lot due to their violent nature 
towards...breaking beer bottles on stage. 
But because of their careful planning. The 
Clash have emerged as Britain's greatest 
current-day punk band.
The band have had one line up change, 
swapping drummers, and now consist of: 
Mick Jones (lead guitar/vocals), Joe 
Strummer (vocals/guitar) who formed the 
group; Paul Simenon (bass/vocals) and 
Topper Headon (drums).
Mick and Joe were in San Francisco 
recently putting the final touches to the new 
album — "Give Em  Enough Rope", at a 
studio here in town. Now they were back 
with the rest of the band for a one-night 
show with Bo Diddley and Pearl Harbour 
and the Explosions, a local band. After 
being approached by New Youth Produc­
tions, the Clash agreed to do a benefit con­
cert, the next night, proceeds going to the 
opening of a new punk venue in San Fran­
cisco.
So with a friend in one hand and three 
dollars in the other, I drove down and waited 
in a line that stretched a block and a half. 
The show was held in a large old church with 
balconies, stained glass windows and 
everything else you expect to find in a chur­
ch. After waiting one and a half hours and 
jumping the queue a few times, we got in to 
see the first support band coming off. The 
Zeros, a local band, came on next; they 
played well. By the time they finished the 
place was packed, mainly with S .F . punks 
who were the first to know of the concert, 
even though it was hinted on the radio a few 
times.
As equipment was being moved on and 
off, the main part of the crdwd packed 
closer to the stage with some already jum­
ping in anticipation. The Clash came on and 
straight away jumped into " I Am So Bored 
With The U .S .A .". Every song they played
seemed to be a climax (they played quite a 
number of songs from their new album). 
These songs seemed to be slower than those 
from the first album ("The Clash"), but 
they were bursting with hopks and choruses 
that stuck in your mind. The lyrics were also 
very sharp, when you could hear them. The 
sound on the vocals, throughout the night, 
was not too good, with a continuous hum of 
feedback, but what else do you want for 
three dollars?
Breaking into songs like "White Riot" 
and "Police And Thieves", which by the 
way, is No. 27 on Top Forty charts in the
U.S., they really got the crowd moving. The 
songs that came over well were "Ju lie 's In 
The Drug Squad" and"English Civil War" 
(rehash of "Johnny Comes. Marching 
Home"), with an excellent guitar solo from 
Mick. Also "Stay Free", which is about old 
school mates and prison, "Complete Con­
trol" (self-explanatory) and "London's Bur­
ning", which tells of the boredom of city life. 
The energy they created the whole night 
was intense, with Mick firing out machine- 
gun solos from his guitar over Joe's raspy 
voice and Paul's threatening but simple 
bass lines. And not to forget the springy
solid brickwall beat from Topper, who 1 
think is the vital part of the Clash's sound, 
and one of the best new wave drummers in 
the world.
They finished off with "1977" and left the 
stage with the crowd gasping for more. 
They returned for one encore and that was 
it. The Clash had left their mark, with the 
staccato attack of "Tommy Gun" as the 
finale.
It was an excellent show. If they ever 
come to Oz, go and see them — you will not 
be disappointed.
— STEWART MACCIOLLI
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The Melbourne Truth's account of the 
Stranglers’ rampage through Australia 
was vivid, to say the least. We read of 
Hugh Cornwall’s obscene tirade against Jo 
Bjelke Peterson, the employment of 
strippers to liven up a few of their gigs, 
acts of violence against members of the 
audience, and feminist/journalist Karen 
Hughes’unceremonious removal from 
backstage and dumping into the audience 
at the hands of the Stranglers and 
roadcrew.
Molly Meldrum was so outraged by the 
Stranglers antics on the Willesee show that 
he found himself conscience-bound to can­
cel their appearance on 
Countdown. Willesee himself spluttered 
2nd gagged as he tried to find words to ex- 
oress his horror at their behavior.
Even before the Stranglers hit Australia, 
one had heard stories of their excesses 
from the English press. This group, the 
message was, were degenerate human 
beings.
It came as quite a surprise, therefore, 
when we were ushered into the presence of 
Hugh Cornwall, in the rather plush first 
floor room of the Park Royal Motel, to find 
both he and his manager polite and eager 
to co-operate. They offered us our choice 
of alcohol from the selection of spirits and 
wine provided by the hotel, and we offered 
them a copy of Roadrunner.Hugh sto p 
ed watching W onder Woman on colour TV 
and read our account (March issue) of his 
clash with the press with interest. He 
seemed anxious to have his side of the 
story known.
According to Hugh, Willesee interviewer 
had asked the Stranglers BEFORE the 
interview to behave as outrageously as 
possible, and had assisted them in doing 
this by setting up shots of them blowing 
smoke at the camera, and pulling faces. 
This being the case, Hugh found himself at 
a loss to understand Willesee’s sanc­
timonious attitude.
Hugh also took great exception to 
Meldrum’s comment in Roadrunner, which 
was: "We asked them what they wanted to 
do...mime or play to a live backing track. 
They chose to mime, which speaks 
volumes, doesn’t it?’’ Cornwall says that 
they were willing to play COMPLETELY- 
LIVE. Meldrum wouldn’t have it. It had to 
be live singing against a recorded back­
ground. The Stranglers didn’t have a back­
ing track, so they elected to mime every­
thing.
We were then taken a few doors down 
the corridor to meet Dave Greenfield and 
Jean Jacques Burnel, the two Stranglers 
we were to interview. The tour manager 
tapped a rhythm on the door. "Always 
give the ‘peaches' doorknock”, he said. 
Dave Greenfield answered.
He proved to be a charming and affable 
host, turning down the sound on the TV set 
W onder Woman was still showing), offer­
ing us a choice of drinks, and chatting in a 
pleasant and relaxed manner about the 
quality of Australian red wines, a sample 
of which had been provided by the hotel 
management. Dave prefers our whites.
"The only thing I knew about Australian 
wines before I got here was that Monty 
Python sketch", he says, and repeats it.
We laugh. He then explains that J.J.. as 
the band call Jean Jacques, is invariably 
late. There is more pleasant chit-chat.
I express surprise that people who seem 
so ordinary should be continually re 
presented  by the p re ss  as
dangerous psychopaths Greenfield
doesn’t seem to find it that odd...
There is a knock on the door to the 
rhythm of ‘peachjes’ (Side Two, Track One 
on "Rattus Norvegicus’’) and Jean 
Jacques walks in. He is stylishly dressed 
in total black, and accompanied by a fe­
male whom he doesn’t introduce. "Bon- 
Jour’’, he says, shakes hands, and sits 
down, waiting. Throughout the evening, he 
leans back in his chair, talks slowly, and 
with care, and drinks orange juice.
The Stranglers were originally Jet Black 
(drummer) and Hugh Cornwall (guitar 
and vocals), living above Jet Black’s Off- 
licence in Guilford, and practising. One 
day, Jean Jacques Burnel, driving home 
from karate in his van, picked up a friend 
of Hugh’s who was hitchhiking. Through 
him, Jean Jacques met Hugh. J.J. 
continues: "Hugh asked if I would like to 
join this band with Jet, and I said, but I 
can’t play anything. He sold me a bass 
guitar — a fender — for 35 quid. I started 
by simply playing the root note of the 
chord...Hugh showed me how to do "Good­
bye Toulouse’’ (Side One, Track Two, 
"Rattus Norvegicus’’), which was the first 
complicated thing..."
Approximately one year later, the band 
met Dave Greenfield through an advertise­
ment in M elody M aker '. The Stranglers 
quickly became one of the hardest 
working, most popular, and most dis- 
approved-of bands in England...RR: 
Australia knows little of the Stranglers ex­
cept what it's been told by the English 
Press (Greenfield laughs). You're invariably 
presented in an unflattering light...
DG: We don't suck up to the press. We are 
ourselves. We don't put on a face to get a 
good write-up
Jean Jacques catching up with some 
Australian media — pic: Michael Hope
RR: Why is it that the press have given you 
this violent image?
DG: Ask them — they started it. It's press 
sensationalism — anything to sell papers.
J J : Most reporters feel embarrassed at 
the fact that we could write better copy — 
there's nothing worse than inefficiency in 
the human species. Humans tend to mat 
function quite a lot. There seems to be 
more of it among media representatives. 
RR: Especially in the rock and roil media?
DG: Not necessarily. We found in England 
the Sunday nationals bring out a story...for 
instance, if people dance on stage they will 
be represented as FIGHTING on stage...
J J : You have to realise, we live in a 
society totally dominated by common 
ications...it totally depends on common 
ication ..transport and the media - - the 
whole modern society is based on that, so 
it's a very powerful position to be in We 
have every right to question their integrity 
as much as they have to question ours.
It's very frustrating to be vilified all the 
time. We have been vilified more than any­
one else in Britain for many years...of 
course, we sell more records than anyone 
else in recent years. They feel that we sur­
pass our function as media entertainers.
RR: America seems to have taken quite a 
disiike to you as weii.
J J  : No. We have taken a dislike to 
America.
DG: Oh no, not America — Americans.
The country area's great.
J J :  America's a shithole.
DG: It's not the place — it's the people.
J J : I think you're lucky it you meet two 
Americans out ot a thousand who are^able 
to open their minds to anything other than 
America.
We did a world shattering tour ot 
America. We did three concerts. Then I 
had the great fortune to convince the re­
cord company to pay for me to leave ear­
lier than anyone else. I couldn't stand one 
more day of being insulted by the low level 
of stimulafion and intelligence there is 
there. They don't even fight properly. So I 
got a flight out on Concorde. That was the 
first flight out of New York. I hassled them 
so much, they they paid for me fo fly out 
on Concorde.
RR: You have an original way of playing 
rock and roll. You don't use the basic form­
ula of background drums and bass, with 
guitar leads and vocals on top...
DG: Well, that's basic rock and roll.
J  J : That's just us. We don't have one dom­
inant ego in the group...
DG: There's no band leader. We make up 
our minds collectively, and stick by it.
RR: How do you write the songs? Who 
writes them?
A L L : Again, we all write them. Somebody 
has an idea for a riff, people work on it ...If 
one person isn't happy with the way a 
song's coming, it's scrapped. It's the only 
way to work. It cuts out argument — 
everyone's happy with it.
RR: How did you write "Nice'n'Sleazy?
DG: The same way...it evolved.
J J :  Actually, "Nice'n'Sleezy" is about 
Hells Angels...
RR: Really?
J J  : It's a bit subtle for most people.
DG: The second verse gives it away more 
than the first.
J J : "An angel came from outside, had no 
halo
©...a book of many chapters".
DG: " ...a  coat of many colours".
J J  : Oh, we must be stoned. It's the first 
person we've ever told that to...(laughs).
RR: You have an affinity with the Hells 
Angels?
DG: Had.
J J : I  was in the Hells Angels.
RR: In England?
J J : Yeah.
RR: I didn't know there were any chapters 
in England...
DG: There's about four or five, chartered. 
RR: Are they anything like the American 
ones?
J J :  They're shorter but they're probably 
just as aggressive!
RR: I think it was the San Francisco Chapter 
that accepted money from the C.I.A. to 
beat up anti-Vietnam demonstrators...
DG: I can believe it...
RR: And they volunteered themselves to 
fight the Viet Cong...
DG: They B E L IE V E D  in doing It. 
RR:(iaughs) That's an incredible statement! 
DG: If you believe in doing something, do 
it You get money for something you're 
going to do anyway!
J J : We've dissociated ourselves from 
them, by the way. We've had...disagree 
ments.
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RR: What kind of disagreements?
J J : If you knew about it, you'd be 
accompliced to something.
RRf To Jean Jacques) What is it that you 
admire in the Hells Angels?
J J : The idea of unity, and their kind of 
government. It's the only real socialist 
ideal which can be maintained in the next 
age. Everything else about Marx is ana­
chronistic.
I RR: For instance...
man l„  is written about Manchester of the 
1830s and that kind of class war has chang 
ed — it's not a class war as such anymore 
in the world. It's more a matter of people 
who have resources and people who need 
them. Marxism, in order to implement 
communal ownership of the means of pro­
duction and distribution requires the 
centralised State, where everyone is con­
trolled and accounted for, and it's an out­
moded ideal.
RR: Is it inevitable that control of the 
means of production by the people will 
lead to a centralised state of the kind you 
mean?
J J : Of course, has to be. You have to 
create monolithic ministries.
RR; You don't differentiate between 
Stalin's socialism in one country, and 
Trotsky's International Revolution?
J J :  Of course. What I think about 
Trotsky...I'm  not so fond of the idea of 
world revolution...that is racist. It implies 
that all cultures should be dragged up in 
the same way, at the same time. Which 
has no respect for other cultures. But 
Trotsky is to be admired because he died 
for what he believed in. He died while he 
was still on the gig. He is an example of a 
man, not so much an ideal.
But it's like Mishima (Yukio Mishima, 
Japanese writer, playwright and actor), 
who, since we wrote that song "Death and 
Night and Blood" is now being talked of in 
our neck of the woods. Bowie's saying:
"Oh, I've been into Mishima for years, 
man".
You see, if you dig Mishima, it implies 
that you dig his homosexuality, h is...every­
thing that Mishima was. Do you know 
much about Mishima?
RR: Yes.
J J : He was a man of many parts. A great 
artist. And e r....it 's  not a healthy subject 
to talk about. It's not hip.
RR: Are you responsible for the lyrics in 
"Death and Night and Blood"?
J J :  Yes.
RR: Is the idea of 'being a man of many 
parts' behind the solo album you've got 
coming up?
J J :  Not really. You see, I'm still involved 
in the same media. I'm just releasing an 
album. Mishima actually went from one 
medium to another. He was several times 
nominated for the Nobel Prize for 
Literature. He was acknowledged as 
Japan's greatest Kabuki and Noe play­
wright. He was a Kendo master, and very 
competent at karate, I believe. He was 
also a body builder, to the point that the 
world laughed at him for his narcissism.
He made films, as a gangster —
"Yakusa". He was embarrassing to the 
point of writing a book "My Friend 
Hitler and I" . Really bad taste. Then he 
started his own political organisation — 
and committeed suicide in front of 100 
million TV viewers — it was all staged and 
televised.
Dave Greenfield — wine connoisseur. Pic: 
Michael Hope
(Although the even was given media 
coverage, Mishima’s actual disembowell­
ing and beheading took place in a private 
room away from the public gaze.)
RR: How much is you own personal philo­
sophy influenced by Mishima? Do you wish 
to emulate him?
J J : No, I hope to die at 45.
RR: Why?
J J : Because the choice of death is the 
ultimate expression of free will, and we 
are forever frying to prove that we are 
free in our daily actions — always trying 
to affirm some notion of having ultimate 
control of our destiny Also there is the 
notion of death as aesthetic...
RR: Should aestheticism go into life and 
death?
J J :  Sure. (Bares his T-shirt, which has 
Japanese characters written down the 
front of it) This says "Death is Life and 
Death". Westerners seem so freaked out 
about their futures. Life, survival. They 
grasp to life as much as possible. They 
don't take risks. They're afraid to see 
blood. .
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Jean Jacques gives the crowd the finger — pic: EricAlgra
Apollo Stadium, 10/3/79
There's only one reoi question in my 
mind after seeing this combo in the lime­
light at the basketball stadium: Is it all just 
a front or is it really the National Front<* The 
Stranglers are a bunch of ageing cynics who 
have managed to assemble a number of 
Identikit facades (Cornwall the two-bob 
tough, Greenfield the 19th Lord who's into 
Satanism and smack for a little mild tit- 
illation). Their only"attitude" or "commit­
ment" is Staged Violence. They're quite 
good at this. When the lights went out at 
Apollo stadium the blackshirted crowd re­
gressed almost to a hooting, howling pre­
simian state. (Just goes to show what can' 
happen in the dark.) But because of this viol­
ent pose, they can cash in on a whole lot of 
political tags — any from the Trots to the 
National Front, they drag them in. But it 
wasn't until this concert that one could see 
once and for all that, if anything, they're 
political and emotional fascists.
Their show started when a roadie brought 
on an eliectric fan, to make their hair fly. 
Then they finaly appeared, in black shirts 
and huge overcoats. It was a lovely night 
outside, extrem ely mild, but inside the 
Apollo Stadium you would have thought it 
was the middle of an English winter. Then 
they all took off their coats, on cue, after 
their third number. Welj rehearsed stuff, 
and Hitler would have loved the outfits they  
stripped to. So did the audience. Lots of 
middle-class looking kids in '77 punk gear, 
swastika arm-bands, very carefully ripped
shirts, pants, skirts, all of It a pure put-on. 
But that matched the concert perfectly.
Byt the sixth number I'd had enough. They 
were far, far too loud, doubtless attempting 
to make up for their sloppy playing and lack 
of frenzy by deadening the collective ear­
drum. The distinguished factor about their 
music is the bass and organ work, but the 
organ was mixed right out of the sound. All I 
could hear was toughie Jean Jacques' bass 
and the lacklustre guitar-work of Cornwall 
— oh, and of course, thump, thump, thump.
What decided me to leave immediately 
was an incident after their sixth number. 
Jean Jacques (trhe Kung Fu kidee who 
th ro w s  a ro u n d  u n co m p lim e n ta ry  
journalists) went over to Cornwall and said 
something to him. Cornwall stepped back up 
to the mike and started haranguing the two 
cops who were standing at the back of the 
hall. They were told "this Isn't a fancy dress 
bell" (which is surprising, considering the 
electric fan, overcoats, blackshirts), and 
were then instructED TO "FUCK OFF". The 
middle-class Zombies in the audience 
thought this was a good idea as well and 
started intelligently stamping their feet 
and baying. The cops smiled and stayed put.
I imagine they could have had few problems 
with any of that creampuff audience. But 
the incident highlights the pure wank of the 
Stranglers. If they really were against 
police, they'd not be making lots of money 
in the rock world, which is run by crime 
(often with alleged police contacts) and Big 
Business. No, they'd be back in Britain try­
ing to do something about the growing 
strength of the National Front. But it's such 
a rebel's thing to turn 500 zombies on two 
cops, to get kudos from it. It was the work of 
fascists, not leftists.
So, are they the National Front or is it just 
a front? I opt for the latter. Surely, they're 
misogynist. It was ironic to see some of the 
Internotional Women's Day people there. 
There's also a strong racist element in them. 
"...British boy's mind's in a whirl...". Why es­
pecially British? Why not just "boys"? Why 
did they demand a British motorcycle to ride 
from Sydney to Canberra? Were they afraid 
a Japanese one would slant over? There's 
also book-burning anti-inteliectualism . 
Sweden's "too much time to think, too little  
to do..." I've been to Sweden as well, and 
there is too little happening, but no-one 
ever died from thinking too much, although 
plenty of rock stars have made money out of 
not thinking at all. But that's not the case 
e with the Stranglers. They've obviously 
thought out their facade extrem ely  
thoroughly.
They're a sham, a puton. And they played 
badly. I'm just glad this bunch of "rebels" 
got so little attention here, and were greet­
ed by a one-third full stadium. I can just 
imagine how they'll talk about their awful 
Awstralian tour when they get back home 
and have their middleclass friends to dinner 
parties in Guildford or Brighton. Perhaps 
they'li even be able to use their anecdotes 
at .fundraisers for the National Front. But 
no, that wouldn't be them. Then the money 
wouldn't be going into their own pockets.
— LARRY BUTTROSE
In front of the stage, filling the space be­
tween bouncers and seats, a frantic crowd 
sweated enthusiastically with the effort of 
dancing, some occasionally breaking into a 
pogo. Nostalgia in Adelaide...The Stranglers 
deserved a larger crowd, but I suppose the 
lack of publicity given to the show was one 
reason for the poor ottendance. And the 
uniqueness of the band's music could also ac­
count for their limited following in this 
country — after ail, a nation that can foster 
bands in the ilk of the Angels and Rose Tatoo 
hardly has a need for overseas material.
The Stranglers live are  an impressive act 
— very tight, very effortless. Their focus is 
bassist Jean Jacques Burnell, who plays a 
sort of lead boss around which the rest of
the band's music is styled, and plays it to 
selected nubiles in the front line of the 
audience. He takes up half the stage, the 
drummer and the keyboard player being 
hidden behind their respective instruments, 
and shares the o ther ha lf w ith  
singer/guitarist Hugh Cornwall. Between 
then, they create a unique sound — drums 
and keyboards 'fill out' the music while the 
bass plays lead and the guitar provides the 
backdrop normally provided by the bass. A 
healthly and interesting concept.
The material they played was an interest­
ing mixture, culled largely from their three 
releosed studio albums. The earlier songs 
were based around catchy riffs played by 
Burnell, while the later ones merged into
the experimental field. All were equally 
well received by the audience, and equally 
well delivered by the band, who played 
without a  pause — except when they stopp­
ed in an attempt to remove the police lurk­
ing at the back of the hall. It is typical of the 
reception this country gave the band that 
the police should turn up half way through 
the band's set.
After the first enthusiastically demanded 
encore, the Apollo management turned up 
the lights and started removing all the 
seats. There was no provision for another 
encore.
But the Stranglers must be the best — and 
most unique — band to have played at the 
Apollo for a  long time.
TIM BASS
(From previous ̂ Bge)
ON AUSTRALIA 
J J : It knocks it out of you, this heat, you 
know. It's why everyone is so lethargic.
We didn't come here to be lethargic...
ON MOTOR BIKES 
J J : AAy cock is itching for a ride...Six 
weeks without...The b^t bits are when you 
get really good punchups, hassles.
RR: Why is that? Because the rest is so 
boring?
JJ ; No...it's...the final ritual.- bloodlett­
ing...Every three weeks it erupts.
RR(to Oav«): You agree with that, do you? 
You like the occasional bloodletting?
DG: Whatever form it takes. Whatever re­
lease is the same. (grins( You can read 
into that statement what you like...
ON AUSTRALIAN POLITICS 
J J : Isn't it about time you guys broke 
away from the Commonwealth? Get in­
dependent as soon as possible, man, be­
cause I think it is disgusting. It doesn't do 
Britain any favours whatsoever, and it 
doesn't do you guys any favours — it's 
pathetic and antiquated.
ON PERSONAL POLITICAL 
COMMITMENTS
RR: Do you have any political affiliations 
or sympathies?
JJ (Long pause); Yes.
RR: Go on.
(Jean Jacques motions towards his arm on 
which there is a blue armband decorated 
with a circle of 12 gold stars.)
RR: What's that?
JJ: This is...well, this is the European 
flag. It's an organisation that was founded 
after the war with the intention of further­
ing the cause and propagating the ideals of 
the United States of Europe. It was said 
that it would take generations, but it would
happen. It had been tried in the past — 
Charlmaine, Boneparte, Hitler...
RR: Is there actually a leadership?
JJ: No, there's no leadership, as such. 
There's a Directorate, a Committee. They 
elect the officers who are going to con­
tinue the programme — help people under­
stand each other's culture. They allow 
people to see other countries to Europe. 
Since the war...they used to take loads of 
German kids out of Germany...they had a 
rough time, still do. It was really just a 
load of high falutin' ideas after the 
war...people...hating everyone else...two 
world wars is enough you know...
RR: How strong is the movement?
JJ: It's very strong, very strong. It's gett­
ing more extreme. There's a young 
element that is much more militant than 
the older guys...
-M ICH AEL HOPE
F O R M
While the Stranglers' behavior in Melbourne and Sydney has 
been widely reported, incidents in the smaller states haven't;
At the Queens Hotel in Brisbane, the first of their three dates 
saw bass player Burnell make an excursion into the audience to 
club a punk named V2 over the head with his bass guitar. v2 
was indulging in a bit of the oft-criticised gobbing. Well the 
local papers loved it and ran long stories on the incident. 
Typically, they ignored what was an otherwise scintillating per­
formance. The upshot of the media exposure was that by the 
time the band hit the stage for their second Queens per­
formance, the audience was ready for something quite ex­
traordinary. And that’s what they got.
Glasses began to fly during the third song and Hugh Cornwall 
was hit in the head and started to bleed. But he never flinched, 
waiting for the end of the song to invite "the joker who threw 
that glass" to come up on stage to finish it off. Then during the 
ninth song of the set, things really started to hot up. The band 
had just begun "No More Heroes”  when inexplicably, Burnell 
upped and wiped out Jet Black’s drum kit with his bass. Grin­
ning broadly. Jet Black added the finishing touches to the 
demolition. And without a word the band stalked off stage and 
disappeared into the night. Apparently, they immiedately retur­
ned to their hotel, the Park Royal.
Back at the Queens, the next 10 minutes saw about half their 
massive stock of glasses broken. Bouncers lined the front of the 
stage to prevent a riot and roadies attempted to salvage the 
equipment and reassemble the stage gear. For a while it looked 
like they might come back but irreparable damage had been 
done to a radio pick-up bass and a special bass drum mike, all 
in all about $2000 worth. Reporters from papers and TV 
stations soon arrived and they were met with more glasses and 
a shower of abuse. In the end it was announced the venue was 
closed for the night so after about an hour’s rumpus, the hotel 
cleared. Later police were called to the Park Royal to disperse a 
crowd of punks.
The aftermath of the Stranglers walkoff is still being sorted 
out. 4ZZZ were to pay $10,000 for the Stranglers’ three dates. A 
$750 deposit had already been paid.4Z2Z will pay the 
Stranglers only a percentage of the original $4000 set aside for 
the second concert and justifiably, the station is pretty pissed 
off with the whole event.
In Adelaide, after earlier indications that the Stranglers 
would play a pub venue -  the Marryatville -  the concert went 
ahead at the Apollo Stadium. The stadium was only about half 
full because the local church-owned rock station, SKA, banned 
all advertising of the event The first bad vibes of the evening 
started right at the start of the Stranglers set (Dave Warner’s 
From The Suburbs had supported them) when the bouncers 
tried to keep the Adelaide Stranglers community away from 
front stage and in their seats. It was a stupid action and the 
collective blood pressure of the punks up front rose somewhat 
before the bouncers finally relented.
Further into the set, the atmosphere became explosive when 
Hugh Cornwall picked out two cops at the rear of the hall and 
shouted at them over the (massive and very loud) PA: "Here, 
you fellahs down the back with them funny chequered hats on. 
This isn’t a fancy dress party so why don’t ya fuck off!’’. The 
cops in question were predictably enraged and were only per­
suaded against ripping Cornwall off the stage and booking him 
on the spot after a long conversation with local promoter’s 
agent, Robbie Robinson. Later, ACE tour manager Neil McCabe, 
back at the hotel room with the band, suddenly found himself 
engaged in a stand-off with an estimated two duen police who 
weren’t as interested in booking Cornwall as thumping him.
Some speculated that Cornwall had been taking something 
very strong the night of the Apollo concert. Apart from the 
chequered-hats incident — an unparalied piece of police 
provocation at an Ausbalian rock concert -  he put on some un­
scheduled entertainment towards the end ol the set Few 
people in the audience noticed that he had begun trying to 
leave the stage, but was ordered back on each time by British 
tour manager, Ted GarnetLFinally, Cornwall found a moment 
when Garnett was out of position and off guard and streaked 
off the stage, up onto the tiq) row of seats in the stadium 
proper (which were empty) and did a full dreoit of the stadium 
in full flight, with Garnett on his heels, yelling and saeaming 
abuse at him. Staged? Who knows. But Garnett didn’t 
seem to think it was funny.
SCOTT MATHESON and CLIVE DORMAN
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HEAT OF THE MOMENT
A6INTS OF FORTUNE -  PART 2
In last month's Roadrunner 
w e  ran tho first pa rt o f Ross 
S ta p le to n 's  ro u n d -ta b le  
eyeb a ll w ith the A gents, the  
peop le  who book musicians 
Into venues around the coun­
try , Ju st to refresh  your 
m em ory  th e  p e o p le  he  
assem bled for the discussion  
w ere  Frank Stivala , head  
booker at Prem ier A rtists  
(Australia's largest booking  
agency^! Sam RIggI, also of 
Prem ier; Sandra Robertson  
(form er Prem ier accountant, 
f o r m e r  N u c le u s  o f f i c e  
m anager and now head of  
Prem ier's off-shoot agency. 
P y ra m id ); Rob C a n tw e ll  
(booker with Nucleus, the  
o th e r  m ain A u stra lia n  
booking agency); Bill Tharle, 
ex-Prem ler, now  Nucleus); 
and N ell Scott, m anager of 
Perth band Loaded Dice, who  
w orked  through an agency  
when he first brought Loaded  
Dice to  M elb o u rn e  but, 
becom ing dissatisfied with  
the agency decided to bypass 
It and deal d irectly  w ith the  
h o t e l  p u b l i c a n s  a n d  
prom oters.
Last month the discussion  
ran through w hat an agency  
looks fo r In a band In o rd er to  
take that band onto Its 
books, and w hat the agency  
does with the band when  
they have g o t them ,
this, the second and con­
cluding part o f the agents  
discussion, the agents discuss 
w hy Sydn ey  Is gradually  
eroding M elbourne's claim to  
being the rock'n'roll capital 
of the country, the em ergen­
ce of Dirty Pool, the S y d n e y -  
based m anagem ent agency  
which handles the affairs of 
the country's tw o h ottest  
bands. The A ngels and Cold 
Chisel, and how Prem ier A r­
tists (who handled The A ngels  
and Chisel previously) reac­
ted  to that, plus an In­
teresting  Insight Into a con­
frontation the two main 
a g e n c ie s . P re m ie r  and  
Nucleus, had late last yea r  
when Jo  Jo  Zep  and the  
Falcons (In the Prem ier cor­
ner) and The Angels (In the  
N ucleus/DIrty Pool corner) 
w ere  both booked Into the  
Victorian seaside town of  
W arrnambool on the sam e  
night,,,
RR: Is there a general consensus around 
the table that the Melbourne scene is not 
as healthy as it was a year ago?
A il: Yes.
RR: Right, why?
CAN TW ELL: That saturation thing is' 
definitely one factor. But the point I was 
going to make before is that a couple of 
people from The Arkaba in Adelaide were 
over one night and I took them to the Lon­
don Tavern. Now Adelaide is a fairly 
limited market right now and as they 
walked up the steps at the Tavern, they 
saw the list of acts that were on that week
Jo Jo i êp and 
there, and they said: "Hell it would take 
three months in Adelaide to see those ac­
ts", and they were on at the Tavern in one 
week night after night, a little 300-venue. 
ROBERTSO N: People can go to any of 
five or seven venues this week to see those 
bands. They think : "Oh, I won't go 
tonight. I'll go tomorrow night".
SCOTT: I don't think the general public 
thinks: " I'm  going to go out and see every 
band that \ want". They'll go out and see 
bands until they hook onto a certain band 
and then they'll stay with them.
ST IV A LA : I agree with that.
ROBERTSON: Yeah, but they'll only go 
and see them one night or two of the week 
that they're working, but then there are 
the other 80 bands that are working that 
are shit hot.
ST IV A LA : But the other thing is you've 
got to be a fucking millionaire to go out 
three or four nights a week.
ROBERTSON: Exactly. It cost you $1.20 to 
buy a scotch and coke and maybe $4.50 to 
get into a gig...
CAN TW ELL: Because of the licencing 
laws.
ROBERTSON: Right and I know that if I 
didn't work In rock'n'roll, then I couldn't 
afford to go out and see a band that I liked 
more than, say, one night a week. 
ROBERTSON: Well, let's all say in a word 
why we think the Melbourne scene Is 
fucked.
R IG G I: I reckon there are two reasons 
why it's fucked. I reckon the bands are 
boring. I don't think there are any exciting 
up and coming bands, that's why disco 
came in. Well, there's some, but there's 
not a Mother Goose or an AC-DC, a brand 
new band that just comes along and bang, 
everyone's talking about this band and 
there's a vibe about them, and everjyone 
will go and see them and disco will Idle in 
the arse.
RR: Well, that has already happened in 
Sydney...
R IG G I: Yeah, it has happened in Sydney, 
but there is no band in Melbourne doing 
that, but that doesn't mean that the other 
bands are shithouse...please boys. Secon­
dly, I think the promoters are all fucking it 
up because they re too greedy, because 
they all want to either put in a disco and 
charge $1.50 or $2 to get in, and the 
promoters aren't good enough as well as 
being too greedy. What they should be 
doing is thinking of their future and the 
dollars that they are going to make in six 
months' or a year's time when the discos 
die out, and get behind these new bands. 
Like there are no more supports and 
there's no new bands coming up. I mean, a 
band has to do a lousy door deal in some 
shithole and get $40 or $30, when at least 
they can do a support in front of a big 
crowd with some hot shot act playing there 
where a lot of people will see them. But no, 
they have a disco and that's where the 
promoters are going wrong, also.
RR: Are you talking about the beer farms, 
here?
R IG G I: Yeah, the beer farms and a few 
other places as well. These 
discos...someone should go crazy with an 
axe. They should ban discos, they should 
forget them (Frank Stivala starts singing 
"Death To Disco"). The promoters are all 
killing it for themselves. They're all com­
plaining and ringing up now and com­
plaining that we have no bands available 
that are drawing. It's their own fault 
because they are killing Melbourne.
RR: Right, well let's move on with the 
discussion. Another leading topic is ob­
viously agencies and independents. Neil is 
doing an independent thing. Dirty Pool is 
doing a sort of independent thing, with an 
agency as a backup.
T h e  F a lc o n s
ROBERTSON: Well, they're not in­
dependent, are they?
RR: Now there's a lot of flak going around 
at the moment, and certainly I've had my 
ears filled with tales of fear and loathing. 
STIV A LA : Definitely, definitely (laughter 
all round).
SCOTT: But how can an agency squash a 
band like The Angels?
STIVA LA : Who's squashing them?
SCOTT: I don't see how an agency can 
stop a really hot band, I don't see how 
they've got that power. They can stop 
them on their venues but all a hot band 
has to...
ST IV A LA : Who's trying to stop them? 
SCOTT: Well, even trying to compete with 
them, Frank...
ST IVA LA : Who's trying to compete with 
them?
SCOTT: Well, Warrnambool's a good 
example of competition.
ST IV A LA : Hang on, let's just for the 
record clear up Warrnambool.
R IG G I: Now I was involved with the com­
plete Warrnambool fiasco and you better 
change the tape because it's near the end 
and I don't want you to miss any of this. 
What happened with Warrnambool was 
this. There are two hotels and two 
promoters in Warrnambool — the Lady 
Bay and Tattersals. Now the Tattersals 
Hotel rang me up and told me they wanted 
to run Wednesday nights at the hotel. So I 
said "fine".
RR: Now what was the normal night before 
(bearing in mind the newly established 
Lady Bay venue had started on Wed­
nesdays alone)?
R IG G I: Friday nights..
RR: And the Lady Bay started up on Wed­
nesday nights?
R IG G I: Right. Now I didn't know what 
was booked into the Lady Bay. I had sold 
some dates there and Rob (Cantwell) had 
sold some dates there. Now the Tatts said 
to me, please programme a month of Wed­
nesday nights for us. I programmed a 
month of Wednesday nights for them 
which was two months or a month prior at 
least. So I gave them a whole string of 
bands and what they decided to do was to 
blow them all out. We had a big hassle 
about it. We talked about it a lot and the 
dates came back in. Now Jo Jo Zep were 
one of the dates that had been blown out. 
So I spoke to the promoter, talked him 
back into it, and the date got put back in. 
ST IVA LA : Incidentally, Mike Rudd's In­
stant Replay got cancelled about a week 
and a half before The Angels appeared 
there. So Mike Rudd got blown out so The 
Angels could be put into the Lady Bay 
Hotel a week and a half before the actual 
date.
R IG G I: That's correct.
ST IVA LA : If that's untrue, please tell us. 
C A N TW ELL: No, that's true.
R IG G I: So Jo Jo Zep were booked into the 
Tatts before the Angels were booked into 
the Lady Bay.
CAN TW ELL: You bragged to me at the 
Tiger Lounge one night that you had put 
the date in at 10 days' notice. Come on! 
R IG G I: Hang on, hang on. What I'm 
trying to explain to you was that the date 
was in there and the promoter blew them 
all out.
CAN TW ELL: You're saying that it just 
happened to be a coincidence that Jo Jo 
Zep just happened to be down there the 
same night as The Angels? It wasn't 
Hanley (the Tatts promoter) asking for Jo 
Jo Zep to run against The Angels?
R IG G I: No, no, no.
CAN TW ELL: It wasn't Premier Artists 
putting Jo Jo Zep in to run against The 
Angels? It happened to be a coincidence? 
R IG G I: No, no. What I'm telling you is
' that originally it was Mike Rudd at the 
Lady Bay and Jo Jo Zep at Tatts in W arr­
nambool.
SCOTT: Isn't this whole conversation a bit 
irrelevant?
A ll: No, no.
RIGGI :.Mate, it's headlines.
RR: it's very relevant as we are trying to 
establish if and how this Dirty Pool- 
’Nucleus-Premier confrontation took 
place...Now, Rob, what were you saying 
Sam said to you when he was laying on 
you at the Tiger Lounge the fact that 
Premier had Jo Jo Zep in Warrnambool ap­
pearing against The Angels.
CAN TW ELL: It was confirmed 10 days in 
advance, and I said my date had been in 
three weeks or something like that.
; ST IVA LA : It had already been contracted 
four weeks in advance — we just got our 
return contract 10 days in advance. 
C A N TW ELL: Aren't ^ou saying that the 
booking had been reconfirmed 10 days in 
advance? Don't talk about return of con­
tract.
ST IV A LA : No, that came back the week 
of, or the week before, but it was like 100 
per cent safe, whereas before it was 99 per 
: cent safe. So basically I reckon in a nut­
shell that whole Angels thing was a jerk- 
off. I reckon it was one of those things that 
was blown out of proportion for no reason 
at all.
RR: Well, are  you saying then, Frank, that 
Premier Artists is not at all concerned at 
the prospect of having lost two of its 
biggest bands and Dirty Pool setting up its 
own artist-management company? 
STIVA LA : Of course we're concerned, 
because Premier Artist has been bringing 
The Angels into town since they were the 
Keystone Angels and we couldn't give 
them away for love nor money. Let me tell 
you that Prerhier Artists supported that 
band for a long, long time and as far as 
I'n;: concerned. Premier take The Angels 
and Cold Chisel leaving as a great insult. 
There's nothing you can do about it, but we 
take it as a great slap in the face because 
we supported them when they were The 
Keystone Angels and playing 56 rock 
revival bullshit, and we hung in for a long 
time.
RR: You weren't vindictive about them 
leaving Premier?
STIVA LA : No, we weren't vindictive.
RR: I can understand It on a pure business 
level, that The Angels are no iohger with 
you and you have your business to protect. 
All i want to know is whether you 
recognise the fact that...
ROBERTSON: This is a leading question. 
ST IV A LA : Alright, if we had a hassle with 
Dirty Pooi, we wouid not just affect The 
Angels, we would go out gunning for Chisel 
as well — the weaker link of the two . Not 
necessarily the Inferior band, but the 
weaker link at the moment of the two acts, 
and that hasn't happened, so I think that 
whoever has put the seed in the head of 
whoever is doing all the shitstirring, is out 
for a bit of cheap pybllcity.
RR: I don't think It's cheap publicity, but 
wouid you acknowledge yourself, Frank, 
that everyone at the moment is going 
around and talking about Dirty Pool and 
all the wheeling and dealing going on at 
the moment. There are a lot of vibes going 
around the industry about it at the 
moment.
STIVA LA : Sure you can cut them with a 
hacksaw.
RR: And obviously. Premier must be 
worried and Nucleus very worried os agen­
cies, that if a lot of other bonds get the 
same idea as Dirty Pool or there ore a lot 
more Neil Scotts in the business, there's 
going to be a lot less Premiers...
STIVA LA : It would be really exciting, 
that's all I can say. I don't think it's a 
major threat. I think it's something that 
we should all be concerned about, but I 
think the acts that go furtherest...well, 
let's put it this way: Maybe the agents 
shouldn't be nice guys and they should 
have the acts tied up to exclusive agency 
agreements the same as a record company 
does. Let me tell you, John Woodruff 
(Angels manager) was overseas for many, 
many months and flipping around the 
country on these stage shows and doing all 
different flippo gigs and The Angels were 
being built up in Sydney by Chris Murphy 
who busted his arse for that act and made 
that act a hot shot act before John 
Woodruff, and they used to ring him on the 
phone and they'd say: "John, we made 
three grand this week — well send me a 
cheque in a few minutes". (Later, 
speaking with Woodruff for an upcoming 
Roadrunner Managers Forum, when I put 
Frank Stivala’s claim to him about Chris 
Murphy building the band while Woodruff 
was off elsewhere. Woodruff said Stivala 
didn’t know what he was talking about. He 
said that at the time Stivala was talking 
about, Murphy was not involved with The 
Angels at all.)
RR: But you are Introducing an interesting  
new element here Frank because before 
there was a general consensus that bands 
only become as good as they are, that the  
band has got to have it to make it. Now
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you are  saying that the agency built The 
Angels into what they are. Now there is a 
basic inconsistency there"
STIVA LA : I'm saying Chris Murphy con­
tributed a lot. As The Angels, and I think 
the record company helped as well. But I 
think The Angels were supported both by 
Premier Melbourne, and mainly Solo- 
Premier in Sydney. Solo-Premier in Syd­
ney probably contributed 70 per cent of 
The Angels' success in making it real big. 
RR: You're saying that The Angels are real 
big now because 70 per cent of that is due 
to the agency and , say, 30 per cent to the 
music and wheteuer else*
STIVALA: Just the right planning. 
CAN TW ELL: The act was right, sure, but 
just the placement of the act... 
ROBERTSON: Chris Murphy broke that 
band in Sydney.
RR: O K, then, we're opening a con of boons 
here...
SCOTT: I think it's 80 per cent talent In all 
cases. I just don't think you can foster any 
band that's not good enough, you can't 
possibly break them.
RR: Right, and I don't see how an agency, 
no m atter how smart It Is, can make a 
band who won't happen because it doesn't 
have the music, happen.
SCOTT: It can't happen.
STIVALA: I'm not saying that. 
CA N TW ELL: So by that you're saying that 
an agency can't make em or break em?
RR: What I'm saying is that an agency 
helps, sure, and placement is very im­
portant, but you con't fust say: "Oh, Chris 
Murphy made that band".
ROBERTSON: He did make that band — I 
know he made that band.
RR: Well, there, you fust said it...
SCOTT: Sandy, you can't say that. No one 
can make a band except the band. 
ROBERTSON: No, because unless the 
agency wanted to break that band, that 
band would still be like they were in 
Adelaide.
RR: Bullshit. They are  not like the band 
they were in Adelaide to start with. They 
were the Keystone Angels in Adelaide, a 
totally different band.
SCOTT: Yeah, of course.
ROBERTSON: No, but after they were the 
Keystone Angels, they changed to The 
Angels.
RR; Let's fust nail this Dirty Pool business 
on the head. As far as Premier was con­
cerned it was fust the feeiing of being let 
down and hurt after putting in so much 
work and helping to break the baiid* 
STIVA LA : Well, a little bit hurt, a little bit 
disappointed and the ego was a little bit 
dinted, but there's no major animosity. 
T H A R LE : After Dirty Pool happened, I 
was working in the office at the time, and 
your exact words were: ''Those bands will 
never work in this town"...
ST IVA LA : Yeah, yeah, but that was heat of 
the moment.
T H A R LE : Quick phone calls to evevery 
p*'omoter in town...
ROBERTSO N: If you ever fucking book that 
band I'll break that band's arse". - 
T H A R L E : " I'l l shoot your knees off". 
STIVALA : No, no, it was just a typical spur- 
of-the-moment reaction which, when you lay 
back and think about it...
ROBE RTSON: You shouldn't have said it. 
STIVALA : No, well you can say it, but I 
even ripped up their photography when they 
were there.
T H A R LE : I was hoping to take that home, 
too (laughs).
SCOTT: I don't think an agency could really 
hurt a band like The Angels. Even though 
Premier and Nucleus have got a lot of 
venues tied up.
RR: Yeah, and Dirty Pool would be counting 
on that fact or they wouldn't risk it in the 
first place. They would have to make a 
. easoned assessment that they could take 
all the shit that might be thrown at them 
and survive.
SCOTT: And that goes right back to my 
first point that if a band's good enough, it 
will survive anyway, just by its own 
venues.
R IG G I: No, bullshit. I've seen incredible 
bands break up because of a lack of an 
agent not seeing them or hasn't been able 
to see that potential.
SCOTT: But we're talking about a top 
band like The Angels or Cold Chisel who 
have already made it. Now I don't think an 
agent can hurt a band like them and I 
think they would be foolish to try.
RR: I think an agency can go a long way 
towards making life very difficult.
SCOTT: They can make life difficult but 
they can't ever destroy those bands. 
STIVALA: And I don't think Premier went 
to that extreme. We may have thought 
about it and no one is denying the fact that 
we thought about it, but 1 don't think we 
ever went to that extreme. I know we 
didn't go to that extreme.
ROBERTSON: Because you knew you 
couldn't get away with It.
STIVALA: No, we just thought about It 
and...we didn't do It.
(A short discussion followed in which it 
was alleged threats had been made against 
Melbourne independent promoter Laurie 
Richards, who now runs the Crystal 
Ballroom in St kilda, that if he booked 
through Dirty Pool, he wouldn’t get 
P rem ier bands — that“ the rug would be 
pulled out from  under him”. Stivala denies 
it, but admits that some pressure was 
applied. The upshot was, according to 
Stivala, that Dirty Pool bands found they 
were unable to deal direct with promoters, 
and chose to go through an agency  —  
Nucleus, P rem ier’s opposition.)
STIV A LA : ...they (the Dirty Pool bands) 
looked at it and they saw the need for a 
tucking agency to be on top of the case. 
Fine, it served a purpose and the purpose 
we were both talking about — and Rob can 
vouch tor this...I spoke to Rob, I said: " I 
don't give a fuck who they're with", but I 
do, "but the main principie we want to 
stomp out is acts booking direct. They 
should be represented by a fucking agent". 
True? Say yes...
CAN TW ELL: Yes.
SCOTT: How can you say bands aren't 
entitled to book direct?
ST IV A LA : Bands can book direct.
SCOTT: Well, you just said that you want 
to stomp out that principle.
ST IV A LA : Not an act that has been 
supported by an agency for three or tour 
years when they were fucking shit and no 
one wanted to know them, when they were 
nothing and you had to get on your knees 
and lick arse to book 'em.
R IG G I: I'll make it simple, in easy terms. 
Now if there were all these bands booking 
direct like The Angels, Cold Chisel, Loaded 
Dice, Jo Jo Zep and The Sports, there 
would be no agencies, right?
RR: Well, surely this is the whole crux of 
the matter?
R IG G I: Everybody's saying it would be 
fantastic if there were no agencies and 
everyone could book direct. Do you know 
what would happen? The whole scene 
would be fucked. You know why? It would 
mean the promoters having all the power, 
they would control everything. There 
would be just bands and promoters. Ross 
Wilson would come along and say to a 
promoter: " I 'l l  work for you on that night 
for $600 or whatever his price is. The 
Angels would come along and want that 
gig on that night, say, and the promoter 
says: "Oh, Ross Wilson is doing that gig 
tor $600", and they would say: "Oh, we'll 
do it for $500", and then the next band 
comes along and says they'll do it for $400. 
The promoter would have a field day.
SCOTT: Hang on. Be careful here, because 
the promoter would have to decide which 
band is going to put more bums on seats. 
ST IV A LA : Yeah, and which is the bigger 
return.
ROBERTSON: Yeah, but the promoter 
wouldn't know.
R IG G I: He wouldn't give a fuck.
SCOTT: He must do, because he's going to 
make money or lose money.
R IG G I: Look, what I'm trying to tell you 
is that all the bands will be booking direct
with the promoters and the promoters will 
be saying: "Boys, it's either $200 — take 
the gig, or leave it".
RR: Well. OK Sam, you've raised a good 
point that should be considered here. What 
are the good points, the advantages of the 
agencies for the bands and why shouldn't 
they necessarily go independent?
RI GGI : The advantages are that it 
someone puts on, say, a big rock concert, a 
big rock show, they go to the agency and 
the agency puts the format of the show 
together. He says these are the bands we 
suggest you should use, these are the 
prices — organise the PAs, lights, people to 
run the show and keep it together, help 
them, advise them because there are a lot 
of people who run shows who don't have a 
clue what they're doing snd would blow 
money out the window. We've got the 
experience, we can help them. I mean 
there's some dude who wants to book some 
act by themselves and reckons he's going 
to get 2000 people, and we're telling him 
not to do it — he's going to lose money. We 
could sell him the act, why should we care, 
but we want to...
RO BERTSO N : Oh come on, you do sell 
him the act, knowing he'll lose money. 
RI GGI : Listen, three days I've been 
talking to this same guy, telling him not to 
use this act because he's going to lose his 
money.
ROBERTSON: Well, I'm glad to see that 
happening, Sam, because that's one thing 
that pisses me oft.
RIGGI :  Do you know why? Because I want 
to deal with that guy in five years' time. 
ROBERTSON: Good. I'm glad. I'm finally 
glad you have come to that realisation 
because for the last two years. I've seen 
promoters sold acts and not bad acts, but 
the fact is that those sort of big outdoor 
shows just aren't happening anymore and 
I think that it's about time that someone 
did advise promoters that they're going to 
lose money.
RIGGI :  I'm advising them.
ROBERTSON: Well, that's great because 
tor two years I've seen promoters go down 
$10,000 - $15,0000. Congratulations that 
you've finally realised to advise 
promoters...
RR; Well, what would the Australian 
rock'n'roll scene be like now if, say. 
Premier Artists wasn't here?
STIVALA : I think it Premier wasn't 
around, the whole scene would be fucked. I 
think Premier is in the situation where it's 
got a little bit of power, where it can 
fucking hassle promoters that aren't 
towing the line, that are trying to rip 
someone off, and saying:"Listen here, 
man, if you aren't paying the fucking band
for a gig they did, or you're not paying tor 
that cancellation, you're not going to get 
the rest of the support of the other acts"*.
If It got to a stage where there wasn't a 
Premier Artists and there were thousands 
of flukey little agents, then the whole 
industry wouldn't be as healthy as it is 
now. A lot of people can put It down, but 
until they can prove they can do better, 
they should keep their mouths shut.
RR: One final question. Do you think there 
should always be an alternative agency? 
STIVA LA : I always believe in an 
alternative agency, I do. There has always 
been an alternative agency, but I don't 
think there is much room in a town in 
having more than two agencies. I think 
two agencies is a very good, healthy, 
competitive situation and then it is up to 
the survival of the fittest to do it. I mean 
you look at a place like Sydney at the 
moment where there are fragments going 
everywhere. I'll tell you what — in the 
next three months, Sydney is going to be 
fucked, because there are so many people 
there going into their own little trips, and 
it's just going to be a schemozzle. It's 
going to be like Sydney was two years ago, 
where an act couldn't go and work Sydney 
for a full week because they couldn't get it 
together, and that's going to be fucked.
NEXT ISSUE, in Ross Stapleton's continuing 
series on the Australian rock industry, we 
start a profile on perhaps the most 
prominent figure in the industry — Michael 
Gudinski, head of Mushroom Records, direc­
tor of Premier Artists, talent co-ordinator of 
Channel Seven's 'Nightmoves'.
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Happy Enzing
SPLIT ENZ 
"Frenzy"
(Mushroom)
A very mature arid subtle piece of vinyl 
this one. Although not as immediately 
stunning as the stark “Mental Notes” or as 
smoothly polished as the sleek “Second 
Thoughts” (I must confess ignorance of 
“Dizrhythmia”, the Enz’ last album as I 
was experiencing a bit of U.K. dizrythmia of 
my own at the time). This is a creative work 
■ of appreciable depth.
The Enz seem to have shortened their 
instrumental meanderings (interesting as 
they were) in favour of a more compressed 
and therefore faster and shorter format. 
The classic example of this is the track 
which opens the album, the irrepressible “I 
See Red” . This is Split Enz really firing on 
full bore. It was an excellent choice for a 
single and even though it has been out for 
about four months now it is starting to get 
airplay and sales.
“ Give It A Whirl” is the other 
immediately stand-out with its great slabs 
of intersecting melodies, a familiar Split 
Enz technique but here done with 
considerably more momentum.
“Master Plan” and “ Famous People” , 
the tracks that follow, are more simple, an 
attribute they share with the haunting 
“Stuff and Nonsense” which must be the 
most poignant love song I have heard for a 
long while.
Dividing those songs is the quirky 
uptempo “Hermit McDermitt” which is one 
track from the “ I See Red” maxi single. It 
features Noel Crombie on Jew’s Harp 
(giving it a unique demented hillbilly sound) 
and a superbly melodic riff courtesy of 
keyboard player Eddie Raynor, which 
disintegrates beautifully into synthesised 
laughter as the track lopes towards its end.
“Marooned” which closes Side One, again 
features the classic Split End tempo shifts 
although as with “Give It A Whirl” , they are 
faster and more frantic. However, the song 
doesn’t have as strong a melody line as 
y Whirl” and therefore doesn’t work quite as 
1  ̂ effectively.
But it is obvious as Side One draws to a 
close that an awful lot of effort and 
rehearsal has gone into this album. These 
songs have grown over the period when the 
band was without a record deal, and the 
band are obviously so familiar with them 
that they are able to develop interesting 
musical sidetracks, which mesh perfectly 
with the bones of the melodies which are 
uniformly strong and excellent.
Side Two builds slowly from the shprt 
“Frenzy” track through the almost folksy 
“Roughest Toughest Game In The World” 
to the exuberant “She Got Body, She Got 
Soul” . It ’s interesting that when Split Enz 
first went over to the U.K., they listed their 
influences as the classic British mid-60s 
bands like The Move, The Kinks and The 
Beatles. Writers could never quite see the 
connection but on tracks like “She Got 
Body...” you can really hear that sound 
emerging. It ’s interesting to compare the 
Split Enz sound with that of the new wave of 
Brit bands like Magazine, Ultravox and 
XTC who have achieved their complex 
sounds by building on basic punk melodies. 
For Split Enz have arrived at 
approximately the same point by stripping 
down a more complex sound. The increased 
accessibility of the Split Enz sound is 
definitely more in tune with what’s going 
down in the U.K. 1979, that it was in the punk 
damburst of 1976/77. Virgin Records in the 
U.K. are reportedly interested in signing the 
band and on the evidence os this recording 
they shouldn’t hang about because I ’m sure 
other companies going to be sniffing around 
before long.
After the peak of “She Got Body...” things 
slow down a little with the finely crafted 
“Betty” (before the Arabic dervishing of 
“Abu Dhabi” which works very effectively 
onstage because of its opportunities for 
musical tangents. The album bows out 
solidly with the chunky “Mind Over 
Matter” , leaving the listener satisfied and 
satiated. “Frenzy” is a varied and 
substantial musical meal. Have a nibble and 
find out for yourself.
— DONALD ROBERTSON
PERE UBU 
"Dub Housing"
Chrysalis
Press reaction to Pere Ubu has been 
more than a trifle annoying. The straight 
press has unashamedly dismissed their new 
album “Dub Housing” as a load of rubbish, 
while the music press (especially English) 
wet their pants over every move the band 
make.
Still, it’s not hard to see why such 
(over) reaction works the way it does. On 
one hand Pere Ubu alienate their listener 
with the inaccessibility of their sound , and 
the straight press has been alienated, 
unable to overcome that hurdle. On the 
other hand, the (English) music press is 
ialmost blindly willing to grab at any straw 
offered as the New Thing since the Death of 
Punk, and there’s no doubting that Pere Ubu 
are indeed a straw.
But a long or short straw?
Most of the critics who’ve praised the 
band have had a hard time pinning them 
down. Even after the overt com­
munist/industrial imagery of their debut 
album “The Modern Dance”, they thank­
fully haven’t fallen into the trap of labelling 
them Moderne Man Industrial Musick or 
whatever else it’s called this week. And to 
do so would be wrong. Pere Ubu are a band 
who operate on a more subversive level — 
they’re an undermining force.
“ The Modern Dance” certainly wasn’t 
pretty or pleasant. It impressed me as 
basically straight rock’n’roll that was suf­
ficiently well crafted as to evoke strong 
images which couldn’t fail to move the 
listener.
“Dub Housing” is probably getting closer 
to the realisation of Pere Ubu’s ideal, 
though admittedly it’s hard to see just 
where they’re heading.
Perhaps the title “Dub Housing” is a clue. 
“Dub”, of course, is the reggae technique 
and manipulating sound with the means 
available at the producer’s desk, and Pere 
Ubu have, if nothing else,a unique sound.
I t ’s a sound where the priorities have been 
rearranged, according to the structure of 
the song (and this much Pere Ubu have in 
common with reggae, which is a music ap­
proached and executed nothing like 
rock'n'roll). There's no adherence to or 
dependence on traditional rock’n’roll con­
cepts. For instance, a song like “Blow Dad­
dy O” has a rhythm guitar track 
that sounds like a mutation of 
the opening bars of “Pretty Vacant” 
at its centre, around which play the other in­
struments. Only David Thomas' whineing 
voice is omnipresent.
Pere Ubu can sound desperate, 
passionate, threatening or scared any of 
those other cliches I ’m loathed to use.
It would seem that the song’s titles mean 
little (thanks to such apparently nonsense 
tags like “ thriller” , “ (Pa) Ubu Dance Par­
ty” and “Blow Daddy O” ) and I still have 
difficulty matching a song with its title. 
Maybe the same applies to the lyrics, as 
they are largely unintelligible, and there’s 
no lyric sheet provided.
Ubu’s attack might be vague, but it’s 
significant — like the band’s logo — 
dislocated in itself, but still a complete en­
tity. To be truly progressive requires a 
change in approach to the core of the music. 
Pere Ubu are doing this, rather than 
working around the edges and colouring 
sound with facile embellishments, like too 
many of the new English groups, especially 
the ‘electronic’ ones, are doing.
I  didn’t listen to “Dub Housing” because I 
‘enjoyed’ it — it’s not that kind of record. 
Pere Ubu are not easy listening. I wanted to 
understand it. I still don’t, but I ’ll continue 
to grapple with it until I do.
I can’t help being annoyed at the English 
critics, although it does seem that the more 
you grab at the Ubu straw the longer it 
reveals itself to be. Still, I most certainly 
won’t start gushing forth superlatives — as 
too many critics have done — simply 
because I suspect that there must be 
something to this music. I ’ll just let things 
stand as they are.
I might have said that Pere Ubu are 
‘challenging’, but I ’ve decided not to allow 
myself, haven’t I?
The least I can say is that they’re better 
than Devo.
CEE WALKER
DEREK AND CLIVE 
"Ad Nauseam"
Crass Records (thru Wizard)
It is with a continuing sense of approval 
and bewilderment that I note the third (and 
final?) episode of those arch wankers Derek 
and Clive. Perhaps better known as those 
charming Not Only But Also television per­
sonalities Peter Cook and Dudley Moore, the 
cuddly Dudley and the cockahoop Cook have 
once more embarked on a vinyl voyage of 
filth and depravity that truly lives up to this 
album’s title “Ad Nauseam”, Dere'n and 
Clive with e\>en more alacrity (if that's 
possible) show their thoughts are still 
predominantly concerned with being wise to 
the rise in their levis. In a tempestuous state 
of almost continuing rising manhood, they
devote much of this album’s generous run­
ning time (almost 60 minutes) to topics not 
unrelated to their aroused instincts. The 
projection of mass erections reaches the 
height of the absurd in the 23 minute tour de 
force “the Horn”, a mile a minute belly- 
laugh or even rib tickler for the well- 
endowed, which discusses a huge variety of 
subjects and subject matter (including the 
words the and and) that give Derek and 
Clive The Horn.
Overall the album is very much the same 
as its two predecessors “Derek And Clive 
Live” and “Derek AndClive Come Again” . 
By now the novelty of schoolboyish smut 
taken to its ultimate extreme should have 
worn thin, but unlike the vast bulk of 
comedy albums, Derek and Clive actually 
improve and become funnier with each 
listen. As I initially found with 
“Come Again”, first hearing led me to 
believe the latest offering was not com­
parable with its predecessor. But 
familiarity breeds content and although 
“Ad Nauseam” is extremely patchy in 
places, the formula of the very good, the bad 
and the indifferent, is still a winning one.
But before I become hopelessly zealous in 
justifying Derek and Clive as art or some 
such bullshit, or embarking on a course to 
convince you that these records are of ar­
tistic merit in the same way people felt com­
pelled to champion “Lady Chatterley’s 
Lover” and its ilk, Cook and Moore them­
selves put such semantic bullshit brilliantly 
into perspective in the final track on the 
second side — “The Critics”. Discussing the 
use of “shocking words”, the university ac­
cented pseuds flush the obscenity-is-art 
school down the toilet. Their discussion on 
the subjective value of shocking words is 
related to Harold Pinter. “ When Pinter uses 
the words ‘prick’ and ‘cunt’ they take on a 
sort of metaphysical punctuation” . Then 
later: “Prick in the hands of Pinter is, you 
say, a punctuation point, a marvellous 
moment, an epithet, the end of an extremely 
witty line. Whereas a prick or cunt in the 
hands of Cook and Moore is just a gratuitous 
prick or cunt. One feels it’s being abused” . I 
remember Peter Cook once telling me when 
we were discussing “ Come Again” shortly 
after its release, that Lenny Bruce devoted 
himself to justifying his use of obscenity. 
Cook made it very plain that he felt the need 
to justify nothing, and although the logic of 
“The Critics” is hardly the most eloquent 
argument for the excesses of Derek and 
Clive, it comes as near as any justification 
that Cook might feel compelled to make on 
his and his shortish partner’s behalf. At the 
end of “ the Critics" as they proceed to 
throw together every combination of shock
words that’s possible, they hammer home 
the senseless repression of language both 
written and spoken.
Derek and Clive are most definitely not 
nice. They’re an acquired taste in that, 
although everyone to whom I play their 
albums has uniformly fallen about the 
floor (apart from one peeved Catholic who 
thought the ridiculing of dead popes was a 
bit mutch), their mostly spontaneous 
routines become funnier and their often 
manic dialogue becomes more apparent 
with each hearing. Of further interest to 
those readers who find enlightenment in the 
sordid adventures of these wondrous 
wankers, the recording of “Ad Nauseam” 
was filmed and I understand from their 
British record company. Virgin, that they 
are currently seeking an Australian 
distributor to show the film of the recording 
sessions.
— ROSS STAPLETON
ROXY MUSIC 
"Manifesto"
Polydor
One could be forgiven, glancing at this 
record in a shop, for thinking it was a new 
release by Jethro Tull, or rather, a reissue, 
and that it was pruned down to a single 
album and for some reason no longer called 
Living In The Past”. The idea strikes 
about as forcibly as the garish party scene 
which illustrates the front cover, Friday 
night at the West End’s exclusive Man­
nequin Club. My guess is at this stage that 
someone won a crateful of makeup in a 
Christmas raffle.
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Roxy Music’s gambit of 1976 or 1977, to 
disband temporarily, get their heads 
together and reunite after a couple of years 
could have been used to great effect, a sab­
batical and a breath of fresh air, a holiday 
and a good rest; unfortunately, it’s more 
like knocking off from your Public Service 
job, on Friday, getting into whatever you 
get into on the weekend, and going back on 
Monday to find that it is still exactly the 
same as it ever was. The filing system is un­
changed, teabreaks are at the same time, 
and the same sort of work keeps hitting your 
intray.
Some new workmates are there, of cour­
se, Alongside the old core of Ferry, Mackay, 
Manzanera and Thompson, we find three in­
dividuals called Gary Tibbs, Paul Car rack 
and Alan Spenner. God knows what they do; 
the back cover lists their names but says 
nothing about individual contributions to the 
music.
Ah, but there you are. Apart from the 
drums and Ferry’s voice, which have a 
noticeable difference in timbre to the other 
instruments, there is no strong evidence of 
particular or peculair involvement. Roxy 
Music has finally become a pure backing 
group. Ferry sings against what could 
easily be one of those anonymous sound­
track records they distribute to advertising 
companies for jingles.
If  I ’ve said nothing complimentary so far 
it’s because I think the album’s a lot of 
bullshit. I am both amazed and annoyed at 
those occasional records you come across 
where, try as you may, you can’t con­
centrate on the music enough to notice any 
particular instrument or lyric line. It is all 
predigested, overprogrammed disco fizz, 
artificial colouring and flavouring added so 
you are never completely unaware that your 
stereo is lifting your next electricity bill a 
few more notches. The last desperate 
justification for this sort of behavior is 
usually: “Oh, sure, but it’s great for par­
ties’’. I think if I played this at a party 
everyone would go to sleep. I think you have 
to be pretty strung out to dance to it.
For no comprehensible reason the sides 
are labelled East and West. They can be 
ignored' unless you’re looking for a par­
ticular track. (East and West, note, work in 
this case the same way as One and Two.) 
Few tracks stand out. “Angel Eyes" is a lit­
tle bit catchy, but then, Andy Mackay could 
always write nice tune».' (What’s a nice guy 
like you doing in a band like this?) “Still 
Falls The Rain" captured my attention at 
one moment, as I recall. The West Side 
opening track, “Ain’t That So”, is probably 
the best cut on the album, but nothing I ’d go 
into the streets waving a banner about. The 
album finishes up with “Cry, Cry,Cry” and 
“Spin Me Round”, that being Ferry’s reflec­
tions after the ball is over. Poor, poor 
Bryan. Still saying the same things but 
without any lyrical imagination at all 
nowadays.
Well, I could go on but some people just 
arrived who I ’d much rather talk to. Ferry 
can keep his party; it’s his, after all, and he 
can cry if he wants to.
—SPAN
THE STRANGLERS
"The Stranglers Live (X-Cert)"
(United Artists)
Live albums are always disappointing. 
They lack both the polish of the studio, and 
the excitement of the live performance that 
makes one overlook the technical flaws and 
the occasional flatness.
“ The Stranglers Live (X-Cert)” doesn’t 
really stand out as an exception. Released to 
coincide with their tour, which it didn’t, it 
contains none of their big crowd pleasers. 
“Peaches” , “ Tank” , “Something Better 
Change”, “ London Lady” and “No More 
Heroes” are not on this LP. However, they 
have included two numbers never before 
recorded — “ Five Minutes” and “ Go Buddy 
Go”, plus one number never released in 
Australia, but familiar to English audien­
ces, “Straighten Out” .
Unless you already know the words, it is 
difficult to distinguish what is being sung on 
this album. The only line I can make out on 
“Five Minutes” goes, “ they killed the cat 
and raped his wife” , which makes me think 
that it is probably one of Jean-Jacques' con­
tributions.
“Go Buddy Go” is a straight out boogie
u N N
number. Gave me quite a turn to hear Cor­
nwall harshly bellowing “Boogie Boogie 
Boogie”, I can tell you. Most singers 
wouldn’t feel it appropriate to invest the 
word with that much violence.
The only real gripe I have concerns the 
quality of the sound. Cornwall’s guitar lacks 
the chunky sound it has on the other records. 
Here, it sounds as though he’s playing on old 
strings.
All three Stranglers albums have had 
their own individual atmosphere — from 
what the middle class or infantile left would 
call the rampant sexism and morbidity of 
“Rattus Norvegicus” to the high Toryism 
and violence of “Black and White” . The 
selection of material on “Live” is such thatv 
it lacks the thematic unity ofie has come to 
expect from a Stranglers product.
Why they released it, I can’t imagine. 
Very shortly, the Stranglers new LP, 
“Eastern Front” , will appear, continuing 
the saga of the Stranglers musical and in­
tellectual development (or degeneration, as 
some would have it), and this unremarkable 
piece will sink into obscurity. The 
Stranglers are usually much more canny in 
their marketing. This LP doesn’t even have 
a good cover.
It ’s not bad, mind. It ’s just not out­
standing in any way.
— MICHAEL HOPE
RACHEL SWEET
"Fool Around"
Stiff
This stunning debut album from 16 year 
old Rachel Sweet should at least make some 
of the other ladies of rock sit up and take 
notice. No, you don’t have to cram an album 
full of old standards so that at least you’ll 
have a big hit on the sentiment market 
—and you don’t have to spend it sining 
sterile technical exercises to prove you can 
sing better than .anyone else. Rachel Sweet 
might sound at times like a flirtatious 
throwback from the era that produced San- 
die Shaw, Lulu and pigtails, but don’t be 
fooled — these songs are delivered with 
plenty of punch, honesty, humour, and a 
level of professionalism.
Rachel does perform a few old numbers 
(including “B-A-B-Y" which is picking up 
some TV coverage, and “Stay Awhile” 
which invites unfortunate comparisons to 
Dusty Springfield). Also her version of Elvis 
Costello’s Cand W nuggett “Stranger In The 
House” is suitably awful. But the main in­
terest in this album stems from her work on 
the 'Seven songs written by her producer 
Liam Sternberg. Showing a flair for both 
compelling lyric and interesting melody, 
combined with tight production control, it 
might be excusable to wonder just how 
much this is in fact Sternberg’s album. But 
Rachel sings these songs like she wrote 
them,and you don’t doubt her for an instant.
A further key to the fascination of this 
album is its variation, both of material and 
arrangements. The songs are chosen 
carefully enough to suggest that Sternberg 
might be able to write anything, and having 
written it, that Rachel could sing it. The 
arrangement are helped out by some 
capable playing, and vice versa. The list of 
musicians includes names which have often 
appeared on other Stiff outings — Brinsley 
Schwartz, Lene Lovich, a couple of 
Blockheads and the forever anyonymous 
Stiff Chorus. Rachel’s background vocal 
work is also excellent.
Fool around? Sold me, darlin’
— ADRIAN MILLER
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GALAPAGOS DUCK
"Right On Cue"
44 Records
From what is probably Australia’s best 
known modern jazz group comes their latest 
album “Right On Cue”. The reason they’re 
the boys most likely to succeed for the “best 
known” title is that since the formation of 
Galpagos Duck some 10 years ago, they 
have constantly presented entertaining jazz 
in a field that tends to the esoteric. En­
tertainment is an instrinsic part of the 
Duck’s live presentation as audiences at 
their concerts would readily attest. This 
album is entertaining even if it tends towar­
ds the “something for everyone” category. 
The overdubs allow for the many talents of 
the individual ducklings (no-one plays less 
than two instruments) to provide some very 
happy sounding jazz.
The only vocal on the album is Tom Hare 
“ rendering” Erroll Garner’s “Misty” . The 
moral being, if you are going to tackle old 
standards you really ought to do them well. 
Which reminds me of a statement made by 
the Duck themselves in a recent interview: 
“If  you haven’t got a voice, then you’ve got 
to get yourself a piece of plumbing and do 
your best with that” . I hope Tom Hare’s best 
friend will tell him and that in future he 
stays with his plumbing. Of course, with the 
Duck’s waggish sense of humour “Misty” 
could be a tongue in cheek sendup. It cer­
tainly sounds as if Tom sings with his tongue 
in his cheek.
“ The Pink Panther” theme follows a 
Duck composition “ Blues For Spike” 
(dedicated to Spike Milligan) and I can only 
wonder why they haven’t Goon the whole 
way and include “A Waltz For Harry” ...
There’s some pleasant funk with “My 
Mama Told Me So” and “ What’s Going On”, 
“Basement Blues” and “Right On Cue” 
(the last two also Duck compositions) con­
firm that the Duck’s writing and playing 
talent have not been compromised for the 
sake of record sales.
The “ trademarks” of modern jazz — en­
dless drum solos and screaming brass solos, 
which have deterred many a potential 
follower of modern jazz — are not to be 
found on this album. If you’re already a 
follower of Galapagos Duck, you’ll certainly
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find a representative selection on the 
album. If  on the other hand, you’re just 
beginning your adventures into jazz then the 
diversity of “Right On Cue” is an excellent 
introduction.
And remember being “Out For A Duck” is 
better than being caught “Silly Mid On” .
— A.J.DAVYS
THE POLICE
"Outlahdos D'amour" 
A & AA
Sometimes I read reviews that are so 
short it makes me wonder why anyone 
would bother writing them, and equally why 
anyone would bother printing them, con­
sidering the limited amount of information 
they inevitably include; and then why 
anyone would bother reading them. But then 
I realised they’re nothing much more than 
Notices, and that anything of considered in­
significance should be treated as such.
I ’d never faced this dilemma myself until 
now, when I was lumbered with the task of 
reviewing this album, the debut from The 
Police, called “Outlandos D'amour” .
I ’m facing a dilemma because I can think 
of little to say about this record (inspiring, 
as it does, no reaction in me).
So this is a Notice: The Police’s debut 
album, “Outlandos D'amour” (Aand M) is 
currentl}/available.
They’ve been described by 3RRR (and I ’ll 
quote their report, just to be fair), as 'an 
engaging, if somewhat contrived pop-power 
trio who dabble in rock and reggae to in­
teresting effect in these style-oriented 
days ’.
To my mind The Police are just as of­
fensive as lOcc with their “Dreadlock 
Holiday” — dealing in rock cliches and bad 
reggae imitations, ultimately lacking 
emotion and invention. It ’s music that says 
nothing and does little. Empty.
(But if you do want to hear reggaefied 
white rock, listen to The Clash and their ver­
sion of Junior Murvin’s “Police And 
Thieves”, and then the culminative original, 
“ (White Man) In Hammersmith Palais” . At 
least theirs was a unique and successful 
hybrid rather than a pale imitation.)
I would’ve thought that any group who 
rose with the punk bandwagon, and sur­
vived to the stage where they’re now recor­
ding albums, as The Police have done, 
would’ve learnt more...
However, it might be interesting to note 
that it was Policeman Stewart Copeland 
who assumed the narhe Klark Kent and was 
responsible for the “Don't Care” single, 
which was a sizeable hit in the U.K., and has 
now been released in Australia. It was 
Throwaway Trash Pop that, like The Police, 
■was emotionless and uninventive, but was 
enjoyable simply because it had no pretense 
to being anything other than what it was — 
unlike The Police.
End of notice. And I ’m still not sure 
whether it was all worth writing, printing 
and reading.
— CEE WALKER
2 4 ; COLLINS STREET EOX SISO AA, G P O  MELBOURNE, 3001, AUSTRAL
New Releases i
"NEWS'* - a history (till now) $1.99
- includes a one-sided 2 track 45 rpm single(from 
the Babeez days), photographs,fax,a history written by Jeff Rule, plus 
the legendary PLEXI-DISC which would have come with the 5th ish of PULP!
"THE MYSTERY SINGLE" - Limited edition 45 rpm 10" single...
find out who the mystery artist is when you send back the enclosed form 
and get your free Missing Link surprise!! 500 ONLY $1.99
OUR ALBUMS - $7.99 each*
1 The Autodrifters/Pelaoo Bros./Relaxed Mechanics/Pabulous Nudes
2 Bleeding Hearts "What Happened" with bonus 45 "Hit Single"
3 "Inner Sanctum" 15 artists! !
THE RESIDENTS $ $9.50 each.Are you weird enough for....
"Meet The Residents" "Not Available" "Pingerprince" "Third Reich n'Roll* 
"Buster & Glen"
or the singles @ $2.99 each.... "Satisfaction" and "Snakefinger.
OTHER SINGLES PROM INDEPENDANT LABELS ...
THORBURN "Brickwall/Charlie"
NEWS "Chop Chop Chop/Dirty Lies"
DAVE WARNER "Australian Heat/Summer '78" all $1.50 ea.
THE GO-BETWEENS "Lee Remick/Karen" $1.99 
m e n t a l as ANYTHING 3 track 45 $1.99
PAUL KELLY & THE DOTS New 4 track EP $2.99
Add $1 per order for post & packing, send your cheques to 
...............Box 5159 AA GPO Melbourne...........
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Reviewed this month by 
Tim Finn and Nigel 
Griggs of Split Enz.
ROXY MUSIC: “Trash" (Polydor)
TIM: I think it’ll be a hit in England just 
because it’s Roxy Music. But apart from 
whether it’ll be a hit or not.you can only 
judge them by their own standards, and by 
their standards that’s not one of their best. 
You can get all the words — that’s good. But 
I find it a bit regressive.
Nigel: I don’t think it’s a very strong song. 
Tim: No, the tune isn’t very good.
melody is really hypnotic. Could be a hit in 
America — they’ve got to break through 
there soon. Chrysalis paid 500,000 pounds to 
their original record company to get them, 
and that’s a lot of money. I remember we 
were on Chrysalis at that time and we 
thought ‘jeez, that’s a lot of money’. But 
they’ve had about ten hit singles since then 
so it was money well spent.
SOLID SENDERS: "First Thing In The Mor­
ning" (Virgin)
XTC: "Are You Receiving Me" (Virgin)
Tim: That’s surprising because with the 
Feelgoods, Wilko Johnson was such an 
English eccentric figure and that sounds 
really American. Reminds me of J.J.Cale. 
Very laid back and groovy. What did you 
say, Nigel? Late night party music? Yeah. 
It ’s like an album track.
ELVIS COSTEI.LO: "Oliver's Army" (Rader)
Tim: His publishing company is called 
Riviera Global Productions Ltd. and that 
sums up their whole way of going about 
things. They seem intent on conquering, 
which is admirable. I like that one. I liked it 
as soon as I heard it.
Nigel: It ’s like you’ve heard it before when 
you first hear it.
Tim: Yeah. You can sit around and pick out 
bits that you’ve heard before but it doesn’t 
really matter. He probably wouldn’t be able 
to do that harmonising with his own voice 
that he does on stage, but it doesn’t matter if 
it’s a hit. It ’s got its own production sound 
and you can’t deny that his words are good. 
Nigel: Very commercial sound.
Tim: I think they get their sound with a 
combination of cheap studios and clever use 
of those studios. Should be a hit here as well.
Tim: Not bad. Of all the songs of XTC that 
I ’ve heard, it probably appeals to me the 
most. I heard their new album through and I 
didn’t like it much. They’re a good band as 
far as feeding off each other and playing 
well, but just melodically they’re a bit off 
the wall. But that song has got more of a 
tune that you can sing along with or 
whatever. A lot of their stuff is very atonal. 
Which is all very well in bits and pieces but a 
whole song...There’s nothing for me. I  quite 
like it really.
PHIL MANZANERA: " Remote Control"
(Polydor)
THE DOLL: "Desire Me" (Beggars Banquet 
thru WEA)
Tim: Hate i t . It ’s revolting.
RACHEL SWEET: "B-A-B-Y" (Stiff)
Tim: Who was that spritely poppish voice? 
Nigel: Was that you? (Tim and brother Neil 
contributed vocals to the track in question). 
Tim: Don’t knock it, mate! It was good 
money (laughs). The song isn’t fantastic. 
But everything else about it is OK (laughs). 
It was good to do. It was good fun. But I just 
don’t think it’s all that good a song. So what? 
A lot of songs aren’t that goc^ (he said 
desperately trying to soften the insult). It ’s 
better than I remember it.
Tim: That was out about three months ago 
in England, and it was a hit. Top 20 or 
something, I t ’s a funny voice she’s got. 
Sounds like they’ve really compressed it. I 
don’t like it much. She sounds like she’s con­
stipated. Like she has to fart or something. 
She’s really young tho’ and wiil probdb'ly 
develop into a really big act.
Nigel: I don’t think the song suits her.
Tim: I agree.
THE POINTER SISTERS: "Fire" (WEA)
DAVE WARNER'S FROM THE SUBURBS 
"Nothing To Lose" (Mushroom)
COLD CHISEL: "Breakfast At Sweethearts" 
(WEA)
Tim: I ’ve never heard the lyrics before. I 
think it’s good. I t ’s got character. Jumps out 
at you from the radio. Deserves to be a hit. 
It always amuses me the way he says 
‘looooose’ is that real Australian accent. I 
saw them on Countdown and I got a real 
shock. Warner looks like a trendy insurance 
salesman. I  think he’d be just right for Stiff.
Tim: I ’m pretty ambivalent towards that 
one.
Nigel: I thought it was good.
Tim: I found myself singing it when I heard 
it on the radio, so that’s that really. It must 
be a hit (laughs).
THE BLUES BROTHERS: "Soul Man" (Atlantic)
BLONDIE: "Heart Of Glass"
(Chrysalis 12-inch)
Nigel: Nostalgia.
Tim: I don’t like it that much. I like the 
brass riff in the chorus, and the drumming’s 
really good.
Nigel: It takes me back to the 60s, when all 
those soul bands were around. I don’t think 
many people listen to it these days.
Tim: I t ’s very unfashionable. I t ’s not the 
sort of single people are going to sing along 
to or dance to, because disco has taken over 
from soul as dance music.
Tim: I bet the drummer’s happy. Great 
drum sound.
Nigel: I think it’ll be a bit hit.
Tim: She’s great. Both as a singer and a 
personality. It comes through in that song. 
Just that line: “ ...pain in the ass’’. That 
whole attitude. It ’s good. I like it very much. 
Nigel: I wonder if we’d have liked it if we’d 
made a record like that?
Tim: I would have been very happy with the 
sound anyway, and it’s got a good melody, 
so I think we would have been happy. That
Tim: I ’m surprised that it’s the Pointer 
Sisters. I mean I don’t know much about 
them. They’re black, aren’t they? That 
doesn’t sound like a black record. (Tim is in­
formed that it’s a Bruce Springsteen song) 
Is it? Hmmm. The only thing I really like 
about it is that drumbeat just before she 
sings “Fire” .
Nigel: One tenth of a second of the record! 
Tim: The aeolian cadence, and, um, the 
asymmetrical triad.
(Ed: Hmmm, that’ll have ’em confused in 
Brunswick)
GENERATION X: "King Rocker" (Chrysalis)
Tim: Well, I don’t like it much. Sort of for the 
13 and 14 year olds. Nothing wrong with 
that, but I ’m surprised it was a hit in 
England. That’s a really funny one — really 
jerky. They’re a really pretty group. A miss.
GREG KHIN: "Love's Made A Fool Of You" 
(Beserkley)
NEWS: "Dowanna Love" 
(Aust. independent)
Tim: I ’ve seen their name spray painted all 
over the place in Melbourne. I was waiting 
for a band to come along called News. I 
knew somebody would ( the single is played ( 
Hate it. They may have energy but they 
don’t have any class.
Tim: Neither here nor there.
Nigel: A bit boring.
Ed: It got you dancing!
Nigel: It got us off our feet. I t ’s the first 
record to get us off our feet!
Tim : That’s because I wanted to have a jam 
(on the piano) with it.
Ed: It ’s a Buddy Holly song.
Tim: I ’d rather hear Buddy Holly, I think.
heads & tales
Tales"A Dozen Dopey Yarns 
From The Pot Prohibition"
By J J.M cRoach
(Pub. Australia Marijuana Party) 
Recommended Price: Australia, 
$1.95; Malta, 80c; Burma, 25 U.S. 
cigarettes; NImbln, half kg. 
macadamla nuts...
The 12 articles of this volume are mostly 
republications of McRoach pieces that ap­
peared earlier in this selfsame decade as 
pieces of (Australia’s own) Drongo Jour­
nalism in papers such as “Nation Review”, 
“The Living Daylights”, “Digger” etc. My 
only real quibble with the book is that it’s 
poorly titled. The yarns, although about 
dope, are not dopey. There’s some very good 
pieces of journalism between the covers of 
this nicely-produced book, and un­
fortunately, by the Drongo Journalism title 
of “A Dozen Dopey Yarns”, McRoach might 
just find himself preaching to the converted. 
“Tales From The Pot Prohibition” alone 
would have been better. Still, the cartoon by 
the now long-lamented Michael Leunig on 
the front cover might get the sales moving.
There are three really good articles, a 
number of others almost up to that stan­
dard, and others that are simply amusing. 
The fact that I ’m not really interested in the 
dope scene or the material itself, yet still 
read all but the article about the "New 
Zealand Marijuana Scene” , means it’s a 
very readable book on almost any grounds. 
I'd read a lot of McRoach’s material as it 
appeared in the pages of the "Nation 
Review” in the early and mid-seventies, and 
so I knew his journalism to be quick-witted 
and to the point. The consideration for the 
book-reader, however, is that it stand up in a 
concentrated form. It does. It's funny, even 
a little tragic in places, and yet carries with 
it a feel of professionalism that most 
Americanesque Gonzoism lacks. I'm even 
inclined to trust McRoach's court reporting 
— and in saying that. I add that it's hard to 
trust much media court reporting at all. not
so much because of the journalists reporting 
courts, but because of complex court 
procedure and of what sub editors in­
variably do with the copy when it lands.
The three articles I found to be the best 
were his account of the life and times of 
Peter Carey’s mail order marijuana service 
(that was based in Adelaide); his story on 
Hunter S. Thompson’s Australian lecture 
tour; and his “Who Killed Don Mackay?”
The story of Carey’s mail order service is 
well-backgrounded with the reasons why 
Carey moved on from the Dope Smokers 
Union and mere protection of users to a 
head-on confrontation with the law through 
a newspaper-advertised mail order 
marijuana service. McRoach relates how 
Carey embarked on the project for a variety 
of reasons, including protection of smokers 
from unscrupulous dealers and impeding 
the entry of crime into the dope business.
In other words, McRoach is saying Carey 
entered his risky business because of all the 
normal problems associated with a 
Prohibition. The story has the inevitable sad 
ending, after Carey’s somewhat “cheeky 
and rebellious” stand.
“Gone was the ...individual who claimed 
to have the South Australian Police Force 
blackmailed. Gone was the cocky radical 
who was always good for an outrageous 
statement. Gone was the confident young 
man, who, in his statement to his arresting 
officers, confessed he was aware a fourteen 
year old schoolkid had applied for dope and 
that he’d supplied the dope free.. Yes, that 
man was definitely gone".
After his counsel tendered evidence that 
the mail-order enterprise had failed and 
Carey had. in fact, lost a lot of money. Carey 
eventually got four years' gaol, later 
reduced to one year.
"After a few months. Peter Carey was 
released on parole and withdrew from 
public life. His legacy is that his colleagues, 
learning from his errors, picked up where 
he left off and South .Australia is now on the 
verge of decriminaHsing the poss('ssion and 
use of Cannabis Sativa".
rhis last clause. .Mr ,la\ .lerilderie 
McRoach. Dunstan era a doubtful mavhr
Post Dunstan, a very doubtful whisper 
perhaps.
“ Who Killed Don Mackay?” is about, of 
course, the disappearance in 1977 of Griffith 
Liberal, businessman and “Anti-Marijuana 
Crusader” Don Mackay; upright Riverina 
citizen and father of four. McRoach went to 
Griffith at the time of the saturation news 
media coverage ofMackay’s disappearance 
and presumed killing. His comments on how 
the media handled the story, seen at first 
hand, are revealing and worthwhile. The 
nub of his story, however, is in his setting of 
the Mackay episode against a long record of 
anti-Italian feeling by the Riverina WASP 
community, and the conviction among the 
latter that they were “getting rich off 
growing dope”. This inter-ethnic tension is 
the place to look for the solution to the 
killing of Mackay, McRoach argues, a ten­
sion people like AI Grassby had been 
fighting against for years.
“ The advent of marijuana in the region 
gave these ‘townies’ the excuse to point the 
accusatory finger. This was the reason for 
the success of those wog bastards...they 
didn’t succeed because they were better; 
they succeeded because they were part of 
the marijuana mafia”.
McRoach alleges that Mackay used this 
inter-ethnic hostility for political gain. 
However, besides pointing us hopefully in 
the right direction to an understanding of 
the .Mackay episode, McRoach is unable to 
conclude his investigation in Griffith 
because of a rather hasty departure. I ’ll 
leave that bit for you to discover for your­
selves.
These two articles are both serious in­
vestigations into the problems of Prohibited 
Marijuana in Australia, and are worthwhile 
material for anyone to consider during the 
coming marijuana decriminalisation 
debate. They have absolutely nothing in 
common with the third article I singled out, 
"Mandraxed Wombats and the Monster in 
Room 450: An Account of Dr. Hunter 
S.Thompson’s Australian lecture tour” . No, 
the only serious aspect of this article is 
whether McRoach con survive a few days of 
being Dr Thompson's P R. man. And it's a 
joy to read for anyone who's read the good 
doctor's kooks and articles.
ri: just I eUjte three scenes McRoach ex
plores in his account of that disastrous Oc­
tober 76 lecture tour...First of all, the 
arrival at Sydney Airport.
“No, the Customs Uniform is smiling, 
hands Thompson a package and explains to 
the stunned onlookers that he has been a 
longtime faithful fan of Thompson and. 
Sussing the situation in the Customs bay, he 
promised the Doc he would obtain and 
deliver some local drugs as a form of 
‘Welcome To Aussie, Hunter S.” .
Hunter S. is at the window holding a bag of 
grass to the light and making approving 
mumbles. The open package reveals 
several gleaming plastic sachets of white 
powder — cocaine” .
Then there’s the light plane ride from 
Melbourne to Sydney, through a near death­
dealing thunderstorm...
“ Yahooooooo oooowooo yells, Thompson, 
whipping and whomping his seat. He’s 
finally got the action he loves...That was a 
200-foot drop, do up your seatbelt, says the 
captain...Thompson’s hollering and waving 
his hair around as though he’s riding a 
mechanical bucking horse in a skybound 
rodeo and I decide to hang in and ride this 
awesome storm out...”
The plane-ride ends at Mascot, with a 
dash at the ton ( m.p.h.) in a chaffeur-driven 
Chevrolet to the TCN-9 studios for the doc­
tor’s spot on the “Don Lane Show’ ...
“Don Lane’s voice suddenly booms into 
the room and he’s talking to Thompson. But 
the monitor is showing a dog food com­
mercial. Thompson peers perplexedly at 
this commercial but maintains the dialogue 
as though the situation is completely in con­
trol.
"After about 20 seconds of conversation, 
Thompson’s image suddenly blasts out of 
the dog food commercial and the coat 
draped (by Makeup) over his shoulder looks 
very un-Thompson on screen, very haute- 
poseur, so he brushes it off, saying “ What 
am I doing with this fucking thing over my 
shoulder!’ '
"The studio audience groans audibly. Don 
Lane cradles his head in his hands, and the 
studio techno-freaks scramble for the panic 
button to erase the word before it's tran­
smitted.
But tonight the panic button doesn’t 
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We are impressed? We half guessed that 
our readers were wonderful, aware, 
creative, imaginative people (just like us), 
but we never dreamed just how wonderful, 
aware, creative and imaginative you really 
were until we received an avalanche of en­
tries for last issue's competition.
The roadrunner team have spent 
agonising hours sifting through the huge pile 
and after much discussion, argument and 
bottle fights have finally come up with a list 
of winners.
Proud owners-to-be of Cold Chisel touring 
jackets are:
Jenny Molyneux, 26 Hill St., Gosford, 
N.S.W., who has to wait around Central 
Station, Sydney, til 7.30 am for her train 
home every time she comes down to see a 
Chisel gig in Sydney. With winter coming 
on, let's hope the jacket keeps Jenny warm 
at the station.
Peter Green of Second ave., Unanderra, 
N.S.W., has a sim ilar problem. He, too, 
misses his last train home whenever he 
comes up to Sydney to see Chisel, and once 
again has to hang around Central Station till 
the first train in the morning.
So Jenny and Peter, if you ever see 
someone else with a Chisel jacket while you 
are waiting for your train, go up and in­
troduce yourself. You never know, you 
might end up having breakfast together (at 
Sweethearts, of course).
The third winner of a Cold Chisel jacket is 
Brett Joyce, of 8 Lyne Rd., Cheltenham, 
N.S.W.. Geoff has a rather strange 
disability as he explained to us in his letter:
Dear RR,
I, having green baggy skin from my waist down, would very much (due to emotional 
reasons, explained later) like to own a rather large Cold Chisel touring jacket (not a 
straight jacket, please).
EMOTIONAL REASON N o.l (colour clash)
At the beach, embarrassed by the exposure of my green baggy skin and severe un­
conscious sunburn, the red and green seemed too much visually, even for those with 
the darkest sunglasses. Thus, my ventures to exploit the fairer sex don't progress 
with a south Sydney disadvantage.
EMOTIONAL REASON No.2 (inherited nostalgia)
Although I am not a vege-queen, people still treat me as a personified, half-ripe 
tormato.
EMOTIONAL REASON No.3 (inherited nostalgia)
Soon, tragically. I’m being drafted into the army. Similarly with all my ancestors 
due to our unique green baggy skin, army subscription comes as a demand rather 
than a choice. Our skin was meant for battle and undetected camouflage.
My great uncle drove a tank in WWl because his face was green baggy shin but his 
body wasn’t. My aunty was periscope observer in a submarine because only her 
were baggy and green. Finally, the main reason for me wanting to own a rather large 
Cold Chisel touring jacket is my devoted love for my father, who is the only descen- 
dant to be completely green and baggy from head to toe. A courageous, galant man 
who was sadly harvested for rice while spying on a Korean intelligence base.
By the way, why do those other People involve themselves in wars when they don’t 
even have green, baggy skin. I mean if they were meant to fight wars, god would 
have made everybody with baggy green skin -  right? But he didn’t, did he? Only my 
ancestors and descendants are suited for war, that’s why we’ve all got green, baggy 
skin.
Well, there it is. I did so dearly love my father that looking like him would help me 
to remember the times we frolicked through the mine fields. This passionate reason 
leaves you really no choice but to send me a rather large Cold Chisel touring jacket.
Yours disiduously’ 
BRETT JOYCE
No choice at all, eh readers?
Winners of Cold Chisel "Break Fast At 
Sweethearts" albums are Roger Denton, of 
10 Cambridge St., Hackney, S.A., who sent 
us a lovely card with the slogan: ________
A Birdie with a yellow bill
hopped upon the window sill
Cocked his shining eye and said:
‘Ain’t you ’shamed, you sleepy head
It’s Breakfast at Sweethearts, get outa ya 
bed!’
John G. Martin of 203 Nicholson Ave, 
Whyalla Stuart, S.A. gets an album as a 
reward for his persistence in getting down to 
Adelaide to see a Chisel gig in Adelaide last 
January. You see, John and his friends were 
travelling in a clapped out VW which kept 
overheating and breaking down (John 
assures me the temperature was 200 
degrees that day.) Anyway, it took the 
brave bunch 12 hours to do the 250 miles to 
Adelaide but they made the gig.
Third Chisel album goes to Leonard Pren- 
dergast of 17 Mather St., Inverell, N.S.W., 
who is really into Aussie Rock at the 
moment, but can't afford to indulge his 
taste.
And last but not least, the winners of the 
Number One album on the first Roadrunn- 
der Chartbusters chart (see P.2), the Spor­
ts' "Don't Throw Stones',':
Alison Cole, of 37 Tor Walk, Casflecraig, 
N.S.W., doesn't like Cold Chisel and asks if 
that is a good enough reason to win an 
album. No, it isn't Alison but you won us 
over with the confession that competitions 
like this are the Thrill of your Life. We like 
'em, too.
Unemployment statistic, Amanda Brian 
of 66 Fawcett St., Mayfield, N.S.W., is 
already saving money to see her favorite 
band when they return from the U .K .. So in 
order that she doesn't have to deplete her 
special purpose savings account she wins an 
album, too.
T .F . Eccles of 14 Oak St., Normanville, 
N.S.W., managed to sway us with his highly 
accurate description of ROADRUN- 
NER:"Boi-oi-oioing, up springs your 
brilliant, wonderful, fab, non-commercial, 
non-disco (watch out for disco special in 
coming issues T .F . — Ed.) witty, blunt, per­
ceptive, not too expensive offering from 
nowhere (sorry...Adelaide) with this mouth 
watering prezzie". OK, T .F ., you perceptive 
person you, you've boot-licked your way into 
a Sports album.
Mark O'Brien, of 6 Ordanance St,m 
Newcasfle, N.S.W., thinks the Sports aVe 
new wave, but we'll give him an album 
anyway.
And Steven Cateris, of 67 Thompson St., 
Darlinghurst, N.S.W., gets an album for his 
three-page analysis of the Sports career so 
far.He also hopes fhe Sports make as much 
money for Stiff as Ian Dury has. I'm sure 
the Sports wouldn't mind making a bit, 
either, Steven.
All winners will receive their prizes in the 
next two weeks.
GIG GUIDE
ADELAIDE
RESIDENCIES
MONDAY;COLONEL LIGHT BAND, Lord Melbourne Hotel, Melbourne Street, North 
Adelaide, 8 -1 2 , $1; GILES TANNER QUINTET (jazz), Bogarts, Melb. St. Nth. Ad.,
10.30 - ‘ rTUESDAY: FAT ALBERT BAND, Seven Stars Hotel, Angas St., City, 8.30 -12 , 
free; STREET CORNER JACK, Richmond Hotel; RALPH RICHARD QUINTET (jazz). 
Botanic Hotel, Nth. Tee., City, 8 - ^ , ' free; WEDNESDAY: SUE BARKER AND ONIONS, 
Marryatville Hotel, 8 -1 2 , $1.50; SOME DREAM, Creole Room, Cnr. George and 
O’Connell Sts., Nth. Ad.; BARRY McASKILL's ON FIRE, Angas Hotel, City, “2; C'EST LA 
VIE, Lord Melbourne Hotel, Nth. Ad., $1; THURSDAY: SOKA, Musicians Club, 167 
Gougbr St., City (above Brass and Reed Centre), 8 -12 , $1; OFF THE CUFF, Lord 
Melbourne Hotel, Nth. Ad, 8 -12 , “ 1; BRANDED, Hendon Hotel, 110 Tapley’s Hill Rd., 
Royal Pk., $2; CROTCHETTES, Pinao Bar, Cobbs Restaurant, 1 2 -3  am, $3; VIDEO 
SOUND LOUNGE, Marryatville Hotel, 8 -1 2 , free; FRIDAY; STREET CORNER JACK, 
Cremorne Hotel, Unley Rd., 8 -12 , $2; PIONEER JAZZ BAND, Seven Stars Hotel, City,
8.30 -12 , free; CROTCHETTES, pinao bar, Cobb’s Restaurant, 12 - 3 am, $3; C'EST 
LA VIE, Lord Melbourne Hotel, Nth. Ad., 9 - 2 am, $1.50; HOT CHICKEN, Coronation 
Hotel, Currie St., City; SATURDAY: SECOND HAND SHAKE, Lord Melbourne Hotel, 
Nth. Ad., 9 - 2 am, $1.50; MOJO, Lord Melbourne, 1.30 - 6.00 pm; THE WARM JETS, 
Cremorne Hotel, Unley Rd., 8 -12 , $2.50; BANK OF FRANCE, Seacliffe Hotel; 
"Orange Music" -  various acoustic acts, Clayton Wesley Church, Parade, Norwood, 
9 -12 , $1; "T fa itor’s Gate”  Folk Club, Angas Hotel, City, 8 -12 ; CROTCHEUES, piano 
bar, Cobb’s Restaurant, 12 - 3 am, $3.
FRI, 6: COLD CHISEL and SWANEE, Arkaba, $5; SOKA, Angas Hotel, City, 8 -1 2 , $2; 
MOBIUS, Pier Hotel, Gteneig, 8 - “ , free; BAND OF HOPE, Marryatville Hotel, 8 -1 2 , 
$2.50; BANK OF FRANCE, Richmond Hotel, Rundle Mall, $2.
SAT, 7: MARION CITY BRASS BAND, Hindmarsh Sq., 2 - 4 pm, free; COLD CHISEL 
and SWANEE, Arkaba, $5; SOKA, Marryatville, 8 - ’ , $2.50; AIR VOICE, Pier Hotel, 
Glenelg, 8 '-", free; BAND OF HOPE, 8 -12 , $2 (at the Britannia or Richmond hotel -  
to be confirmed).
SUN, 8: MICKEY FINN, 2 - 4 pm. Amphitheatre, Eider Pk., free; COMPANY BLUE, 2 - 
4 pm, Rymill Pk., free; COLD CHISEL, Arkaba, $5; SWANEE, Elizabeth Rugby Club; 
SOKA, Aldgate Pump Hotel, 7.30 - 11.30, $2.
TUES, 10: WARM JETS, Marryatville Hotel, 8 -12 , $1.50.
WED, 11: ADELAIDE ABORIGINAL ENSEMBLE, 1 2 -2  pm, Hindmarsh Sq., free; 
SWANEE, Pier Hotel, G ienelg,-8-".
THURS , 12; SWANEE, Peter Jackson’s Hotel, Salisbury; SOAPBOX ORCHESTRA, 
Brighton Hotel, free; FOUR REASONS, Pier Hotel, Glenelg, 8 - " ,  free; FAST ED- 
DIE/REDCAPS, Princes Berkley, 8 -12 , $2.
FRI, 13: ROSS WILSON and MONDO ROCK, Arkaba, $5; SOKA, Angas Hotel, City, 8 - 
12, $2; SWANEE, Marryatville Hotel, 8 -12 , $2.50.
SAT, 14: DICK FRANKEL'S JAZZ DISCIPLES, 2 - 4 pm. Amphitheatre, Elder Pk., free; 
GLENELG CITY BRASS BAND, Hindmarsh Sq., 2 - 4 pm, free; ROSS WILSON AND 
MONDO ROCK, Arkaba, $5; STAMPEDE, Pier Hotel, Glenelg, 8 - " ,  free; SOKA, Rich­
mond Hotel, 8 -1 2 , $2; FAST EDDIE/FINE CUTS, Britannia Hotel, 8 -1 2 ,  $2; 
EMERGENCY, Marryatville, 8 -1 2 , $2.50; SWANEE, Pooraka.
SUN, 15; STREET CORNER JACK, 2 - 4 pm. Amphitheatre, Elder Pk„ free, (CRAIG 
BATTAMS support); SPINIFEX (country), 2 - 4 pm, Rymill Pk., free; ROSS WILSON 
AND MONDO ROCK, Arkaba, $5; SWANEE, Elizabeth Rugby Club; SOAPBOX OR­
CHESTRA, Aldgate Pump Hotel, 7.30 - 11.30, $2.
MON, 16; J.C.NASH BAND andJIMMY AND VAL REID (country), Rymill Pk., 2 - 4 pm, 
free.
TUES, 17: BAND OF HOPE, Marryatville, 8 -1 2 , $1,50.
WED, 18:MICHAELL PARK/H.S, BIGBANDO, 1 2 -2  pm, Hindmarsh Sq., free; ROSE 
TAHOE, Pier Hotel, Glenelg, $2,
THURS, 19; SOAPBOX ORCHESTRA, Brighton Hotel, free; BAND OF HOPE, Princes 
Berkley, 8 -12 , $2; ROSE TAHOE, Peter Jackson’s Hotel, Salisbury.
FRI, 20: SOKA, Angas Hotel, 8 -12 , $2; ANGELS, Arkaba, $5; BOB MARLEY AND THE 
WAITERS, Apollo; KATCH, Pier Hotel, Glenelg, 8 -", free; BAND OF HOPE, Richmond 
Hotel, 8 -1 2 , $2; REDEYE, Marryatville Hotel, 8 -1 2 , $2.50; ROSE TAHOE, Sun­
downer Hotel. Whyalla.
SAT, 21: KLEMZIG JUNIOR BRASS BAND, Hindmarsh Sq. 2 - 4 pm, free; ANGELS, 
Arkaba, $5; BOB MARLEY AND THE WAITERS, Apollo; BUFF'S BAND, Pier Hotel, 
Glenelg, 8 - " ,  free; SOKA, Richmond Hotel, 8 -12 , $2; HOT CHICKEN/FAST EDDIE, 
Britannia Hotel, 8 -1 2 , $2; SOME DREAM, Marryatville Hotel, 8 -1 2 ,  $ 2.50;-ROSE 
TAHOE, Sundowner Hotel, Whyalla.
SUN, 22: SINGALONG, Amphitheatre, Elder Pk., 2 -4  pm, free; SHOWDOWN, 2 -  
4 pm, Rymill Pk., free;ANGELS, Arkaba, $5; SOAPBOX ORCHESTRA, Aldgate Pump 
Hotel, 7.30 - 11.30, $2; ROSE TAHOE, Elizabeth Rugby Club,
TUES, 24: EMERGENCY, Marryatville Hotel, 8 -12 , $1.50.
WED, 25: FEATHER, Pier Hotel, Glenelg, 8 - ' ;  REDGUM -P M B A  Poets Union 
benefit, w ith  local poets. Box Factory, Regent S t, City, 2 pm -", $2.
Thursday 26 1: soaannia Hotel, 8 -1 2 , $2.50; STREET CORNER JACK, Marryatville 
Hotel, 8 -12 , $2.50; FEATHER, Sundowner Hotel, Whyalla.
SUN, 29: DAVE DALLWITZ JAZZ BAND, 2 - 4  pm. Amphitheatre, Elder Pk., free; 
J.C.NASH BAND, Rymill Pk., 2 - 4 pm, free; MIDNIGHT OIL, Arkaba, $5; SOAPBOX 
ORCHESTRA, Aldgate Pump Hotel, 7.30 - 11.30, $2; FEATHER, Elizabeth Rugby Club. 
COMING UP: YOUNG MODERN tentatively booked for the Arkaba firs t weekend in 
May.
WED, 11: TOURISTS, Bombay Rock; RED HOT PEPPERS, Bombay rock; AYERS ROCK, 
Monash Uni.
THURS, 12; JIM KEAYS BAND, Melbourne State College; ALIENS/PAUL KELLY AND 
THE DOTS, Bombay Rock; PHIL MANNING, Collingwood Town Hall; STOCKLY, SEE 
AND MASON, M artin i’ s’ MAN AND MACHINE, Eureka, Geelong.
FRI, 13: ROSE TAHOE, Bananas: SECRET POLICE, Marijuana House; MAN AND 
MACHINE, Panel Beaters.
SAT, 14: MAN AND MACHINE/BOYS NEXT DOOR/ROMANTICS, Crystal Ballroom. 
SUN, 15: STOCKLY, SEE AND MASON, Bombay Rock; PAUL KELLY AND THE DOTS, 
Marijuana House.
MON, 16: FLOWERS/THE ALIENS, Crystal Ballroom.
0 N E
SAT, 7: YOUNG MODERN, Civic Hotel; JIMMY AND THE BOYS/FLOWERS, Stagedoor 
Tavern; HITMEN/THE NAUTS (ex-Supernaut), Royal Antler; SOAPBOX, A.N.U. Bar, 
Canberra, 8.30 - 12.30.
MON, 9: ROSS RYAN, Civic Hotel.
TUES, 10: SCARLET, Civic Hotel.
WED, 11: TEXAS, Stagedoor Tavern; X, Civic Hotel.
THURS, 12: JO JO ZEP AND THE FALCONS/THE HITMEN, Royal Antler: YOUNG 
MODEIIN, Stagedoor Tavern; MENTAL AS ANYTHING, Civic Hotel.
FRI, 13: MI-SEX./MARK GILLESPIE/MENTAL AS ANYTHING, Stagedoor Tavern.
SAT, 14: JO JO ZEP AND THE FALCONS, Stagedoor Tavern; MOTHER GOOSE/FASTER 
BUCK, Royal Antler.
SUN, 15: YOUNG MODERN, Bondi Lifesaver; MOTHER GOOSE, Stagedoor Tavern. 
MON, 16: ROSS RYAN, Civic Hotel.
TUES, 17: THE ALIENS, Civic Hotel.
WED, 18: X, Civic; THE NAUTS, Stagedoor Tavern.
THURS, 19: RRATS BANDER, Stagedoor Tavern; PASSENGERS, Civic Hotel,
FRI, 20: DENNIS WILSON, Royal Antler: THE NAUTS/WARD 13, Civic Hotel; 
MIDNIGHT OIL, Stagedoor Tavern.
SAT, 21: SKYHOOKS/THE ALIENS, Royal Antler; HITMEN, Stagedoor Tavern.
MON, 23: ANNE KIRKPATRICK BAND, Civic Hotel.
TUES, 24: MI-SEX, Civi Hotel; MIDNIGHT OIL, Stagedoor Tavern.
WED, 25: FLOWERS/YOUNG MODERN, Civic Hotel; WAR013, Stagedoor Tavern. 
THURS, 26: MENTAL AS ANYTHING. Civic Hotel; RRATS BANDER, Stagedoor Tavern. 
FRI, 27: KEVIN BORICH/THE STUNTS (to be confirmed). Royal Antler; X/KAMIKAZE 
KIDS, Civic Hotel; JIMMY AND THE BOYS, Stagedoor Tavern.
SAT, 28: FLOWERS/THE ALIENS, Royal Antler’ HITMEN, Civic Hotel.
WHOOPS!
You may have noticed something funny 
about the Martin Carthy interview in iast 
month's issue — like it didn't read right and 
some of the questions and answers were out 
of sequence. It was our fault — not the 
author's or the subject's. We apologise.
ANOTHER SWINDLE
This m onth Roadrunner has tive copies  o f the new  Sex  
Pistois doubie aibum "The G rea t Rock’n'Roii Sw indie" to g ive  
aw ay, H ere's w hat you have to do to g e t your hands on this 
historic docum ent. On Side O ne of the aibum, J. 
R o tten /Lyd o n  Esq. sings a song ca iie d ...w a it  for  
it..."Roadrunner". Yeah, w e're  rea iiy  knocked out w ith John  
and the o th er iovabie sp ike tops for giving us such g rea t free  
pubiicity, but w hat YOU have to do is teii us who w rote  the  
song that he sings, i'ii g ive  you a d u e : it's not Jnr. V iaiker and  
the A ii’Stars, That's a d ifferen t version,
Aiso te ii us w hy you thought the Sex  Pistois w ere  the  
g rea test rock'n 'roii band in the h istory  o f the universe, if you  
DiDN'T think th ey  w ere , teii us who you think is/w ere  and 
why.
Entries to Roadrunner-W ith-The-Radio-On Com petition, Box 
156, N orw ood, S .A . 5067. W inners announced n ex t issue.
PARKING THE TIGER
STREET FIGHT
Funny old man in shorts and shoes 
old leather shoes 
and funny little socks 
challenging
the whole public bar of the hotel 
to a fight
Funny little kid who just won’t go away
lunging
posturing
tis
tisn’t
threatening
promising
demanding satisfaction till
an alcoholic matchstick
thin enough to snap between finger and
thumb
takes off his coat 
and it’s fight 
fight 
FIGHT
without the Joyful rush
of kids in the schoolyard
the concern of teachers at their stations
An old soldier
and the enemy big as a tank_________ _________
kicking hard at groin 
guts
malice in his feet 
murder in his fists
I walk past with my son 
unseen observers 
and the world explodes 
like a brown paper bag
—PETER McFARLANE
JIM I HENDRIX: ELECTRIC LADYLAND
There’s a nigger in the amplifier.
A black one.
Fumes are rising 
from the turntable.
There’s a smell of music in the air.
An electric burning.
Someone is swallowing gasoline.
A voice
igniting.
PETER GOLDSWORTHY
ENTERTAINMENT SUPPLIES
LIG H T S  FR O M  $1 PER N IG H T
f/
ALSO DISCO SYSTEMS, MUSICOLOURS, MIRROR BALLS  
DIMMERS, BUBBLE MACHINES, FOG MACHINES
STEREO SYSTEMS, FLOOD LIGHTS and ELEC. ACCESSORIES
P H :
2123685
2 D 1
WAYMOUTH 
STREET OF MUSIC 
ADELAIDE
LONG TERM HIRE AVAILA BLE
A/H
2936126
umb/ello 
mu/ic
ADELAIDE'S SECOND­
HAND RECORD STORE.
We buy your unwanted 
records and tapes. See us 
now for the best price 
in town.
Upstairs,
Cnr. Frome and Rundle Sts.,
City.
SURVIVE THE DEPRESSION - SHOP SECONDHAND!
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